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SCRAP BOOK
BASKETBALL........... 1933-4
News items in this book 
are from the
Providence JOURNAL-BULLETIN
Unless indicated otherwise
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ’VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM
Winners of I t of Its 16 games this winter, and favorites in the clash against Brown at the Elmgrove avenue gym tomorrow night. Front row. left to 
right—Allan Bracken, left forward; Sam Shapiro/right forward; Capt. Edward Koslowski. centre; William Kutnlewski, right guard; Edward Reilly. left 
guard. Back row—P. Morrison, guard; Abe Felt, guard: Oliver Roberge, centre: Manager F. J. Reavey; .Tames Bostick, forward; John Morrison, forward; 
John Ziment, guard.
Al McClellan
P- €. BASKETBALL SQUAD
Providence College Hoopsters
Begin Strenuous Season
Only Four of 18 Games are Scheduled for 
Harkins Hall Court.—Bracken 
L j................. ' is Big Threat
REPORTS
■ ' ' / i
, With tall, speedy and experienced 
men in each position, P. -C.’s baske- 
. ball quintet has embarked on a cam­
paign that, is likely to lead it. to a 
highly respectable place in the com 
sport. All ot the Friar regulars of 
last year’s team are again playing 0 
gather, in the pink of condition and 
eager to better their 1932- 33 iecon 
which numbered 13 victories m -> 
games. But even should they show 
improvement over their old toun, 
Coach Al McClellan confidently ex­
pects thfey will, the Friar hoopsters 
will roll along no serene or smooth 
road to basketball glory.
Looming up dangerous in the dis­
tance is that ever “cagey’ C.C.N.V 
team and the' basketball-bred breth­
ren, St. John’s of Brooklyn. hale, 
Dartmouth and Army, always a oi 
midable trio in the court sport, will 
likewise be hostile hosts to the 
are. Another team that will probably 
provide P. C. with a strenuous ses­
sion is St. Thomas of Scranton, con­
querors of P. C.’s Eastern champs m 
1928. Even Harvard, formerly a sec­
ond rater in basketball, has taken 
on a winning lease of life under its 
new coach, Wesley Feeler, and is 
expected to give McClellan’s men a 
close., contest.
No Little Handicap
Each of the aforementioned teams 
will be encountered away fiom home. 
Indeed, only four of the Friars 18 
games are scheduled for Harkins’ 
Hall. This puts the local boys under 
no little handicap.
In basketball, moreT’ffiau any other 
sport, the home team enjoys import­
ant' ad vantages. In the -first, place, it 
benefits from the peculiarities of its 
' own floor. The homesters, from con­
stant usage, have' become familiar 
with every foot, and angle of their 
; court, a layout which may vary con- 
i siclerably, from the one on which the 
, visitors are accustomed to play. 
• Naturally their teamwork and timing, 
is adversely affected.
Secondly, the visitors may be both­
ered and even baffled by the lights 
and. shadows of a court that is strange 
to them.
In the third place, a visiting team 
almost inevitably plays in an antag­
onistic environment and consequent­
ly is deprived of the encouragment 
and. inspiration the homesters re­
ceive from their howling supporters.
Friars a “Road Team”
The sum total of these disadvan­
tages is authoritatively estimated to 
be between 10 and 15 points. A 
“road team” like the Friars will 
therefore go into the majority of. its 
games handicapped like a batter who 
\ has one strike on him before he 
> reaches the plate. Hence P. C.’s 
‘ classy outfit, will be forced to exert 
themselves in order to compile a 
I championship , or near championship 
record—even should tlrev show tho , 
25 per cent improvement that Coach j 
McClellan expects every • year from j 
his charges.
Undoubtedly a victory over C.C.- ; 
N.Y. is the most cherished ambition 
of the Friars. It is no great feat for ■ 
a college, football team to beat C.C.N.- 
Y. but when a college basketball team ; 
turns the trick it creates a sensation. 
The New Yorkers lost only one ofj 
i their fifteen games last year, St. : 
John’s. nosing them out by a three 
point margin.
Outshooting the Lavender hoop­
sters, all of whom are Jewish, will be 
an extremely difficult task this year- 
. also. Like the Friars, C.C.N.Y. is 
i well supplied with capable and well 
1 seasoned material. Coach Nat Hol­
man is highly optimistic about an­
other great season. “This is one of i 
the most experienced teams I’ve had i 
at City,” he says. “Four players are ' 
; seniors and one .■ Is a junior, which! 
means that they have seen enough I 
basketball to know their way around 
the court.”
Three Seniors on Squad
A situation that is almost similar 
and pleasant exists at P. C. Coach 
McClellan has three seniors—Capt. 
Ed Koslowski, ex-Captain Dick Brac­
ken and Eddie Reilly—and two jun­
iors, ■ Sam Shapiro and Bill Kutniew- 
ski.
The outstanding player of this 
quintet is Dick Bracken of Portches- 
ter, N. Y. For the past two campaigns 
his work has attracted the admiration 
of basketball experts. In the 1932- 
’33 season he was picked on the All 
American second, team as a forward.
On the All New England five he mer-i 
ited a first string berth, thereby re­
peating his achievement of the pieced-, 
ing year when he won honorary ad­
mission to this team—but as a guard. 
Unusual versatility, therefore, has 
marked Bracken’s career. at P. C. An 
expert and experienced performer in 
all departments of play, Bracken can 
do more things with a basketball than 
any of his teammates. Particularly ' 
noteworthy is his uncanny knack of; 
shooting accurately under all circum­
stances.
Bracken Adept
To frustrate Bracken from scoring 
is, a perplexing task. The enemy is 
unable to anticipate his actions be­
cause the P. C. Star is equally adept 
with either hand at shooting baskets. 
Last year he -was the highest scorer 
on the team.
An important factor in Bracken’s 
■ scoring activities is Sammy Shapiro, 
a tall, agile boy from, Lynn. Shapiro s 
job is akin to that filled, so capably 
by Bill McCue a. few years ago, He is 
a. “feeder.” Being An exceptionally • 
last and clever floor worker, Shapiro 
often maneuvers the ball to a spot 
near the basket where he turns it 
over to Bracken to shoot.
The hand that consistently starts 
Friar plays in motion belongs to Ed 
Kosiowski, the center. Rarely has 
he been out,jumped on the tip-off. 
Standing six foot two, Kosiowski has: 
the height and natural spring in his 
legs necessary to a good center. He 
is the heaviest man on the team, scal­
ing 194 solid pounds which he carries
’ with the speed of a lightweight: 
Unexpected Stunts
A skilled , performer in every phase 
of pivot play, this big fellow particu­
larly excels in flipping baskets, one 
handed, while nonchalantly passing 
from the left to the right side of a 
basket. He usually does this two or 
three times an evening, a stunt so 
totally unexpected and deceptive that 
there is no way to stop it.
At left guard for the Friars is Eddie 
Reilly who, like Kosiowski, hails from 
Bridgeport-where they played on riyal 
schoolboy teams. Now they are in­
separable pals and teammates in base­
ball as well as basketball. Reilly, 
though not a brilliant player, is never­
theless a sturdy, dependable man 
whom opponents find difficult to, 
elude. Friar fans appreciate his habit 
of halting opponent plays that seem 
on the verge of being crowned with 
a tally.
Kutniewski Tireless
Right guard finds Bill Kutniewski, 
doing alert and whirlwind duty. He; 
is absolutely tireless. Blessed with! 
I a splendid physique and active in 
'sports all the year around, Kutniew- 
-ski is always in prime condition, and 
can go through an entire game at a 
break neck pace. He abounds in ag­
gressiveness and is the fastest big 
man McClellan has ever seen. Kut­
niewski likewise possesses a goodly 
amount of basketball instinct and abil­
ity. This season, his second as a reg­
ular, should find the Olneyville boy 
ranking with the best guards in New 
England.
The Friars opened their 1933,-’34 ' 
campaign this evening with the Penn 
Teachers’ College at Harkins’ Hall. 
The remainder of the schedule fol­
lows:
Dec. 14—Yale at New. Haven 
” 19—St. John’s at Brooklyn
” 20—Columbus Club at
Brooklyn
Jan. 10;—Dartmourth at Hanover
” 17—Army at West Point
” 18—Penn Teacher's at East
Stroudsberg
” 19—St. Thomas at Scranton
” 27—Springfield
Feb. 9—Pratt Institute at Brook­
lyn
” 10—C.C.N.Y. at New York
16—Harvard at Cambridge
“ 17—Coast Guard at New
London.
” 22—Springfield at Spring­
field
” 24—Alumni
Mar. 2—Lowell Textile at Low­
ell
( ” 7—Worcester Poly Tech ■
” 10—Brown at Brown Gym- I
xiasium ;
'p. C. Slate 
Loaded With
Hard Games
Dartmouth, Yale, Army, C. |
C. N. Y. and Harvard on f j 
Season’s List |
Geraki Prio. Hst
the Friars built up a well-recognized 
claim to the Eastern championship.
Perhaps it’s even a bit tougher than 
the Friars wished, but there was no 
’ getting around it. When it _ was 
bruited around that, the Dominicans 
had the entire first-string hook-up of 
; last year back for duty this cam- | 
paign, the weaker Eastern college ( 
teams proved' coy about signing on the , 
proverbial dots. So the Black and > 
White had to go out after the strong 
ones. And certainly got them. I
The schedule’s an 18-game affair,; 
13 contests on the hard, cruel road, | 
, four in the Friar auditorium at IJar-; 
kins Hall and one in Brown’s big gym 
on Elmgrove avenue, the annual 
Friar-Bruin clash for the city cham-; 
pionship. '
OPEN DEC. 8
; The Friars open with a home game i 
| Dec 8 against the State Teachers' 1 
'college of East Stroudsburg, Pa.—j 
about which more later—and in the; 
course of their campaign run up 
i against such feature opponents as, 
'Yale, ever-dangerous St. John’s of’. 
Brooklyn, Dartmouth, Army, _ St. 
Thomas’s of Scranton, Pa., Spring-, 
field, C. C- N. Y. and Harvard, wind­
ing up with a Brown team that takes 
pre-season shape as the best the Bear ■ 
has. had in manv a day.
r Providence College has gone “Notre 
I Dame”—at least as far..as this year’s 
basketball schedule is concerned.
The Friar 1933-1934 court list, an­
nounced today by 
Graduate Mana­
ger John E. Far-' 
rell, resembles a 
Notre Dame foot- ■ 
ball slate, with, 
every game an j 
objective and not; 
a “breather” in a; 
carload.
It’s just about 
the most ambi- 
t i o u s schedule 
Coach Al “Gen­
eral” McClellan's; 
eagers have tac­
kled vet and that;
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Sam Shapiro
Now about these East Stroudsburg : 
Teachers. The name doesn't mean 
much in New England basketball, ’ 
generally, but it has a big significance 
for followers of the court game in 
other parts of the East. Last season 
the Teachers put together the best 
record of any small college team in 
the East, a total of 17 victories in 18 
starts. ■ And that, considering the 
vagaries of the hoop sport, is some 
putting together. They’re rumored to 
be just as hot this year, so that the 
Friars can look for a stiff opening 
assignment. The Black and White 
has another game with the Teachers, 
a road affair, billed Jan. 18.
Yale comes next on the list. This 
contest' is down for Dec. 14 at New [ 
Haven, and will be followed by St. 
John’s at Brooklyn Dec. 19 and the 
crack Columbus Club quintet JU 
Brooklyn, Dec. 20. One feature of the 
Dominican program this season may 
make the burden of the heavy sched- ■ 
ule a bit lighter. The annual game ■ 
with Dartmouth—a “jinx” clash dur­
ing several past Friar campaigns— ; 
isn’t scheduled this season until after - 
Christmas, thereby giving the Friars . 
more time to prepare to meet the 
usually powerful Green.
CHANCE FOB EEVENGE .
■ The Dartmouth contest is scheduled ; 
! for Hanover Jan. 10, the first game ; 
I after the Christmas recess. It will be 
i followed by a clash with Army at • 
I West Point, Jan. 17. This Army game 
and the clash with St. Thomas’s at 
Scranton, Pa., give the Dominicans . 
cha.nce for revenge on two of the 
three teams that marred the great 
Friar record in 1928 with defeats.
Neither St. Thomas nor Army has 
been met since 1928. . A game was 
scheduled last year with Army, but 
was called off when West Point was 
quarantined because of an epidemic 
of grippe. ,
Besides the two games with the 
East Stroudsburg Teachers, the Fri­
ars have only one other home-and- 
away series on their list. That’s with , 
the Springfield Gymnasts. who will 
come here Jan. 27 and will entertain 
the Friars at Springfield Feb. 22. The 
annual series w;ith St. John's has been 
cut down to one game this season at 1 
Brooklyn, because a decreased ath- > 
1 letic budget at St. John’s ruled out • 
the possibility of the Brooklynites 
making the trip here.
On their February trip to New York, 
the Dominicans meet Pratt Institute 
at Brooklyn, 'Feb. 9. and City College 
at New York, Feb. 10. Then comes 
'Harvard, Feb. 16; Coast Guard Acad­
emy. Feb. 17, and Springfield, Feb. 22, 
all on the road. The annual Alumni 
game is scheduled for Feb. 24 at Har­
kins Hall, after which the schedules 
'runs through its final stretch with , 
Lowell Textile at Lowell, March 2; , 
Worcester Polytech here' March 7, ‘ 
[and Brown game March 10. _
,,VETERANS IN FORM
In practice the Dominican veterans 
are showing all the skill that marked/, 
their play last year. They’ll start this 
season protecting a 12-game victory! 
chain strung from January to Match 
last season. The Friars suffered three 
defeats in 16 games last season, all 
three setbacks coming in the pre­
Christmas periods.
The veteran quintet ready for ac­
tion consists of Sam Shapiro and Dick 
Brashen, forwards; Capt. Ed Koslow- 
sky, centre, and Eddie Reilly and Bill,1 
Kutniewski, guards. Kutniewski, vet­
eran football guard and leading can­
didate for captain of next year's 
eleven, hasn’t reported yet for hoop 
practice, but is expected before the 
end of the week.
In addition, the Friars have a flock 
, of last year's strong reserves back for 
, action and several stellar graduates 
of the Freshman ranks, headed, by
I Jake Siment, captain of last year’s 
; yearlings.
II A strong schedule is now being com-! 
! pleted for this .season’s Freshman.
team, which promises, to be stronger 
than any first-year quintet the Friars
I have yet put on the court.
| The 'varsity schedule: !,
i Dec. 8, State Teachers College of 
East Stroudsburg, Pa., at Providence.
Dec. 14, Yale at New Haven.
Dec. 19, St. John’s at Brooklyn. 
Dec. 20, Columbus Club at Brooklyn. 
Jan. 10, Dartmouth at Hanover.
Jan. 17, Army at West Point.
Jan. 18, State Teachers College at! 
east Stroudsburg, Pa.
Jan. 19, St.. Thomas at Scranton, 
j Jan. 27, Springfield at Providence, 
i Feb. 9, Pratt Institute at Brooklyn.
Feb. 10, C. C. N. Y. at New York.
: Feb. 16, Harvard at Cambridge.
Feb. 17, Coast Guard Academy at.
. ew London.
Feb. 22, Springfield at Springfield.
Feb. 24, Alumni at Providence, 
i March 2, Lowell Textile at Lowell, 
i March 7, Worcester Poly tech- at 
Providence.
i March 10, Brown at Brown.
East Stroudsburg Teachers, 
Eastern Leaders Last Year, 
to Play Here.
The East Stroudsburg Teachers, the, 
, team which topped the Eastern colle- 
; giate basketball rating last year, will 
' come to Providence on Friday evening, 
I Dec. 8, to start the Friars 1933-34 court 
season. Dr. A. Lester Crapser, coach of, 
the Pennsylvanians, has four veterans on 
' his 'Varsity quintet and is intent upon 
duplicating his successful.season of last 
. year. The Teachers won 17 games in an 
18-game schedule last year, dropping one' 
game to Ithaca College by a single point.
The quintet from Pennsylvania, which 
will meet the Dominicans on the Har-' 
kins Hall court this year., will be. a! 
rugged and rangy aggregation, accord-! 
ing to pre-season reports. In the forward ( 
court the Teachers have Marshall Evans,1 
a Junior, who has had three years of var­
sity experience. He stands 5 feet 7 inches; 
and weighs 170 pounds. His running i 
mate is Ashley Morgan, who has won a 
: regular post this year after two years of : 
play as a reserve,.
Another veteran. Harry Pearsons, with I 
two years of varsity competition to-his 
credit, holds down the centre position.- 
He is 6- feet 2 inches in height and tips | 
the scales at 180. A capable reserve cen­
tre is Fred Marconi. At one guard the;
> Pennsylvanians have Joe Mankelunias, 
who is spending his last season with the; 
team. He is a Senior and his three years, 
of work in the varsity lineup has made;
; him an imporant cog in the team’s de- 
.' fence. The other guard post is held by.
Malcolm McCulloch, a veteran of two! 
varsity seasons. A reserve forward who' 
is sure to see duty during the coming 
campaign is John Archer.
Coach Crapser Is in his eighth year at 
I the State Teachers College in East’ 
Stroudsburg and with four lettermen as 
a nucleus has rounded out a fine team. I 
Included in the Pennmen’s trip into; 
New England is a game at Springfield 
with the Teachers' College. Last, year ; 
af ter a close; fast game the visitors from 
I Pennsylvania finally subdued the 
1 Springfield quintet 42-34. Numbered- 
I among their more prominent victories- 
last season were victories over Muhlen- 
burg, St. Thomas and Bucknell.
Coach “Gen.” McClellan will resume 
practices for his squad tomorrow after a 
i let-up over the Thanksgiving holiday, i 
Although he has one or two men in mind 
for starting posts, he will be on the look­
out this week for men for the other po­
sitions. Captain Ed. Koslowski and Ollie 
Roberge are battling for the call in the 
jump position, a.nd, although “Kos” may 
start. Ollie is sure to get into the game 
either as reserve centre or at a guard or 
, forward post. The outstanding candi­
dates for guard are Bill Kutneski and 
' Ed Reilly. In the forward assignments 
Sam Shapiro and Dick Bracken seem to 
have the honors, although Oc Perrin and 
pete Wheeler are pressing them closely. 
Jim Bostick, is another front courtman 
who may get the call at a forward post 
' during the game. Jake Ziment, Abe Feit 
and Johnny Madden are in the thick of: 
the fight for guard assignments.
FRIARSOPEOWP “ 
SEASON THIS WEEK
Edward Koslowski
 Dominicans Rally to Subdue
East Stroudsburg Five 47-35
Visitors Lead 23-14,at Halftime.
The Providence College 'Varsity bas­
ketball team staged a spectacular' come­
back in the second half of its opening 
game last night to defeat a fighting East 
Stroudsburg quintet 47-35 on the Har­
kins Hall couit, in a preliminary game 
which, also produced Its share of thrilling ■ 
play, the Friar Freshmen took the Bryt ' 
ant and Stratton Indians into camp I 
42-29. An enthusiastic capacity audi-I 
' ence witnessed the games and the ex- I 
■ cltement grew to a high pitch as the 
Friars, on the' short, end of a. 23-14 score 
i at the half, rallied to go ahead of the 
, Teachers and kept out in front.
) .-Allan “Dick.” Bracken was the big gun 
[in the Friar offence in the second half 
with nine baskets to his credit' and a 
total of 24 points for the whole game. 
Sam Shapiro with eight points and Bill 
Kutneski. with seven helped to swell the 
score. On the visitors’ five the out­
standing player was Capt. Marshall 
Evans, who drew applause with his sue- I 
Oessful long-tom shots. He netted 21 of 
his team’s points.
At the start of the. game the Friar de­
fence was weak and tile Teachers pene- ! 
trated to within scoring range easily. ' 
On the offence the'Dominicans advanced 
the ball up the' floor well but lost it ' 
when within range of the basket. The 
second half saw a complete change in I 
the Friar offence, and the defence bot­
tled up Capt. Evans so completely' that 
he was no longer a threat. With their 
star player boxed, the Teachers wilted 
under the overpowering Friar attack, 
and, when the Friars went ahead 31-30 
after 12 minutes of the second half, the 
Stroudsburg offence faltered and did not 
click again effectively.
The Teachers had the upper hand dur­
ing the first four of five minutes of play ' 
in the second half and raised their score i 
to 30 points before the Friars began to ;
' add to their 14. Dick Bracken broke ! 
loose to make some difficult shots, and 
with the confidence produced by his per- ! 
formance, the Friars started a short : 
passing game whifctt had the Teachers . 
bewildered. .The Black and White court­
men ran up 23 points to the Teachers’ 
five during this short passing attack and 
j were pressing hard a® the game., ended.
Game played.! December 8,.1933
Referee—James Parker. Umpire—Chalies 
Schurman. Time—Two 20-minute periods.
• ' PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE (47)
B. STROUDSBURG 
TEACHERS I 35)
I ■' ' - G. F. P. Cr. I1’. P. ;
Bracken, If. .12 0 24 Morgan, If.-,. 1 0 2
Shapiro, rf.. 1 3 2 8 Coyne. If.,. 2 0 4 J
21Perrin, rf. .. . 0 0 0 Evans (C), rf 9 3
Kosl’Ski (C), C 2 1 5 Persons, c.. . 1 O' 2
Roberge, c.. . 0 0 0 McCulloch, lg 1 3 5 }
■Reilly. Ig... . 0 1 1 Kolek. lg..'. 0 0 0 r
Feit, lg......... . 0 0 0;Mank’rias, rg 0 1 1 I
'Madden, lg.. . 0 0 0
Kutneski. rg . 3 1 7 T
<Ziment, rg.. . 1 0 2 I
Total .... .21. 5 47 Total.......... 14 7 ,35
VETERAN P. C. FIVE
HOPES TO TRIM YALE
Coach “Gen”' McClellan . will, take ar 
veteran Providence. College .basketball j 
! team to New Haven tomorrow deter- I 
mined to chalk up a victory over Yale. 
'The Friars have defeated the Bulldogs | 
i only twice in their six meetings, but, feel 
■that last year’s 50 to 29 defeat was not« 
a true representation of'the difference! 
in strength between the two teams. I 
With a team of five men who have played |; 
against Yale before on the large Paynei 
Whitney gym floor Providence hopes to I 
turn back the Elimen.
Although their play in the first half j 
against the Stroudsburg Teachers was 
ragged in spots, the Friars have correct­
ed those errors in practice and expect 
to play 40 minutes of fast ball, the I- 
same type which helped them to over- | 
come the fighting East Stroudsburgers i 
in the second half of their contest. If >. 
the Friars can stage another whirlwind i 
'finish as they did last Friday evening f 
they should have no difficulty in sub­
duing the Yale five.
Yale defeated a strong aggregation of 
alumni players last week and with a 
quintet of experienced playefs i's look­
ing forward to maintaining its hold on 
the Eastern Intercollegiate champion­
ship. Coach Ripley expects a hard game 
with the Friars and is looking to the 
game as a test for his men to determine 
whether or not they can take the East­
ern crown again.
In 1928, the year Providence College 
was a leader in New England basket­
ball. with.such stars’as Johnny Krieger 
and Eddie Wineapple, the Friars turned 
back Yale and Dartmouth in succession. 
'The victory over Yale was by the narrow 
margin of one point. 28-27. Again the 
Friars came home winners in 1931. when 
a team; including Capt. Chick Gaynor, 
Dick Brachen, Ed Koslowski and Ed 
Reilly, defeated the Bulldogs, 32-26.
The record of the series thus far is: 
Providence Yale 
1926 ............................................ 23 53
1928 ............................................ 28 27
1929 ............................................ 2(1 30
1930 .................... 25 34,
1931 ............................................ 3,2 26
1932 ............................................ 29 50
•Providence Clashes
With Eli Five Here ■
Opening Game Of Basketball Season To Be Fea­
tured By Presence Of De Angelis In Yale 
Lineup—Bridgeporters With Friars.
TONIGHT’S- LINEUP ■
IN WHITNEY GYM
YALE PROVIDENCE
Nikkei (Capt.) ............... Bracken
Left Forward
DeAngelis ........................ Shapiro
Right Forward
Wilson .......................... Koslowski
Center
Reese ..............   Reilly
Left Guard
Miles ............... Kutniewski 
Right Guard
Game starts at 8:30.
■
Yale will open its basketball season in the Payne Whitney 
gymnasium, tonight^ with Providence College furnishing the oppo­
sition. The game is scheduled for 8:30 o’clock and will be pre- 
‘Ceded by a contest between the 'Vale Freshman and Naugatuck 
High school at 7:15.
Providence College, coming to New* ~-----------——------------------—------
Haven with a finely-balanced quin­
tet, will meet Yale in the seventh 
game of the series between the two 
institutions. Yale has won four of 
these games; Providence two. Coach 
i Elmer Ripley of the Yale team last 
night announced that Jimmy DeAo- 
i gelis, football guard, will open the 
j game at right forward for Yale to­
night. DeAngelis reported for bas­
ketball soon after the close of the 
football season, and has come along 
i so- well during the. past two weeks 
: that he is going to be started tonight 
: over Kellogg. Kellogg, however, will 
be in the game at different times.
' Both Yale and Providence College 
have capable sets of reserves and 
there is every indication that to­
night’s contest will be closely fought 
and as interesting as any of the se­
ries thus far.
The fine condition of the squad, 
.coupled with the experience of the 
.men, gives rise to the belief that it 
Will be another. Providence year in 
.the court game, and as a result a 
■large delegation will come down for 
the game.
When Coach McClellan of Provi­
dence sends his starting array into 
action against the Elis, it will be with 
the. conviction that he is naming one 
of the finest hoop teams in New Eng­
land college ranks.
With every man in the starting 
array a veteran letterman, and all 
.seasoned by at least one campaign 
of rugged college competition, it is 
little wonder that the Friar mentor 
has reason to believe that his clever 
aggregation can top the Eli contin­
gent which captured the Eastern In­
tercollegiate league bunting last win- 
; ter.
Captain Ed Koslowski will be at 
the tap position tonight and a large 
following of Bridgeport fans will 
turn out to see the home town boy 
lead his veteran aggregation in ac­
tion, as well as cheer for Ed Reilly,
New Haven REGISTER
another Park City youngster who, as 
a senior, is starting his third cam­
paign as a regular with the Domini­
cans. Koslowski, who stands six two 
and weighs 195, was named by the 
cage coaches of New England as the 
best pivot man in college circles.
But though the Friars will count 
upon the even balance of their rangy 
quintet to bring them a victory, no 
little share cf the task will fall cn 
the shoulders of Dick Bracken, cap­
tain of the team last winter, an. all­
New England and second all-Amer­
ican choice, and of the East’s leading 
scorers, with an average of 13 points 
per game. Although just one of the 
team this winter, his senior year, and 
no longer a captain, Bracken dem­
onstrated in the Friars’ opening clash, 
that he is as capable as ever, leading 
the team in scoring with a total of 
24 points. The remainder of the 
starting array will have rugged Bill 
Kutniewski, football captain for next 
fall and the regular guard in bas­
ketball last winter, pairing with Ed 
Reilly in the back court, and Sam 
Shapiro, rangy Lynn product, team­
ing with the brilliant Bracken in 
leading the offense.
Dominican Hoop Captain
Eflward Koslowski, wlio plays centre for Providence College basketball 
team, who leads his charges_against Yale at New Haven tonight
Providence College Stages
Late Rally to Defeat Yale
Former Two Are High Scorers in Game 
fc/ at New Haven
Mew Hawn. Conn., Dee. IS.—Provi­
dence College won last night’s basketball 
game from Yale, the Eastern Intercol­
legiate champions, when brilliant field 
goals by Centre Ed. Koslowski and Zl- 
ment and two scoring shots from foul 
by Dick Brachen shifted a 32 to 29 lead 
for Tale to a final advantage of 35 to 32 
for the visitors. The winning six points 
were made during thevjast two minutes 
and closed a game in which the lead 
changed three times and the first half 
closed with the count tied at 19 all.
Koslowskl and Brachen, whose final 
shots produced the winning points, were f 
consistent in brilliancy and in point 
scoring honors for both fives, Koslow- 1 
ski’s 14 and Brachen’s, 13 were high to- | 
tais for both teams. Captain Earl Nik- 
feel led Yale with 10 points. Bill Saner j 
W Yale and Sam Shapiro for the visit- 
.pr&Registered timely long scoring shots ‘
A sweepstake rush sent Yale into an 8 
8 to 2 lead in the opening few minutes, 
the .product of three difficult field bas- ■ 
kets by Nikkei. Slowly the'baskets of i 
Brachen and Shapiro cut down the lead I; 
i and a long' toss by Shapiro breezed Prov- 
I idence into its first lead at 14-13. Miles ; 
tied it at 14 for Yale but scores by 
Brachen elevated Providence’s total to 
19. Then Reese’s long toss in the very | 
last second of the half again tied the I 
count at 19. J
Ed Wilson’s under the basket goal sent
. the Ells into a two-point lend in the ; 
second half but Ziment’s scoring toss : 
i tied the count once more at 21. Koslow- 
ski’s points sent Providence ahead to 
24 but Nikkei’s made Yale’s total 23.
, Reilly was Injured and returned but 
Brachen’s sharpshooting gave Providence 
a. 29 to 23 slant, almost a winning ad-
! vantage. Reese, Saner and Klein aidea 
Yale with deft field goals which tied 
the count once more at 29 amid pande­
monium and Yale took a one-point lead 
on Nikkei’s foul and advanced it two 
more on Bill Saner’s long toss. Fine, 
shots by Koslowski, Brachen and Ziment' 
; gave Providence a 35-32 lead as the 
I game ..closed.
^ame played: December Id,1955
KOSLWSKI BRACKEN, ZIMENT
FEATURE PLAY AS FRIARS WIN
with,
f JOE KRAY NICK |
His Friars Ramble
One of the most likeable college I 
coaches we’ve had the pleasure of 
meeting is that towering, good-na- . 
tured Providence College basketball !■ 
mentor, Al McClellan, who is cur- !| 
rently enjoying another trip with his '! 
“Rambling Friars.” McClellan and < 
his squad stopped off at the Hotel ' 
Barnum Tuesday night vzhile on 
their way .to Stroudsberg, Pa., the 
first halt on a three-game trip. .
Al, a six foot, four inch giant who 
weighs in the neighborhood of 235 
pounds, has. groomed another crack 
quintet at Providence and is assum­
ing one of the most difficult sched­
ules in the east. His Ramblers real­
ly ramble, having 17 games on the ! 
road, this season against the cream i 
of the eastern colleges.
Was College Star
Everyone seems to know about 
the teams McCleiian has coached, 
but few really know the man who 
directs the Friars to so many vic­
tories. Well, to begin with, Al 
was a great college player. He 
was a giant of a man and while 
at Mount St. Josephs college he 
played center in basketball, 
tackle ,in football and was a 
pitcher on the baseball team. 
You will note that these posi­
tions are the most important 
ones in each sport.
Play Pro Baseball
Praises Young Reilly
McClellan knows he has a fine 
team and places much of the 
credit on the two Park City boys 
who form the foundation of his 
club. While singing the praises 
of both the Eddies, Koslowski 
and Reilly, Jr., the big coach 
paused a moment to say that 
Reilly was the finest back he 
had ever coached—and he didn’t 
mean maybe. “He has everything 
and does everything just right,” 
McClellan said of young Ed. 
“Reilly can shoot, is a great de­
fensive man, passes brilliantly 
and adds tremendously to the 
morale of the team. What more 
can a coach want?” Coming from 
the one man who should know, 
this is high tribute to the quiet, 
plugging athlete who has finally 
worked himself to the very top.
Plans for Future
While he has year in and. year out 
turned up with splendid teams, Me- ' 
Clellan is not letting the grass grow j 
beneath his feet. He has plans for j 
next year and even better plans for j 
1936. The freshmen squad at Provi- 
deuce is a classy one, he says, and j 
he expects great things of these men < 
in a year or two. ... . 1
McClellan was exceptionally profi­
cient in all three sports. Upon 
graduating from college he immedi­
ately played professional basketball 
and baseball with the best, of teams. 
He was center for a pro team led 
by Johnny Beckman and Buck Har­
ris in 1921 at Nanticook, Pa., and he 
played pro baseball with Eastern, 
International and American yeague 
clubs. He pitched for Waterbury and 
made an appearance, in Bridgeport 
in 1919 and he' also played at 
Worcester in 1920 and went to. 
Detroit Tigers in naid-seasonr The' 
next season he went to the Interna­
tional league. He played with Buf­
falo. He a.lso spent three, years with 
Baltimore. During the war he was 
in the aviation corps. Al ' can also 
play golf shooting in the low 80’s, 
He has had offers to coach at Brown 
.and othei’ eastern schools, but he 
' hangs on to his job at Providence 
'hoping that he may ultimately be­
come head coach in oth.er sports. 
Perhaps you will agree with me— 
he’s quite a man.
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Yale Championship Basketball
Elis Stage Fine Rally 
Losing In Last Minute
1 Koslowski, Star Pivot Man of Friars, Teams Up With I 
Bracken to Steal High Scoring Honors, Running- 
Up Total of 27 Points—Yearlings Take I
Naugy High 40-20
Yale’s 1932-33 Eastern Intercollegiate "League basketball champions 
dropped their first game of the season last night in thej, Payne Whitney 
gymnasium ’to a fine veteran Providence College five by! a score of 35-32.
Behind six points at 23-29 with eight minutes left to play in the last 
20-minute half, the Elis staged a thrilling rally to run up 11 points in 
the ensuing six minutes while holding the Friars scoreless to forge into 
the lead at 32-29 with two minutes to play.
But here the tension broke Phil®------ --------------------------- -- - ——
Klein, substituting for Ned Wilson at TME
center, could hold Ed Kosiowski no ® UUmHtrllllEd
longer, as the big All-New England 
center mado-a beautiful one-hand shot
to bring the Dominicans up to within 
one point. A few seconds later Ziment 
pudgy substitute, took a short pass 
under the basket to score and Bracken 
put the game on ice in, the last minute 
by calmly dropping two fouls tp make 
it 35-32 ’
While” it was either team’s game 
right up until the last minute, _ % Was 
quits obvious that Yale is still in need' 
of a center. Granted that Kosiowski 
is one of the finest pivot men lit New 
England, Wilson might have cohered 
him' more closely. However valuable 
the six foot, seven inch center ta.«,y 
be in getting the tap and retrieving 
the ball from the backboard, one ven­
tures to say that his namesake, Tommy 
Wilson, freshman center, last year, now 
out for a knee operation was sorely 
needed! The forwards Nikkei and De 
Angelis, and later Saner, did well and 
Ben Reese and Eggie Miles in the back 
court played their usual rugged games.
But the 27 points that Kosiowski 
and Bracken scored between them was 
too much, and could either of these 
two stars been partially stopped the 
outcome might have again been differ-
I’rovidence (35)
Shapiro, rf ......
Bracken, If ......
G.
..w 2
F.
0- 1
5- 8
0- 0
Pts.
4
13
0Perrin, If .............Bostick, If ........... .... 0 0- 0
2- 3
0
14Kosiowski, c, Capt. ... 6
Roberge, c ....... . . 0- 0
0- 0
0
0KutSniewski, rg, lg 
Ziment, rg, rf ...
.... 0
.... 2’ 0- 0 4
Reilly, lg ............ ♦ .... 0 0- 0 0
Totals ........ ....14 7-12 35
Yale (32)
G. F. Pts.
N; kel, rf, Capt. . .... 4 2- 2 10
D .ngelis, If ........ .... 1 2- 3 s 4
Kellogg, If ....... .... 0 1- 1 1
.... 2 o- o 4
Wilson, E., c .... 1 0- 2 2
Klein, c .......... .... 1 0- 0 2
Reese, rg ......... . . .... 2 1- 2 5
Miles, lg ......... .... 1 2- 2 4
Totals ....... ....12 8-12 32
Referee—Pat Kennedy; Umpire—
Harold Swaffield. Time of periods:
two 20-minute halves. Score at half-
time: 19-all tie.
Team Nosed Out 35-32
New Haven REGISTER
In the first few minutes of the game 
the Elis were off to an 8-3 yead,. the 
greatest lead they held in the game. 
Bracken had scored first on a long 
side, but fouls by Reese and Mlles, 
and a basket by DeAngelis put Yale 
ahead at 4-2. Two successive baskets 
by Earl Nikkei, cagey little blue leader, 
gave Yale a commanding five point 
lead.
Yale managed to stay fairly well in 
the lead for almost the entire half, but 
shortly before the end, Koslowski and 
Bracken each pulled two one-hand 
shots to put the Friars out ahead at 
18-15 and again at 19-16. Nikkei made 
good after being fouled by Shapiro and 
Reese followed up Nikkei’s long shot 
seconds later to knot the count at 19- 
all after a hectic last five minutes.
Wilson scored his only two points of 
the game to open the second half on 
a followup, but missed two fouls shortly 
thereafter. Z.iment tied the count for 
Providence with a fine tap-ln shot, 
and then the big Friar leader, Koslow­
ski, tallied the next six points alone 
while Nikkei was adding but two points 
to the Yale total. Bracken added two 
more counters to make it 2^-23 for 
the McClellanmen. •
With fresh blood inserted in the 
personages of Klein1 for Wilson and 
Saner for DeAngelis, the Elis found; 
new life and were off on their great 
rally. Klein scored from under the; 
basket and Reese followed with an: 
overhead shot. Saner took a pass from’ 
Miles to score cutting in to tie the 
count at 29-all.
Ziment fouled Nikkei and the Eli 
captain made good. Reese then missed 
a foul try, but, shortly after, Saner 
measured off from about 30 feet and 
swished the strings to make it 32-29; 
where the rally ended. Providence’s; 
Garrison finish in the last two minutes { 
to bang off six points was quite note- 1 
worthy, and is still ringing in the earsj 
of Eli followers.
It might have been the big floor, but ! 
whatever it was, Pete Foley’s Nauga-; 
tuck High five took a fine lesson in the 
art of the game, losing to the Yale 
freshmen in a preliminary by a score, 
of 40-20, which for a game that was 
supposed to have been close, was quite 
a licking.
Larry Kelley, husky frosh guard, led1 
both teams with 12 points, while Dick, 
Tuckey, ' the only Naugatuck man to 
cause any trouble at all was next with 
nine points. Roy Michaels, local boy 
at forward, played a fine game scoring 
eight points. Bud Miles, another local 
and brother of Eggie on the varsity, 
played an exceptionally good game at 
guatd for the frosh:
Dominicans Face Hard Game .; 
With St. John’s Five Tuesday
' Columbus Club Quintet Willi
Also Be Opposed by
Friar Team.
Off to, a succestFul start in’ the first i 
) two games on' its schedule, the Provi- 
: dence College ’Varsity basketball team 
I will tackle the St. John's College quin- 
ttet in New York on Tuesday evening. 
In other years the Redmen have been 
scheduled for a home and home series 
but this year only one meeting has i 
1 been arranged for the two teams. There­
fore a victory is very Important forj 
both clubs inasmuch as there will be 
no chance to erase a defeat in a second 
game.
The trip to New- York will also ln- 
■ dude a game with the Columbus Club 
five which has become an annual fix­
ture on the Friar schedule. In other 
years, however, this contest has pre- . 
(ceded the one with St. John’s. Meet- ' 
ling St. John’s ahead of the Columbus ’ 
(Club, the Friars ai'e expected to make 
|a good stand. The calibre of ball they ■ 
have been playing can be gauged from 
, their victories over two fast quintets 
to date, East Stroudsburg and Yale. 
Both games have been won by late ral­
lies, and if the Black and White court­
men can maintain their powerful fin­
ishing sweep, they have a good chance 
of defeating the Redmen.
The Friars will have had two short 
practice sessions between the Yale game 
and the contest with St. John’s on 
Tuesday but Coach Al McClellan be- 
! lieves that his men are in fine condi- 
' tion and ready for the game. Ed Reilly , 
is the only player with an injury at 
1 present and he is expected to be ready i 
, for play by game time. He received 
; a bruised hip In the Yale contest.
Former Captain Allan “Dick" Brachen ' 
' is leading the Friars in scoring and is the 
i driving force in ):he Dominicans’ attack. 
In both games his play under fire when 
the Friars have been trailing has in- 
i spired his teammates to turn victory 
, into defeat. Captain Edward Koslowskl 
ranks second in point getting and at 
centre plays a fine game starting Friar 
plays which net points in the majority 
of cases. Both he and Brachen seem 
headed for All-New England honors 
again this year if their capable play 
' continues. .
Teaming up with Brachen at the for­
ward berths Is Sam Shapiro. This slim 
islx-footer excels on long shots and com­
bines with Brachen to register needed 
baskets. At the guards are Bill Kutneski. 
■Who, In addition to his fine defensive 
work, also has a good eye for the basket, j
and Ed Reilly who is an outstanding 
defensive guard. Fast on his feet, Reilly 
has broken up many threats by oppo­
nents and makes up in defensive 
strength for his low -scoring average. •
Much of the Dominicans’ success to 
date may be traced to the capable crew 
of reserves on the squad. Jake Ziment 
has seen action In both of the games 
played to date and has won praise for 
his work. He was instrumental In the 
Friar victory over Yale, teaming with 
Brachen and Koslowskl to give the Black 
and White players the margin of vic­
tory. Oc Perrin. Jim Bostick. Jack Mad­
den, Ollie Roberge and Abe Feit have 
also turned in fine performances for 
the FriarsijLieserye_roi®.
STH 0 hl G Fffl 
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By Michael J. Foster.
■Just how good are those sopho- 
j mores who have been keeping
Fordham and St. John’s near the! 
top in the local college basketball ! 
race?
New York’s court fans should; 
have the answer to that question 
by late tonight, for both the .Rams I 
and the Redmen are scheduled to 
face strong opposition this eve-! 
ning. ;
The Maroons battle Yale’s "East- I 
ern League championship quintet 
on the spacious Rose Hill gym­
nasium floor, and the Redmen go 
into action against powerful Prov­
idence on the more confined De 
Gray court in Brooklyn.
i Despite their setback at the 
jhands of Providence in New Haven 
• a week ago, the Elis rate as dan- 
serous foemen for Fordham’s trio 
of high-scoring sophomores, Tony 
De Phillips, Don Brennan and 
Bobby Reinmacher.
Losing to the Friars is no dis­
grace; with an all-veteran lineup 
boasting of one of the most ag­
gressive centers in the East in Ed 
Koslowski, the Rhode Islanders 
figure to make any team they 1 
meet this Winter step fast to win. | 
_ has a fine pivot of its own, 
isa Wilson, who is going to give 
the veteran Williams, of the Ram 
quintet, a busy evening, and the i 
duel between 140-pound Rein- I 
miicherancl Ear! Nikkei, burly Ell 
football star i and court captain, 
should make interesting watching 
NoLare Bili Saher. Eggie
- Miles and Ben Reese slouches. If 
the Ramlets can turn these husk­
ies back in convincing style, the 
basketball world will know that Ed 
Kelleher’s sophomores are the real thing.
ST. JOHN’S IN STIFF TILT.
The schedule-maker handed St. 
John’s a tough assignment in 
sending Buck Freeman’s team 
against Providence so early in the 
AL McClellan has the 
1 d?ntlcaI lineup to send 
theSai“ntlhtn Redmen which held
Friars Unable to Cope with Ex 
ceifent Passing of Foes After
First Half,
* (Special to the i
tovi.hr X V I’-. i ..
Si'tt'-1-8 '• ’ ■ ■■■ i.i- i ■
speed. Un ord t-.t. :■
PrctldMiC* t'
Suri nl^hi in th’ lie <vai „..•...4 , irn. 
Brooklyn.
The Redmen found it hard going in 
the tot half. at the end of which they 
led'23 to 17, but they played rings 
wound Providence’s veterans in the sec­
ond half and ran up a lead of 18 points 
40 to 22, late in the second period be­
fore the first team was relieved.
The first half was seriously fought, 
p'Mth Providence brawn counteracting 
f Ct. John’s guile—but not for long. The 
IStoen got off to a 7-2 lead early in the 
htlf, but with nine minutes of the 
j jtrtod gone, the Friars, on two baskets 
two fouls went ahead at 8-7 and 
I Usenet 10-7 on Ziment’s shot, from rhe 
sld®.; But except for a one-point lead 
?B the next St. John’s basket, that was 
Si last advantage they held during 
St chapter.
The Redmen’s set plavi amt
«tt#Ck began to function j. old 
time style and Kanllntki r> ” ° ciI pent St. JolSXXVn 
I the visitors found - the basket
Then Bracken broke through ■ 
*tfroW to sink two nea slot- / °
k&n the basket to brlnr ?, ‘r°ni 
22 to 17, wnn£ tlie score
taKeTce St?, .H" 
the second half as two'’* ,n|nutes 'Jrwidenee bask? £. «' on^cutive 
Bracken, cut down' ,, RoslowsUi and 
*3 to 21 st Tnh,n.tir Redrnen’s lead 
WuUy, holding t*’/ S) Wns beau-
‘«®e but mde T?ail for minutes at 
WW faulty X’ p--':Pt ll's si,oot- 
Iswt io f»PA „/ Inp Redman had at 
fl((811y slnkinwhOtS 3t Tf!e !10oi’ before 
•^ i fan%°nt; bl!t -ben tbevj 
Hr,sky anri »?, hev feIi K«l>-
W the coXX/’o!’ sank fwo u’l 
!«un’s favor " 10 21 ln lhe borne;
'11»»Mm^1lbvntlVe1on t!'° floor for 
"«« brokl n- ll,lle "bt-t, Prtnl-
'»0 foukk,l 1 ?Ug1’ Ior f* btu-ket nil(| 
Wt added’a'b^r scorf> 43 to 28-' 
fti»rs to make th/nfO’l! for thp ■ 
■ 1,1181 43 to 3>-
k ST. JOfjvo ,;,.X r .. PROVIDENCE rm I
^Guinness, it j o. <•. F p !t«ry. II n ° J? “haptro, If. . | I v> :
M Quire, rf q i J. J,11 ,(-..en, .( 5 0 J0]
Murtha, rfj . : f.-''.- rl 2 1 5 IKapHnskv. c. 5 2 hoviov r J 3 s I
Witf, ie ' f ;; • c ; ] |
GetirtJ ri "3 ? .' l,! ■ ~ 1 si
^(k.:.-a 0 ^Xn.Vg 0° gl 
» _ ____ 'Ki. rg 0 0 01
4R°fl’wl jac|J8.j ' 431 Totals .. .)•_> 7 3j |'
2^ fMeh«n e"i'a’ io ’ \ ’Wire ! 
attunes A' 3!me c( halves—20 I
----------- i
frcm k f0UDd amoKg that group 
fcBowia®fc.year,s freshmen team two 
Smp Lo ho/layedtogether on ttiei 
“no1?,3 f?1',four years and Who 
fieie naturals when it came to! 
togethcr in team ■ play. |
slimnCrt^fcr^Sl?t ifc was these tw°; 
!“ ’ daik felIows from Brownsville 
john?hoin?s Jeffers°n Who put St. 
fi df(.s. r°°,ter® at eaae and opened 
a rift m the dark clouds.
Rip Kaplinsky and Dave .Gotkin 
formed St. John’s forward passing 
combination that ended the 14- 
g&me winning streak of the Friars 
Who were touted as one of thei 
strongest teams in the East. Got-’ 
' tte ^Ed t°Ka»^sky, who sank. 
U n°£C°UrSe’ ifc WaSn’fc i 
simple as all that but at times it! 
looked that way.
Freeman started little wiry Kap- 
Iinsky at center against the six foot 
two 195-pound Ed Koslowski just 
nJn?HCTCert the Priars- Kaplinskyi 
moved back to guard after the first1 
£lay ^en started to run the I 
leos off the big fellows who were or­
dered to guard him.
t,os?ed in flve fleld goals and I 
two fouls before Freeman pulled him i 
out of. tne game to give his second! 
stung talent a chance to score. Got- I 
km, whose bronze features have 
earned him the nickname of “Java,” 
also gave way to a substitute after j 
throwing in two from the floor and i 
two from the 15-foot line.
* —O—— i
The completeness of the rout was 
such that even Freeman himself was 
taken aback by it all.
certaW surprised me,” 
said Buck with a big smile that is 
reserved for victories over Provi­
dence. Freeman couldn’t find a j 
thing wrong with his team and he i 
was heartened by the manner in ' 
which his light, fast team had stood 
up against big, bruising players.
For Once Providence’s reputation 
as a second half team failed to ma­
terialize. The Friars like to come 
fypm behind to win and when St 
John’s led, 24-17 at half time they I 
were not greatly disturbed.
-But this time the second half was ! 
just a repetition of the first. In 
fact, as far as Providence was con-I 
cerned it. was worse. When the 
Redmen boosted the lead to 40—22, 
Freeman started to send in his 
second team and by the time the 
game! finished Joe Marchese was .the 
only one in the lineup who had 
started. However, he left the game 
nine minutes after the first whistle/ 
as he had fouled three times and 
Freeman wanted him available in 
case he was needed for a final rally
TRIPS COLUMBUS CLUB
Dick Bracken Leads Friar
Of tensive Withl2 Points
Dominicans Have Wide Edge in 
Second Half After Early 
Play is Close.
, (Special io the Providence Journal.) ;
Brooklyn, N. Y.. Dec. 20.—The Provi 
-fence College basketball team handed 
the Columbus Club live a 40 to 27 set­
back on the K. of C. court in Brooklyn 
tonight. The game was a hard fought 
battle throughout. Providence took the 
lead shortly after the start on Ed. Kos- 
lowski's field goal, but after running 
up a 7 to 3 advantage, Columbus Coun­
cil pulled gradually and tied the score 
twice at 12 and 13. The Friars, how­
ever, took the lead, again on Ed. Rellley's 
basket and led at half time, 15 i,o 14
Columbus Council came back in the ! 
second half and tied the score again ,j. 
18 all, but was unable to gain the lea{1
The Providence attack.' led by Dick 
Bracken and Ed. Koslowski. put th J 
Friars into the lead once more and 
thereafter Columbus Council could not 
make any headway.
iJlck Bracken. Providence star for­
ward, was the high scorer with five 
goals and two fouls for .12 points. Frank 
Kelaher led the Caseys in scoring with 
eight points.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (40) I COLUMBUS 
COUNCIL (27)
G./1 F. P.. G. f. P '
Bracken, If... 5 2 12.G$irvrv. If... 0 0 d|
Madden If... 0 0 0 Crowley, If... 1 0
Perun, t-.... 0 0 0 Moy I an. If. . . 0 0 o
Snapiro. rf. .. 3 5 lllKellaher. rf, 2 4 a
Koslowski, c. . 5 O' 10-Wilson. c.... 0 0 oj
Feit, lg. . . . ., 0 2 2’Hart. c  1 0 2
Kutniewski.c.. o 2 2'Barrv. c... . 0 0 oi
Reilly, rg.... i i 3 Keating, lg .. 2 1 5
Ziment. rg.-.-.. 0 0 0 Yonniy lg... 1 1 3!
Roberge, rg... 0 0 (/Benedict. rg. 2 1 5
McDonnell, rg 0 2 2|
Savers?., rg. 0 O n
Mortell, rg... 0 0 o;
Totals .... 14 12 40 Totals . . ~9 ' 9 27'
Refttws—Ward. Brennan: Unmire— Jack
Greeny. T'me of halves.....20 minutes
Ugme played: Deceui'ber 20yl935
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FIVE
Jame played.: January 10,1959-
iMimm five
TRIMS P. C. 37-25
Friars Take Lead in Second 
Half But Are Unable to Hold 
It—Bonniewell High Scorer.
X ----------------------
(Special to The Providence Journal.)
Hanover, N. H„ Jan. 10.—Dartmouth 
went into the lead among the New Eng- 
■ land college basketball teams here to­
night by staging a late rally to defeat 
Providence College, conquerors of Yale, 
37-25.
Despite the margin the game was close­
ly fought, and the Dominicans wiped 
. out a first half Dartmouth lead to go 
out in front in the first minutes of sec- 
i ond half play by 19-17. Bonniwell tied 
the count with one of his sensational 
shots and both fives matched point for 
point until the last eight minutes when 
Captain Henry Kraszewski and George 
Stangle put Dartmouth in front with 
floor baskets. The Indians were never 
headed from this point and with Bon- 
niwell doing most of. the scoring ran up 
their final margin.
Bonniwell, who topped the Green 
= sharpshooters last year, again proved the 
bulwark of the Dartmouth attack to­
night by scoring the majority of the 
' points, 10 field goals and a foul for 21 
points. Hd Koslowski led the Providence 
scoring with 10 points.
The summary:
DARTMOUTH (37) | . PROVIDENCE
G. P. P.l COLLEGE (25) 
Davis. rf ... 1 1 3] G. p. p,
tdwards. rf . . 1 0 ZKutniewski.. 10 2
aonniWell, if io 1 21KJment, lg .. o o 0 
Kriviiski, If .. 0 0 Ol.leilly. rg .. 2 0 4
Miller, c...........1 1 Slleit. re: ... o o 0
Goss, c............ o 0 OCoslowski, e S' o 10
Stangls, rf .. 1 1 ’Roberge, c.. 0 1-1
Levine, rg .. 0 0 0 Iracken. If.. 12 4
Kraszewski. lg 2 1 SPerrin. If .. 0 0 (>
Hubbell, Ig .. o 0 OlShapiro, rf .. 2 0 4
[lostick. rf. 0 0 o 
Totals' ... 16 5 37' Totals . . 11 3 25
Referee—Couture. Umpire—Olney. Time— 
'20-mlnute halves.
Game played: January 17,1934 “
ARMY FIVE BEATS
■ PROVIDENCE, 35-29
Gains Early Lead to Triumph 
in Thrilling Contest—Dawalt 
High Scorer.
Special to The New York Times.
WEST POINT, N. Y„ Jan. 17.- 
Army defeated Providence College 
at basketball today, 35 to 29. The 
cadets took an early lead which 
they never relinquished, the first 
hal fending 14 to 8 in Army’s favor.
Throughout the second half, how­
ever, the visitors played the cadets! 
on eVeh terms, pressing the Army’ 
hard toward the finish. Keen shoot­
ing from the floor by Dawalt in 
the final moments of the game kept 
Army in front.
Dawalt led Army in the scoring 
column with four field goals and a 
point from the foul line. Bracken 
with eight points scored on four 
shots from the field was the vis­
itors’ chief point getter.
The line-up:
ARMY <SS). | PROVIDENCE (29).
G.F,P. G.F P
I Neely, If.3 0 6 Shapiro, If....3 i‘ 7
Gooch .. ........... 0 0 0 Bracken, rf..,4 0 8
Dawalt, rf......4 1 9 Perrin .........   .1 0 2
Hiatt, c........3 1 7 Kosloskl, c.....1 1 3
Hillis, lg....... .2 1 5 Raberge .........0 0 0
Kenerick, rg..3 2 8 Reilly, Ig.......1 0 2
Moorman ........0 0 0 Kutneiwski ...2 0 4
Clifford ........0 0 0 Ziment ........... 0 1 1
----------Bostick, rg..,..l 0 2 
Total...... -.-.15 5 35 ----------
Total........ 13 3 29
Referee—D. Walsh, E. I. A. Umpire—E. 
Shaw. Time of halfes—20 minutes.
5 DEFERS
FRIARS 3518 29
.Cadets Hold Early Lead; Sha­
piro and Bracken Star 
for Providence.
x- v 17 (API All
, \v,«: Point NA- 1 ' . ). |
earlv bmd enabled Army to den.at > •
■ deni cctler- m n clos- and . >
■ basketball L'atne by a score
P°Wrh the score three all. Dawalt. Neely | 
' and Kenerick dropped goals m rapid - ..<. - , 
rc; .ion which gave Army Its mai^m 
s-;lir ended 14 to 8 in favor dr the 
CflnCtthe second half e.-ch team scored
| w.t«. Shapiro and Bracken max.ng
’■ bc-u-.t’fttl shots to keep their team in
I the running. For Army limit. wit.)
II nine points was high scorer and Hiatt. 
| who scored seven points, starred w:tn 
I his excellent floor piny; at Intercepting 
I the opponent's passes.
ARMY I’KOVIPENTS y1,,
c. r r t; , •
\’rp'v if .3 0 6 S’ aO'.ro f . ’
| Gooch if . 0 0 0 Brach-n rf J !] J I
, Dn\ p.'.i If . 4 1 9 T'e-1 in rf 1 " ‘ I
1! n’t < 3 1 y T '.<■ 1 1 3 I
I ’T"h ■(" .’ 1 : Roh-r-;-' «' 0 2
, Krnpric' i s.’ 3 2 K Belly, ’.g ‘ *
I '’c>-r:'.' n re o 0 0 \\ i. H’ ” ( ,
Clifford rg . 0 0 O’lne-t 0 1 1 |
Bcr Bek. 10.,
i W. is s st Tot.,!, rn -9
Rebrr0 J. Wjb'i. E. I A Tripnf ’ E 
Sliiw T'-'-n of halve' 20 nifroite'- o
Per^O'ml foul* Arn'v, Ne-lv. 2 ('’iffo’d >
I Gooch. Bia!'. Uil’is Pr^vHenre ShHpUO. 3 
1<''"low Al 3: Zl’vrnt. Rell|v
Fre*5 - A-’r.y Dawnlt 2 Kener-
| ’c‘i. 2, Pr '■ ■ ?"c * 7,i’>■'r-o( o Shapiro, 2.
Perr'.n, Koslowski. Bo&tick
EAST STROUDSBURG AND STROUDSBURG, PA.;, FRIDAY, JANUARY 19u
" " ’ ■ ____ " '^ j_tA  ^ ' 'T_ ~ _ \
......— ...----------- —-—~    -----
it 'jf mi s § i j
.  ..—..........................—«—-—>—
Playing a fast, aggressive game, 
the Providence Friars came to town 
last night and defeated Coach 
Crapser’s Red and Black by a 30-23 
score.
Both teams played a lightning 
game and both were strong on the 
defensive, as the score indicates, 
but Coach McClellan’s charges from 
Rhode Island were a bit faster 
and repeatedly snared the Teach­
er’s passes.. '
Shapiro, forward, played the 
stellar role for the Friars, while 
Captain Marshall Evans, .with three 
field shots and three fouls led the 
Teachers in scoring. One of Evan’s 
long shots which corfiected was 
easily the most breath-taking inci­
dent of the evening.
In a preliminary contest, the 
Teachers Jay Vees took the mea­
sure of the Exeter Five, from Lu­
zerne county, to the tune of 42-23 
Thirteen of the Teachers partici­
pated in the game and all but two 
broke into the scoring column. 
Shirko,, forward, was the stellar 
scorer for the visitors, accounting 
for one more than half of their 23 
points.
Teachers Varsity
Fe.G Fl.G Pts
Evans, f .......... ..... 3 3 9
Coyne, f .......... ...... 0 0 0
Archer, f ........ .......... 1 0 2
Morgan, f ..... .......... 1 0 <>
Persons, c ■.... ........ 0 0 0
■Marconi, c .... .......... 0 0 0
Mgnkeluinas, g .......... 1 4 6
Zook, g ....... .......... 0 0 0
McCullouch, g ■ 1 2 4
Totals ....... ........ 7 9 23
Providence
Shapiro, f ........ .......... 6 0 12
Perrin, f .......... .......... 0 .0 0
Bracken, f ... ........ 2 1 0 4
Ziment ,f ........ ........ 1 0 2 ■
Kosiowski, c .. ...... 2 3 7
Roberge, c .... .......... 0 .0 0
Feit, g ............. .......... 1 1 3
Jteiiiy, g ......... ........ 1 0 2
Kutniewski, g . .......... 0 0 0
’ Totals ............ ...........13 4 30
Referee—Brumbaugh. Umpir<s_
McIntyre. Time of halves —20 min-
utes.
Friars Score Point
. , f
MoreThan in Game i
With Army Quintet I
' ' ^ 99 ... ...... ... '
Sam Shapiro Stars on Attack
For Friars; Scores 12 Points
Dominicans Lead at Halftime 
17 to 10.—Koslowski, 
Bracken Star.
Game played: January 18,1934
East Stroudsberg, Pa., Jan. 18;— (AP) 
—Playing a fast, aggressive game the 
Providence College basketball team to­
night defeated East Stroudsberg Teach­
ers College 30 to 23.
Although the Teachers scored first, 
Providence was out in front within five 
minutes and was never headed. At half 
time the winners led 17 to 10.
Both teams starred defensively, with 
Providence stronger on the offence and 
snaring many of the Teachers’ passes.
Sam Shapiro, forward, was leading 
scorer for Providence with a total of 12 
points. He was fololwed by Captain 
Koslowski and Bracken, with seven and 
four points respectively. Captain Mar, 
'ehell Evans led the Teachers in scoring, 
I vritb three field goals and three fouls. I PROVIDENCE (30)p jsTROUDSBERG p<23) 
'-heniro If .6 o’ IZjEvans. If .. 3 3 9
IwX if 0 o oWne. if ... o o o 
Bracken Tf . . . 2 0 4Archer. rf .. 1 0 2
'if 1 0 2IMor®, rf..l 0 2
\ Kozlowski C.. 2 3 *i|Persons, c. . 0 0 0
Roberge c... 0 0 OIMarconl. c .. 0 0 0
Feit 11 • .... 1 1 3’Mar.kel’as, lg 1 4 6
Reiliv ‘ K • ■ ■. 1 0 2'Zook. * ..............? 2 ?
.Kutnewski, rg 0 _0 jOIM'O'llough. 10 J J
Totals .... 13 4 301 Totals ■ ■ •-L ® 23
Referee—Brumbaugh; Umpire—McIntyre.
......... . .. . ..... ............... .. .. ...
ST. THOMAS’ MESS FACE FORMIDABLE FOE 
IN PROVIDENCE COLLEGE AT ARMORY TOMORROW
.. ----------- ' ....... ------------ L....\ ' .................................. .............................................
r;?'he }aXesJi §rouP picture of St 
alwe| College basketeers is shown
H iiranton REPUBLICAN
roach of the St. 
Jack , College varsity basketball 
Thomas run up its stringoutfit, which. has iu v 
of consecutive his minl0ns ln
straight to dat , tussle ex­fine shape ioi the na Coach
taPgfessst
: and White ,r victory march
wlllTo^ ®ven at the expenSe ?
. providence. _ lv known as a
and baseball coach, has basketball ana. n players this
a vetewtthgthe entire first string 
year- Available from last year’s 
SqUad that won thirteen out of six- 
= n’Kiw’“c“ N S
opponents as Harvard, and
Army, Navy, Yale, Bar 
felms McClellan’s team has con­
tinued this season as last.
Will Oppose Eddie Deitch.
Eddie Koslowski, ^cap am ters 
visitors, is »"e,0'.face Ed­
in New England ag^ari for St. 
Thomal^in’a dual battle that will be 
^rsal’ofhetheareadersPpmof the team 
in his junior year last season. Sam 
Shapiro will team up with Blacken 
at forward posts a|aug: J£®n 
Cats tomorrow nlSht-, ,Br??PTnferi- 
•elected on the second Ali-Ameii 
! can basketball team last year,' ^bi 
1 Shapiro is considered one of the 
greatest versatile PlayerInXn dis- veloped in the greater Boston dis 
tr Bill Kutniewski, captair^t Of 
^tPyeOaVr,d will bfTone &of the 
feasts against We St. Thomas, 
basketeeis. B^iedefensive mall( is. 
P^elptayingghis third season with 
the Friars.
Tommies’ Starting Lineup.
Harding will rely on his Co,a h A?,n of players to come
regular lmeup 1vpctOry over this 
through Wllh.anla Brs from Provi-; tough group• oi pl^ McNulty wm | 
uenB’onf of the forward posts with 
Ray ^ Bowman starting at the othei 
side of the front court. Ray RP.che, 
■who was injured at the start of the 
season in practice, will get an early 
assignment tomorrow night, it is ex 
PeEddle Deitch has his call already 
for the pivot place against Kos 
flowski, of the Friaft; white Bob
Butterly and Tom Kelly wr1UpB® 
the starting guards. Johnny j^Hy 
rick, Steve Maleski and Jack Kelly 
will get a call for reserve duty.
St. Ann’s High of West Scranton 
meets the S. T. C. reesrves in the 
preliminary game, , with two houis 
of dancing following the games.
January 19-.j-i9.34.-.-...
STJfflMSFlfc
TRIMS P. C. 43-25
Pennsylvania Team Takes Lead 
in First Half and Keeps It. 
Bracken Friar Star.
Scranton, Pa., Jan. 19.— (AP)—The St. 
Thomas basketball team defeated Provi­
dence College, 43 to 29 in a rough court 
contest tonight. At half time St. Thomas 
was out in front by a 22 to 15 count.
Capt. Frank McNulty and Eddie Deitch 
led the St. Thomas attack, each scoring 
11 points. Butterly and' Bowman also 
played fine ball for the winners. Bracken, 
who tallied 12 points, was the only visit­
ing threat.
ST. THOMAS (43) ! PROVIDENCE (29)
Fouls Called on St. Thomas 15; Providence 
14.
Referee—Maguire; Umpire—Brumbaugh.
G. F. P.1 G. F. P.
McNulty, f . .. 4 3 11!Bracken, f . 5 2 12
Roche, f . . . .. 0 2 2|Shapiro, f ,. 2 1 5
Bowman, f . 4 1 9!Bostick, f .. 0 1 1
Patrick, f . . 0 0 O'Feit, f ... 
lliKoslowski, c\
0 0 0
Deitch,c. .. . 5 1 1 0 2
Kelly, g ... . 1 2 4iRoberge c .. 0 0 0
Malecki, g , . 0 0 O Kutneski. g 1 3 5
Butterly, g . 3 0 6'Reilly, g .. 2 0 4
IZiment, g .. 0 0 0
I Berr'in, g ,. 0 0 0
Totals ... 17 9 431 Totals ... 11 7 29
^ame played: January 19,1934
Forward and Center Each Tally 11 Points in Rough 
Contest at Watres Armory; Bowman and 
Butterly Also Play Brilliant Ball
Paced by Captain Francis (Red) McNulty and Eddie Deitcli, brilliant 
center, Coach Jack Harding’s St. Thomas basketeers chalked up their sixth 
straight victory in the Col. L. A. Watres armory last night at the expense of 
the highly touted Providence college quintet. The biggest crowd of the sea­
son saw the Tommies triumph by a score of 43 to 29.
^ame played: January 19,1939-
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Providence Basketeers
Fall Before \
fet. Thomas Attack,43~29
Deitch and McNulty 
Star as Hardingmen 
Win Sixth Straight
Each Tally 11 Points
McNulty and Deitch each tallied 11 
points. for the local collegians and 
both also played a fine floor game. 
Ray Bowman, Duryea youngster, and 
Bob Butterly were the other stars in 
the Purple victory, the former caging 
four field goals and one foul for a 
total of nine points, while Butterly 
l dropped in three double deckers, all 
I from beyond mid-court. I
■ The visitors started out as though 
they meant business. Kutneski open­
ing the scoring by caging a foul and 
after Butterly deadlocked the count 
with a free toss Eddie Reilly dropped 
in a field goal to send the visitors 
ahead. Eddie Deitch tied it up with 
j a field basket and Bracken made a 
| double-decker. ,
McNulty then sank a long field goal 
to again deadlock the count and 
' neitch followed with a two-pomter to 
send the Tommies out front. After 
Sam Shapiro made a foul Kutneski j 
came through with a field goal to give 
Providence a one-point lead. Butterly 
then dropped in the first of his long 
field goals but Koslowski and Bracken 
came through with double-deckers to 
give the visitors a 12-9 advantage. . |
| After time was called McNulty 
' dropped in a field goal and a foul 
to tie the count again and Kelly 
tossed in a one-pointer. Butterly made 
another pretty shot, putting St. 
Thomas ahead by 15-12, and after. 
Bracken dropped in a foul McNulty 
caged a two-pointer. The Pittston boy 
came through with another field bas­
ket to give the Tommies a 19-13 
lead. Shapiro dropped in a double- 
decker and Deitch, Bowman and Mc­
Nulty dropped in foul goals before the ■ 
half ended with the Tommies out 
front by a 22-15 score.
The Tommies continued their attack ; 
in the second half and Coach Mc­
Clellan of the Providence aggregation 
i inserted many substitutes in a futile I 
effort to stop the Purple scoring.. 
Coach Harding’s men were ahead by a j 
margin of seven or more points during 
the second twenty minutes of play.
Bracken was the only Providence 
scoring threat, the visiting forward 
caving five field goals and two fouls 
for a total of 12 points. Eddie Kos- 
lowski, high scoring pivot man, was 
unable to get past Deitch with the 
result that he scored only one field 
goal. 7
Lineups: ■■I
ST. THOMAS A
Field Foul T’l\ 
McNulty, forward .... 4 3 11'
Roche, forward .........  0 2 2 |
Bowman, forward. .... 4 1 9
Patrick, forward ........ 0 0 0
Deitch, center .......... 5 1 11
Kelly, guard ............... 1 2 4
Malecki, guard ......... 0 0 0
Butterly, guard .......... 3 0 6
Totals ..................17 9 43
PROVIDENCE
Field Foul T’l. 
Bracken, forward........ 5 2 12
Shaoiro, forward ........ 2 1 5
Bostick, forward ........ 0 1 1
Feit, forward .............  0 0 0
Koslowski, center........ 1 0 2
Roberge, center ...... 0 0 0
Kutneski, guard ........ 1 3 5
Reilly, guard ............. 2 0 4
Ziment, guard ....... 0 0 0>
Derrin, guard .............  0 0 0,
Totals' ..................11 7 29
Referee: Maguire; umpire, Brum­
baugh. Half-time score: 22-15, St. 
Thomas leading. Fouls called On 
St. Thomas, 15- on Providence, 14. , ,
FRIAR HOOP FIVE
TO PLAY ON HOME
COURT SATURDAY
Dominicans to Meet Springfield 
College Quintet in Second 
“Home” Stand.
The Providence College 'Varsity bas- 
■ ketball team will make its second home 
appearance of the current season .on Sat­
urday when it plays host to Springfield 
College. An attractive double header has 
been ° arranged with the Providence 
Freshman quintet meeting the Spring­
field Jayvees in a preliminary game. The 
Providence 'Varsity has faced seven op­
ponents since its opening game on the 
Harkins Hall court with the last six 
games away from home.
In other years the Springfield fives 
have provided the Friars with stiff op­
position and this season’s team is re­
ported to be one of the best in years. An 
Indication of the thrilling battle In store 
can be drawn from the fact that both 
Providence and Springfield downed the 
fast Stroudsburg Teachers on successive 
; nights by very similar scores. In com­
menting on the outcome of these games, 
Coach Albei't McClellan of the Friars said 
that he expected the Springfield quintet 
ao furnish some of the fastest and most 
deceptive play that the Friars have en­
countered to date.
* • •
The Black and White courtmen have 
won four of the eight games played to 
date but have not maintained the bril­
liant play which was shown in their 
opening games. After defeating Strouds­
burg and Yale the Friars suffered a set­
back at the hands of St. John's and lost 
later to the strong Dartmouth and Army 
fives. Coach McClellan will spend a 
week of intensive practice with his men 
in an effort to bring them up to winning 
form for Saturday’s encounter with 
Springfield.
A preliminary game between the 
Providence Freshmen and the Spring­
field Jayvees will provide an interesting 
feature and should give the Freshmen 
a chance to show their talent against a 
'Varsity style of play. With a very prom­
ising start this season, the Freshmen 
have swept several worthy opponents 
aside and should make a capable show­
ing against the Jayvees.
SPSfWSElB FiVE
TO BEET FBI®
Game Scheduled Tomorrow 
Night at Harkins Hall; Vis­
itors Have Strong Team.
,varsit>- b3U- 
ball five will complete the first haw of its schedule tomorrow night WheS i‘ 
meets the Springfield college 2 “ Harkins Hall •hoo? ‘t
neXntoelpne fStendutmhei'st 011W- 
tions by th® Jeffs nnTdTsX 
which should makt th™P1 ye? powcr 
toe for the Friars m.,a stubborn
centra nrnHi liS caPa^e squad. The 
the centre court nositTon. ' ctntTin KoV 
lowski has played some of tnf i llK! Setball' of h!S X°,{lh® MS bas~
: jump position and Roberge is°p “ «Je 
j :nyuposgt.player’capaWe °f nnmag in^'t.
ShouldhseefaXn SVvU™?
WeU 111 practioe “ld way draw 
twn restore Bll^ T^’ At guard the bvo leguiais, Bill- Kutneski and Ed 
He1!1y- will get the,call to start while 
Jake Ziment, Abe Feit and Jim Bostick 
are ready to do reserve duty.
The Friars will have a weight advan 
tage over the Maroon players which mav 
be an important point in their favor tw 
the games with Springfield usually pro­
duce some rugged action. In the forward 
court the Black and White'will be inches 
over the Maroon but the advantage will 
be reversed in the back court. Coach Ed 
Hickox expects to start the same team 
, which faced Amherst on Wednesday and 
I looks for a close battle right up to the 
| final whistle.
Ffflffi NOSE OUT
SPRINGFIELD 44-43
Kutneski Scores Winning Point 
on Foul Shot in Closing 
Minutes of Game.
A successful ^KStneskb Klar 
tninutes of P^vf “college ’Var- 
guard, gave the K m 3 vlctory over 
sity basketball team a Harkins
Springfield College 1 ast h S^t and
Hall. Baskets by “ckaWed the Friars 
Captain'Ed ahead of the Ma­to draw abreast and g closln_ mlnutes 
rand K°u"s toss clinched the de- 
'“ngfleld took the lead 
opening whistle and h Kos-
the first period until 
lowski tossed in a nea timeFriars Into the lead for the fim 
at 13-12. In the first hah ss
see-sawed back and lo^„ Reillybrilliant baskets by KosIowsk • ets 
and Shapiro, for the Friars and 
by Desoe, Rees and Hunt fp 
field set a fast pace. Just below 
half ended Al Hunt Maroon gu^jy 
his team ahead with a. d at
to have the Friars win back t® j 
half time 25-22 on tosses by Reilly
Shapiro. ♦ • *
Playing "point-a-mlnute” basketball.
the teams treated the crowd to. 
the'most thrilling play that ha o 
nn the providence court, Ed Rew-
Friar guart, was a sparkplug °n offenc^ 
•- SIS Sft ” * ‘S=
uame played: 'January 27,1954
As play resumed after the half, Spring- 
fieM seemed to have lost its eye for the 
basket. The Friars drew away to a seven­
point lead and only the work of Collins 
and Celia kept. Springfield in the run- 
ning. As the Maroon, players found.
; themselves, they shortened the lead to
- one basket and then' Ellis tossed a lon^- 
tom from mid-court to even the count
! at 39 all. Play then became rough as 
. both teams battled to cage a basket.
Dick Brachen kept the Friars In the 
game with two spectacular tosses from 
the side court and Ed Koslowski pushed 
a basket into the net. Springfield came 
back strong and Collins and Celia caged 
two baskets to tie up the score. On a 
breakaway up the floor Bill Kutneskl was 
fouled and dropped in the free throw 
to win the game.
Trie summaries:
I SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE (44) | (43)
G. F. p.| G F 1»
Brachen If ...42 io|CeliB, if.........3' 0' ‘g
Ziment, If.... 0 0 0 Ellis If.......... 1 0 2
StRL10,’,?£•.• • 2 0 0 Collins; if... 5 3 13
KosI wskl(C), c 6 1 13 Desoe, c..... 3 0 6 
Roberge c.,.. 0 0 OHunt, lg..........3 0 6
Kutneskl, lg.. 3 3 9 DIClementl.lg 10 2
0 2 Rees, rg...'.. 3 0 6 . 
Felt, rg.......... 0 0 0
I Total.........19 7 Total .... 19 ~5 43
r,XXeree77Clal'ie- Time—Two 20-minute
, periods. Umpire—McGuinness.,
I ~ -----------------.... _ ______
\
Dominican Star Has 79 Points;
Capt. Koslowski Second 
with 69.
The Providence College ’Varsity bas- 
ketball team makes its second invasion 
(Of metropolitan New York on Friday 
, when it plays the Pratt Institute quin­
tet. The encounter with the Brooklyn 
college will mark the r resumption of 
court relations between..'the two con­
testants after a lapse of tone season. Dur­
ing the 1931-32 schedule the Friars 
encountered little difficulty in beating 
Pratt, but the. present New York team 
5 is a much stronger outfit and is expected 
to extend the Friars.
In their first nine games the Friars 
have won five and lost four. At the half­
way mark last year the Black and White 
courtmen had scored five victories in 
eight games. The failure of the team 
to make a better showing this year mayj 
be traced to the fact that the. opposition; 
on the present schedule has been much 
stronger. An outstanding achievement 
by the Friar forces this season is the 
defeat of Yale, Eastern intercollegiate 
champs of a season ago. The closest 
battle of the schedule to date was the 
Springfield game in which the Black and 
White shaded the Maroon 44-43 in the 
closing minutes of play.
Allan “Dick” Brachen, All-New Eng­
land selection at forward last year, is 
highest point scorer with 97 points to 
his credit. Brachen has averaged al­
most 11 points per game. He holds 
the individual record for the highest 
total of points scored in a game. Against 
East Stroudsburg, he scored 12 baskets 
from the floor.
Captain Edward Koslowski, another 
Friar contribution to the mythical All­
New England five, is second in the list 
of high scorers with 69 points. His 
best game of the year was that against 
Yale, when he caged six field goals and 
a pair of foul tosses for 14 points. Kos­
lowski starts all the Friar plays from 
his centre post and his fine work has 
been a big factor in the success of the 
team.
Samuel Shapiro,' forward mate of 
Brachen, holds down third place in the 
list of point-getters with 58 points. He 
starred against East Stroudsburg at the 
Stroudsburg Academy when the Penn­
sylvanians played hosts to the Domini- j 
cans in a return gome. Sam caged six i 
baskets to lead. the scoring in that game. ■
Edward Reilly and William Kutneski, 
rugged Friar guards, have caged 24 and 
29 points respectively, but have, been 
more valuable to the Black and White 
because of their capable work on the 
defence. Kutneski caged a foul toss to 
give the Friars a victory over Spring-, 
field and Reilly turneq in his best game' 
of the. year against Springfield by sink­
ing four baskets from the floor.
The records of individual players fol­
low:
FG. FT. Pts.
Allan Brachen, f. 42 13 97
Edward Koslowski, c................ 29 11 69
Samuel Shapiro, f. 24 10 58
William Kutneski, g.................. 10 9 29
Edward Reilly, g. 11 2 24
John Ziment, g. .. 6 2 14
Frank Feit, g. .. 3 4 10
Oliver Roberge, g. 1 2 4
James Bostick, g. 1 1 3
Oscar Perrin, g. . 1 0 2
The record of the first half of the schedule
1933-34:
Providence College. . 47 E. Strouds. T. . .35
i Providence College . 35 Yale..................... . 32
Providence College. . 31 St. John’s......... . 43
Providence College . 40 Columbus Club. . 27
Providence College . 25 Dartmouth ... 37
Providence College . 29 Army................... . 35
Providence College . 30 E. Strouds. T.. 23
Providence College . 29 St. Thomas ... . 43
Providence College . 44 Springfield .... . 43
310 318
The remainder of the Friar schedule, fol­
lows:
Feb. 9, Pratt Institute; Feb. 10, City College 
of New York; Feb. 16, Harvard; Feb. 17, U. 
S. C. G. A.: Feb. 22. Springfield; Feb. 24, open.!
March 2 .Lowell Textile; Marach 7, Worces­
ter Polytech; Maarch 10, Brown.
Graduate Manager John E. Farrell is' 
negotiating with the manager of the 
Holy Cross Independents for a game on 
Feb. 24 in Providence to fill the only 
open date bn the Friar schedule. If this 
game cannot be arranged the Providence 
College Alumni may decide to field a 
team and make the date a time for the 
renewal of friendships of college days. 
Excluding the possibility of a home game 
on the open date, the Friar ’Varsity will 
make two appearances in Providence on 
successive week-ends. On March 7 Wor­
cester Tech will come to Harkins Hall' 
and on March 10 the Friars and the 
Bruins will wind up their schedule with 
their annual classic at the Brown gym.
Same played: ^ebruary 9,1934
PRATT FIVE 31-25
Providence Coiiegd Courtmen 
Come from Behind to
Capture Verdict.
New York. Feb. 9.— (AP)— Providence 
College’s basketball team came from be­
hind in the closing minutes of play to­
night to defeat Pratt Institute, 31-25.
Pratt, with Johnny Reiser starring as 
usual, Jed 15-11 at half time and still 
was in front with only seven minutes to 
play. Then the Friars began to find the 
range, tied the score at 21-21, then went 
Into the lead. 24-21. Reiser tied it again 
at 24-24, but Kutriiewskl sank two fouls 
and Bracken one to give Providence a 
lead they easily held for the rest of the' 
game.
PROVIDENCE (31) I PRATT (251
G. P. P.f G. F p
Bracken, rf... 3 2 8 Conflict. rf.. 1 o ■>
iSliapiJ'o. II. • ■ ■ 2 0 4 Reiser. It... 7 2 16
Koslowski. c.. 1 1 SiCummlngs. c. 0 1 1
iKutniewski, rg. 4 4 12|Geiser, c.... 1 i 3
IRlley, Jg..........  2' 0 4.ZeitIen, rg.. 0 1 1
|Mandle. Ig.. 0 2 2
i Total........... 12 7 31| Total ......... 9 7 25
1 Referee—Tom Degnan. Half' time scores: 
Pratt. 15; Providence, 11.
C. C. Court Team Whips i 
Providence College 3§ to 17
........... - ................" ............“■**’ l'~~~
^ame played:. February 10, 1934 _
Friars Weak on Defence as 
Lavender Forces Go on 
Scoring Spree.
I. (Special to the Providence Journal)
New York, Feb, 10.—Cutting through 
the wide open Friar defence with the 
utmost'ease, City College’s ’Varsity bas­
ketball team, had little trouble ending its 
home schedule with a 33rl7 victory over 
the Providence College quintet tonight.
Excepting for the first few minutes of 
the game, when both teams guarded 
closely and neither could get the range 
for its long shots. City College com­
pletely outplayed Providence. The Lav­
ender’s man-to-man defence functioned 
so well that the Friars had no more than 
half a dozen close-up tries at the basket 
all night, only two of their five field 
goals were made on short shots.
Providence’s defence, in contrast 
crumbled badly after a strong' start in; 
+UP face of the fast passing, swlft-cut- 
tlns City college attack C C N. Y. had 
men free under the basket all evening, 
bewildering the Friars with the speed 
and intricacy of its passes, and only a 
tendency to be careless when laying up 
tue ball prevented the Lavender from 
piling up a much bigger score.
The summary: ,
O. c. NEW YORK <381 j PROVIDENCE (17)^ 
..........  1 0 2 Bracken. If. .odd: 
£ raimlth if.. 0 2 2 Bostwick, If.. 0 o Oj
S-?no«ad rf. ■ 2 0 4 Shapiro, rf.. 2 0 4
WHiograo. o Perrin, rf.... 0 2 2,ye,aSandtc f' 4 4 12 Koslowski. c.. 1 0 2
GoWman. «••• 4 Q 8Zim(,t.. c. ... 0 1 1
5°?.nwh lg". 2 n 4Kutn’wski. lg. 3 1 7Berenson, g. Q 2 Roeberg, lg.. o 0 0
§filTevine1Si9.’ 0 0 0 Reilly, rg. . . 0 1 1
rV. ? 4 rg.......... 0 0 0
' ________ :
Totals ••■■15 8 3SI Totals.... 6 5 17 
Referee—Frank Brennan. Umpire—Dick , 
Meehan. Time of halves—20 minutes.
FRIARS POINTING
FOR HARVARD TILT
Game to Be Staged at Cam
bridge Friday.—Roberge
Back in Condition
Boston HERALD
POWERFUL FRIAR FIVE
AT HARVARD TONIGHT;
Sporting a galaxy of basketball stars,;
■ the powerful Providence College court; 
five, with a 35-32 victory over Yale i 
to its credit, displays its wares, against j
- Wes Kesler’s crimson squad in the Har- ■ 
j vard gym at 8 tonight.
[ Capt. Ed Koslowski, 6-foot 2-inch
■ All-New England centre, -heads the 
' Providence team that is coached by 
| Allan McLellan, former Salem high 
| school mentor. Former Capt. Dick 
; Bracken, mentioned on several All-
American fives last year by right of 
his record of averaging 13 points a 
game, and Sam Shapiro of Lynn give 
the visiting quintet a strong scoring line. 
Bill Kutniewski and Ed Reilly, will take 
care of the defence posts.
Fesler has shifted his starting line-up 
in prepartion for the formidable Provi­
dence combine. Dick Fletcher moves 
up from guard to forward to replace 
Dick Morse. Fletcher will pair with 
Gene Merry. Bill Henderson takes over 
Fletcher's berth. Capt. Joe Ferriter 
: will start at the other guard and Dick 
I Boys-in the pivot post.
Providence Five to r
; Face Harvard Tonight
The Fr  "u
Ed TCnsI Chxxralr i . -id Koslowski, giant* baseball 
. slugger who is playing his third 
season as a regular, captains the 
Providence team. A year ago he 
was the unanimous choice for All 
New England center.
The All American member of the 
team is Al Bracken, forward, who 
- ®1®cte(J caPtain in his junior 
year. Bracken averaged 13 points 
a game during the 1932-33 season.
Providence will enjoy a terrific 
physical advantage over the Crim­
son especially in the matter of 
height. Koslowski stands six feet 
tin ee inches, topping Dick . Boys 
the lankiest of the Harvard play­
ers. Bracken is 6:1; ^Shapiro and 
Reilly are both huskies, the latter 
tne regular shortstop for the past 
three years; and Bill Kutniewski, 
guard, is captain-elect of the Provi- 
: dence football team.
' Providence is coached by Allan 
, McLellan, of Swampscott, former 
Salem High School mentor.
I Coach Wee Fesler shook up his 
lineup again, in the endeavor to as-' 
semble a winning, combination. 
Ihis time he has changed Dick 
Fletcher from guard to forward to 
pair with Gene Merry, who scored 
IS points against Tufts., Bill Hen­
derson replaces Fletcher at guard
The Providence College ’Varsity hopes 
to finish the remainder of its court 
schedule with a run of victories and 
Coach Albert McClellan Will begin today 
to point for the contest with Harvard at 
Cambridge on Friday. Although the New 
York trip took quite a toll among the 
players in the way of colds and throat 
ailments, the full squad Is expected to 
report today for intensive practice.
Oliver Roberge, who injured his foot 
a day before the Friars left for New York, 
responded so favorably to treatment that 
he was able to take ovei- Ed Koslowski’s 
post at centre during the game with 
Pratt Institute and played the longest 
stretch since the start of the season. 
Captain Koslowski has been the sole 
pivot man'and the strain has been such 
as to hinder his play. However, with Ro­
berge back in condition, the capable 
Friar captain will receive relief in the 
remaining contests.
William Kutneskl, Friar guard, was 
shifted to centre against C. C. N. Y. 
and his aggressiveness drew the atten­
tion of Coach Nat Holman of the Laven­
der who commented favorably upon his 
performance. Bill is rated as the most 
improved player on the Black and White 
squad since the beginning of the sea­
son and turned in a surprise game 
against the highly-touted Goldman, City 
College pivot man. Kutneski was hon­
ored with the football captaincy for 
the coming season and it is reported 
that his chances of winning the court 
leader’s post too are very good. If 
he is elected, it will be one of the high­
est honors ever paid to a Providence 
College athlete. In addition to playing 
■-1 fast game on the court Bill also is 
the most accurate foul shooter on Coach 
McClellan’s squad.
With the ’Varsity scheduled away 
from home this week-end, it remains ■ 
for the Friar Freshmen to furnish the 
action on the local floor. Tomorrow ' 
evening they engage the strong St. 
John’s Prep five.
providence college
TOPS HARVARD IN
BASKETBALL 25-18:
Shapiro, Friar Forward, Sets
Pace for Winning Outfit
Dominicans Triumph on Scor- 
irig ,Spurt in Last Half 
of Game.
/o-necial to the Providence Journal.)
Cambridge. Mass., Feb. 16.—Bill Hen- 
rirrson diminutive Harvard guaid, held 
providence College to a bare 7-6_leadI at 
half-time tonight, but Sam Shapiro, 
former Lynn English stylist, provided 
Providence with an eight-point spurt in 
the second half that enabled uhem to lick 
the Feslerman. 25-18, in the indoor ath­
letic building here. . , . . .Henderson and Shapiro furnished in­
teresting competition In an otherwise 
listless contest.
Shapiro was .the high scorer of the 
contest, caging three field goals and two 
free throws for eight markers. His woik 
was. brilliant for the Friars.
The Providence aggregation, which 
had administered a 35-32 defeat to Yale 
earlier in the season, was decidedly ott 
its regular game.
i Only 13 points were basketed in the 
first period. Each quintet resorted to a 
slow passing attack and an air-tight de­
fence. Shapiro counted on a field goal 
just before the half to bring the Friars 
from the rear and give them a 7-6 ad- 
vantage.. _ ' ’ " "
That was .nc kindly Provi­
dence that visited the Har­
vard basket-ball team last 
night. ^ame played: “ebruary 16,1939-
Lapsing lnto a second half jinx that 
has pursued it all season, Harvard let 
the visitors pile up a sizable lead as the 
second half got under way. Providence 
coasted right ahead to a 22-11 lead be­
fore Fesler’s contingent could get under 
way. In the waning moments of the 
struggle, Dick Morse, Dick Fletcher and 
Danny Comfort whipped two-pointers 
through the cords In quick succession 
to run up the Harvard total.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (25) | HARVARD (18)
G. P. P.| G. S’. P.
Ziment, rf........ 2 1 5'Henderson. Ig 1 13
Bostick, if.... 0 0 0 Pletcher, rg.. 2 0 4
Morrison, rf... 0 0 OiErnst, rg.... 0 0 0
Shapiro, If.... 3 2 8‘Boys, c............2 1 5
Madden. If.... J o O’Morse, c.......... 1 0 2
Rusl-nvski, c.. 1 o 2’Merry, If.........0 1 1
Roberge, c.... 0 0 OiComfort. If... 1 0 2
■ Knlmi'ski, rg. 2 2 6 Eerriter, rf... 0 1 1-
Pelt, rg............. o 0 O’Grady, rf.... 0 C 0
Reilly, lg........... 2 0 4!
Total............. 10 5 25i Total....' ~ "4 Ts
* Referees—J. Parker, J. M. Haughey. Time 
Qi Halves—20 minutes.
Sam Shapiro Engineers 
Winning Spurt—Final 
Score, 25-18
Bill Henderson, diminutive Harvard 
guard, scrapped providence College to a 
'bare 7-6 lead at half time; but, Sam 
Shapiro, former Lynn English stylist, 
engineered an eight-point spurt by 
providence in the second half that en­
abled them to lick the Feslermen, 25-18, 
tin the Indoor Athletic building, Har- 
i vard, last night. . .
I Henderson and Shapiro furnished m- 
tcresting competition in an otherwise 
listless contest. The Harvard guard 
only netted the twine for three scores, 
but his floorwork was outstanding. In 
fact, the passing of the entire crimson 
five was better' last night than it has 
been at any time this season. A little 
more luck, on their shots might have 
turned the victory tide in Harvard s 
favor.
SHAPIRO PROVES HIGH
SCORER OF THE CONTEST
Shapiro was the high scorer of the 
contest, caging three, field goals, and 
two free throws for eight markers. His 
work was the one bright spot for, the 
i Friars, and it undoubtedly meant the 
1 difference between victory -and defeat 
for his cohorts.
The heralded Providence aggregation, 
that had administered a 35-32 defeat - 
'to Yale earlier, in the season, was de­
cidedly off its regular game. Their of- ■ 
fence never clicked, consistently, and 
- Shapiro was the only one of the bunch 
of eagle eye shots who found the bas- 
ket.
Only 13 points were-basketed in the 
first half. Each quintet- resorted to a 
slow passing attack, and an air-tight 
defence. Shapiro counted on a field 
goal just before the half - to bring the- 
Friars from the rear and give them a 
7-6 advantage. ... ,
Lapsing into,a second half jinx that 
i has pursued it all season, Harvard let 
the visitors pile up a sizable margin as 
'the second half got underway. Provi­
dence coasted right ahead to a.22-11 
lead before Wes Fesler s contingent 
could get going. In the waning moments 
of the struggle, Dick Morse, Dick Fletcher, andS Danny Comfort whipped 
two-pointers through the cords in quick 
succession to run up the Harvardjgtah 
PROVIDENCE ’ HAR VAKD
g-ls Ils pts - , i'JS
Ziment.rf. . 2 1 5 2 0 4
“JonJ'f 0 0 0 Ernst^'..“. (> V <>
' F o gBp ? 1
«c. 0 3 t 1 |
Kutn’ski.rs- 2 2'6 Ferritisr.rf. Q 1 • iFeitrl ... 0 0 0 Grady,rf... 0 0 0!
•Rf.illy.lg.-.- 3 0 4 . ____
Totals...10 5 25 Totals... T 418
Referees—J; Parker, J. H. Haurhey. Tune 
__ Two 20-m. halves.
Boston HERALD
Providence College to Send
Bracken and Koslowski
Standout Friar Stars
New London DAY
Cadets Tomorrow
tBrttliant Team Against
. All-New England > ir Boastmg two A£ made w A11_ p 
players, one of last season,
American second jjew Lon- d
Providence college com^ V 
don tomorrow n B coast 1
basketball game wltn we
Guard academy. ffliant players, F
Headed by ^Xed major roles t 
who two years ago piai J „
in the victory of™ ie for f 
State armory m a %ules an t
the unemployed Prov the .
overwhelming choice w , h i
Cafnln (Dick) Bracken, captain of t 
Allen (Dick; while a iunior, is i 
the team last ye was cjiosen £
the player wholast member of iby the sports writers as
the All-American sa-oi d ,
^ehind^lSS^P01™^' BNoken . h£}s ' 
weighing „nr.,nieteiy stopped 1A his ] ?Xr Xs o?PcXaignlng on the ; 
three year? oi seasop he tai- :
on an average of. 13 points per : 
game and besides gettin an AH
nicked°a All-New^ England forward, 
to Dlav left forward, Bracken 
gets the post opposite diminutive Don 
Weller, Coast Guard captain.
Capt. Eddie Koslowski, . All-New 
England center last season, is/regard­
ed by the leading coaches as one ot 
the best centers in the east. Kos- 
lowski, however, as good as he was 
last season, will have to convince 
Coast Guard officials that he is as 
good as he is rated. Last season 
Jack Forney, Coast Guard center,
, made Koslowski look bad, tallying 14 
points against the Friar ace.
Sam Shapiro, a junioi- at Provi­
ence and the man who Is generally 
. conceeded the captaincy for tire 
, 934-35 season, is the Providence 
star who two years ago provided the 
, riars with the margin of victory over 
> the cadets at New London. Shapiro 
! scored 13 points that night as a 
? freshfnan and won a varsity post
1 through his performance.
2 The guards, Bill Kutniewskl and 
Eddie Reilly, also played in this city
f two years ago and have been varsity 
men for the past two years. Both 
i stand over the six foot mark and 
f weigh close to 200 pounds.
From that team which two years 1 
i ago defeated one of thq best Coast 
Guard teams in history, . only two 
players have graduated. Eddie Drom- 
e goole, a varsity guard and forward 
- for the past three years, graduated 
fit last June, while Chick Gainor, cap- 
i- tain of the team of two years ago, 
is received his diploma In 1932, 
1. The Cadets have neither the height 
n nor the, experience to combat the 
n powerful Friars, but Coach Johnny 
Merriman hoped that a good ball 
w handling display and a fast passing 
1- attack, plus excellent shooting might 
of combine to keep' the Cadets in the 
s- running. <
as The Cadets after seven straight de- 
ce feats hope for a change of luck to- 
as morrow night, but apparently the 
in wrong opponent has been picked for 
2T, the Cadets to start a winning streak.
Game played: February 17,193^
Dominicans Gain 52-30 Victory 
in Game at New 
London.
New London, Conn., Feb. 17.—(AP)— 
The Providence College basketball team 
trounced the Coast Guard Cadets, 52 to 
30, tonight after trailing in the first 
half.
The Cadets staged a rally as the first 
half drew to a close to go ahead, 21 to 
19, but their advantage proved' short­
lived, Providence jumping into control 
at,the very start of the second half.
For a great part of that second half, 
the Cadets scored only three points, 
while Providence piled, up a command­
ing lead. Toward the close, the Coast 
Guard again found the range, but was 
unable even to theraten Providence: 
again.
Score at half-time—Coast Guard, 21; Provi­
dence, 19.
Referee—Winters. Time—Two 20-minute 
halves.
PROV. COLLEGE | COAST GUARD
1 (30)(32)
G. F. p.l G. F. P
Bostick, If... 3 0 6|AnpIegate.lf. 0 0 0Madden, If. . 1 0 2 Blouin. If. . . 0 0 0•Bracken, If.. 2 0 4iCass rf, . .. 4 1 9
Feito. rf.... 2 1 SiFahey, rf... 1 0 0Shapiro, rf.. 5 0 10Marsh, rf... 0 0 0
Roberg, c... 0 1 llBakanas, c.. 0 1 1Koslowski, c 2 0 4lCarr, c....... 1 0 2
Reilly, lg... 2 2 6|Statts, lg:.. 0 1 1Morrison, lg. 0 0 O.Laferty, lg.. 0 0 0Kutniewski, rg 4 2 lOiWeller. rg. . 5 5 15
Ziment, rg.. 0 4 4IColumbus, rg 0 0 0
Total....... 21 10 52] ' Total .... 11 8 30
Friars on Short End of
21-19 Score at the Half
By JACK CRUISE, JR.
Valiantly attempting to create 
one of the biggest upsets in East­
ern collegiate basketball competi­
tion and succeeding in their ob­
jective for the first 20 minutes of 
play the Coast Guard Academy ! 
basketball quintet fell by the way­
side in the closing half as a bril­
liant Providence college team rolled 
on to an easy 52-30 victory Satur­
day night at the Coast Guard gym.
Applying the full pressure in 
workmanlike fashion as soon as 
the second half opened after/ being 
two points down at intermission, 
the Dominican Friars swept 
through the Cadets man to man 
defense with an accurate passing, 
swift cutting offensive which 
rolled up 33 points and clinched the 
game beyond any doubt.
For the first 20 minutes of piay 
the Cadets, displaying a fast break­
ing offense which clicked with un­
usual effectiveness against a team 
which threw up an unusually close 
man to man defense, matched each 
Providence scoring effort and 
forged into a 21-19 lead shortly be­
fore the close of t'he half as Eddie 
Fahy batted in a follow-up shot to 
break a 19-all deadlock.
But the. Providence varsity, start­
ing as a unit /at the opening of the 
second half, soon gathered momen­
tum' and the Cadets rapidly 
dropped behind.
Cutting in and out and zipping 
thg ball about, always with the 
intention of drawing the Cadet de­
fensive strength away from under 
the basket, the Friars soon began 
to hit the target with the same 
brilliant accuracy which earlier in 
the season pinned a surprise de­
feat on Yale in the Payne Whitney 
gym.
■ Sam Shapiro and Bill Kutniew­
ski led the second half attack of 
the Friars, although Coach‘Al Mc­
Clellan used 11 men and 10 of 
them crashed into the scoring col­
umn. Shapiro and Kutniewski 
scored 10 points each to grab off 
high individual honors for the 
Ffiars.
THE DAY, NW LONDON, CONN.j
Takes Cadets, 52-30
Weller High Scorer
But high individual scoring hon­
ors and the distinction of being 
the outstanding man on the floor 
went to a Coast Guard player­
diminutive Don Weller, captain of 
the Cadet team.
Drawing down Dick Bracken, an i 
All-American choice last season, as 
his opponent, Weller proceeded to 
play his smartest brand of basket­
ball and his brilliant playing kept 
the Cadets in the1 thick of the fight 
throughout the first half.
Heading the Cadet attack with 
15 points, 11 of them tallied in the 
first half, Weller also directed the 
quick break strategy of the Cadets 
and thrice in the opening, period 
whirled long passes down the floor 
which were converted into baskets, 
by waiting Cadet players.
Providence was prepared for the 
quick break in the final chapter 
of the game and broke much: 
quicker on the defense to counter­
act the strategy of the locals.
Providence, fresh from a very 
{lnimpressive victory over Harvard
at Cambridge on Friday night, 
started slowly and dropped behind 
at 3-0 as Weller scored from the 
floor and foul line in the first two 
minutes of play.
Friars Lead 11-3
The Friars began to click after 
Kutniewski scored from the floor 
and Providence grabbed an 11-3 
lead with 10 minutes of. the half 
to go.
Then the Cadets started a drive 
which eventually landed them in 
front just as the half ended and 
brought. the gallery of 400 fans to 
their feet with the realization of 
just what they were doing despite 
the great odds.
With Weller and Cass firing 
away and hitting the basket with 
the . characteristic, accuracy of, 
Coast Guard teams of ths past two ; 
years, the Cadets tied the score ! 
and then took a four point lead at ! 
15-11. The two teams went into a 
tie again at 19-all, but just as the 
whistle blew for the end of the 
half, Fahy took a rebound off the 
backboard and slammed the ball 
in the net for two points and the 
lead at intermission.
®ew London
Providence started to click as , 
the second half opened and the , 
spectators settled back into their ; 
seats assured that the final issue 
was settled and that only the size 
of score was. to be decided.
The Cadets never were able to 
hit the same brilliant stride which 
was theirs in the first half and 
tallied but nine points in the sec­
ond half.
The Coast Guard defeat was 
their eighth straight setback of the 
campaign without a victory, but 
the improvement shown by the 
locals was an encouragement 
which caused Coast Guard athletic 
officials to view the coming game 
against Norwich university with 
considerable optimism. The Cadets 
play Norwich next Saturday at Bil- 
lard hall.
Coast Guard Academy
Fd'. Fl. Mf. Pf. Pts.
Cass, rf ............ . 4 1 1 2 9
Marsh, rf ........ . 0 0 0 1 0
Applegate, If .. . 0 0 0 0 0
Fahy, If ......... . 1 0 1 1 2
. Blouin, If ........ . 0 0 0 0 0
1 Bakanas, c .... .. 0. 1 4 1 1
Carr, c ........ .. 1 0 0 0 2
Weller, rg .... . '5 5 2 2 15
Columbus, rg . . .. 0 0 1 0 0
Statts, lg ........ . 0 1 1 2 1
Lafferty, lg ... . 0 0 0 2 0
11 8 10 11 30
Providence College
Fd. Fl. Mf. PL Pts..
Feit, rf ............ . 2 .1 0 2 5
Shapiro, rf .... .. 5 0 0 3 10
Bostick, If .... .. 3 0 P 0 6
Bracken, If ... .. 2 0 0 3 4
Madden, If .... .. 1 0 0 0 2
Robergs, c .... .. 0 1 1 4 1
Koslowski, c .. .. 2. 0 0 1 4
Kutniev’ski, rg, c 4 2 1 1' 10
Ziment, rg .... .. 0 4 0 1 4
Reilly, lg ........ .. 2 2 1 0 6
Morrison, lg .. . . 0 0 0 0 0
■ 21 10 3 15 52
Score'by halves:
Coast Guard . . 21 9--30
Providence College ... 19 33--52
Referee, Winters.
’Varsity Game Listed Thursday; 
Unbeaten Providence Year- 
iings Card Three Tilts.
A return game with Springfield Col­
lege Thursday is the only contest sched­
uled for the Providence ’College ’Varsity 
basketball quintet this week. The 
Freshmen will play three games, meet- 
tog some of the stiffest opposition of/the 
season. A match with the Holy Cross . 
Independents, who have been enjoying a 
successful season, according to reports, 
could not be arranged by Friar officials-, 
and Feb. will remain open. It will 
offer an excellent opportunity for the 
Friars to take stock and rest up for the 
final spurt down the home-stretch.
The Freshmen will face Becker College 
on Tuesday evening at Harkins Hall. A 
week of hard practice was meted out by 
Coach Archie Golembegki, Becker men­
tor to his squad, in anticipation of the 
same between Becker and New Bedford 
Textile last week, and the Worcester 
team is expected to furnish plenty of op­
position for the Friarettes. Becker has 
lost the services of Don Allan, stellar 
guard and Coach Golembeski has had to 
do some changing to fill the gap. Roland 
Hale is expected to work into the start­
ing five in Allan s place.
Games with St. John’s Prep at Dan­
vers on Thursday and with Dean Acad­
emy on the Harkins Hall floor on Friday 
complete the weekly card for the year­
lings With 13 straight victories in their 
w»ke’ the local basketeers are expected 
to play stellar ball in order to finish 
^season with no defeats. To date 
the Freshmen have compiled one of the finesTrecords ever made by a yearling
^TVmpeUtlon.
a close, hard-fought game to the Friars 
termined to efvcn\he'4serles by a victory.
too many changes m what he beIle 
be h?s best combination and bySatur­
day all the regulars are expected to be 
fit for play.
FRIARS TO PLAY
AT SPRINGFIELff
Providence Cage Stars Who Meet Maroons Today
OSCAR PERRIN. Forward. DICK BRACKEN, Forward. ED KOSLOWSKI, Center.
TJERE are three of the Providence College basketball stars who will face Springfield College here today. 
Koslowski is one of the best basketball players in the East.
PRO VIDENCE BEA TS
Friars Trail in Early Stages
But Rally to Winby 45-33
Ed Reiliy, Brachen and Kutniew- 
ski Feature for Providence 1;
CoHege Five.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Springfield, Maes., Feb. 22.—A com- ■ 
plete collapse of its defence midway In 
the second half in a game that had been 
waged on even terms Up to that time, 
caused irreparable damage for Spring­
field College and permitted the rangy, 
i Providence College basketball team to 
register a 45-33 victory over the Maroon 
five at West gym here today. The de-
■ feat was the second of the season at the 
hands of the Friars and ended a six- 
game winning streak of the Hill quin­
tet.
Off to a brilliant start through the in­
dividual efforts of Butch Hunt, who went 
out of the contest on personal fouls be­
fore the end of the first .period. Spring­
field rolled up a 10-point lead on the 
Friars. Carelessness and a rift in team 
work put the skids under the Maroons 
and th/visltofs knotted the count 14 to 
14 at half time.
Keyed to a fast pace from the start, 
the rivals kept hammering at the de-
I fences with equal success for about eight 
minutes and then came the break. Al­
ways credited with having smart and 
smooth teams, Providence began to take 
liberties with the Maroon’s defence. 
Coach! Al McClellen’s charges began 
dribbling' by Hill players with alarming 
ease for baskets and also passed to un­
covered men under the hoop for easy 
shots at the basket. During this period j 
of Springfield leg'arthy the Dominicans 
took over h nine point lean, 34-25.1
■ Through sheer determination and. some , 
circus shooting the Maroons rallied to ; 
come within three points cf the visitors 
with three minutes left to play but over 
the home stretch the Friars put on an­
other spurt, led by the flashy Ed Reiliy, 
to leave the local team dead in its tracks.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE SPRINGFIELD
nrn Chen. If ... i 3 7 Rees, If . • ■ ■ } J- J
Ziment if ... 0 J 0 8
B® stick 1 1 0 ■ siDiClementi ri 0 0 0
Shapiro, rf .- 4 0 8!D^oe c 1 0 -
0 olcontafig’.. * 210
Felllv lg ■■■:■ 5 2 12'EIlis’ lg S n A
Morrison Is. 0 0 O’Cella. rg ... 3 0 6
Kutniewski, rg 4 2 10 Mansell, rg . 0
Feit, rg........... 0 0 Oj
Madden, rg . ..0 0 0, _____ ___
Totals .... W 7 451 Totals . .15 3 33 
Re’erees-^-Jackson and Day. Time -20 , 
minute halves. \jomp
1 line ;
’^ame played! ^ebruary 22,19M
Highlights in Holiday College Contest Here
Bits of action, snapped by a staff photographer of The Republican, during Providence’s 45 to 33 victory over Springfield in a lively college 
basketball game here yesterday afternoon. On the left “Shadow” Collins of Springfield can be seen banking a “step shot.” The central 
scene shows Mantell of the home team and Ziment, sub for the visitors, tugging away at a loose ball. On the right Dick Bracken of 
Providence is depicted in the act of making a ono-h’nd toss for the hoop. , _ _  __ .rs ■■■■■ __
Rhode Island Cagemen
| Rally to Beat Maroon
Stellar Work By Hunt Affords City of Homes Team 
Large Lead at Outset of Game But Seasoned Provi­
dence Team Comes From Rear to Top Sophomores
By J. EARL CHEVALIER
Krom one extreme of basketball skill 
to the other the young" Springfield 
college ’varsity team drifted altogether 
' too frequently yesterday afternoon at 
West gym, with the result it dropped 
a 45 to 33 decision to a ripe and 
i classy Providence college quintet 
which took advantage of every mis- 
| play ' • committed by the Maroon 
sophomores. The defeat checked the 
5 winning streak of the Springfield 
cagemen, who had compiled six 
; straight victories since the same 
Providence team outpointed them, 4* 
to 43, at the Rhode Island capital last 
■ month.
Hunt Shines, Then Departs
Springfield could ■ stand neither 
! prosperity or pressure yesterday aft- 
jernoon, when some 900 fans packed 
West gymnasium for the purpose of 
j watching the climax game of the 
I Maroon’s home season. Sparkling work 
I on the part of “Butch" Hunt, lively 
i guard, early in the conflict helped 
' Springfield obtain a 13 to 2 advantage, 
i At this juncture Hunt and his asso- 
I ciates suddenly suffered a lapse of 
form. Soon Hunt, who appeared to 
be the victim of one dubious ruling, 
departed for too frequent, infraction 
of the code. From that point to the 
finish Springfield’s sophomores, lack­
ing the poise they will acquire later, 
alternately blew hot and cold, as 
Coach Al McClellan’s nifty Providence 
outfit .began to operate in the manner 
expected of seasoned workmen who 
long have been united under one ban­
ner.
Treacherous highways delayed some 
of the Providence party yesterday. As 
a result the ball game got off the 
mark more than half an hour behind 
schedule. Sam Shapiro, the tall, slim 
'forward who pitched for the Lynn 
team during a baseball tournament 
here last summer, afforded the visitors : 
a margin when he banked a shot from 
! the side. George Celia, Springfield 
forward,' promptly converted a pass 
[from Collins to tie the score. Sher- 
Iman Rees, guard for the home team, 
dribbled through for a field goal which 
moved Springfield into the van. At 
this stage Hunt performed in rare 
■. fashion. He put a cluster of four• bas- 
; kets into the twine, as he and his 
mates worked in. telling style.. When 
j Charley Collins added a foul, he made 
the score read 13 to 2 in favor of 
! Springfield.. 0 J7JL Ill  11
lela REPUBLICAN
The lead dwindled as Providence I 
finally began to make profit out of 
the penalty, shots awarded the invad­
ing- team. '; Ai.pair of baskets by ' Ed 
Reilly, superb Pr'oVidence passer, 
gave further evidence that the Rhode 
Island team’s attack had commenced 
to function. Then Dick Bracken, 
mature forward of the Providence 
quintet, horned into the scoring pic­
ture with a free throw and basket. 
The half ended with the teams tied at 
14-all, inasmuch as Sherm Rees scored 
from the 15-foot line for Springfield.
' Springfield had three reserves in ac­
tion when the second half started. Ed 
Kosiowski, Providence captain, put his 
team i nthe lead with a basket at the 
end of a pass from Kutniewski, but 
Springfield regained command when 
“Shadow” Collins and G-eorge Celia, 
regular forwards, supplied brilliant 
shots while in full motion. Jack 
Savane helped the Springfield cause to 
the extent of one basket. Providence 
took time out. On the resumption of 
play the Rhode Island basketeers 
benefitted from some torrid work by 
Bill Kutniewski and Sam Shapiro. 
Kutniewski, a ball hound if ever you 
saw one and captain of Providence's 
1934 football squad, tallied twice at the 
end of smart plays, while Shapiro’s 
accuracy earned him two baskets. In
1 due time Providence had a margin of
| five. points.
Kutniewski a Demon
Despite a good set shot from 
Desoe’s hands and a nifty basket by 
Celia as he cut through the foul zone, 
the Providence team clung fast to its 
five-point lead. Little Charley Collins 
of the home team turned in a dazzling 
push shot from a distance and be­
spectacled Jesse Brown likewise 
brought a gasp with an unusual field 
goal, but Providence had found its 
true stride. When Kutniewski elected 
to content himself with purloining 
Springfield passes, Ed Reilly sauntered 
down the court long enough to col­
lect another brace of scrimmage goals 
and assure Providence of victory. 
Kutniewski and Bostick, a reserve, 
registered from the floor prior to the 
final whistle, which left Providence in 
: the van, 45 to 33.
Kutniewski revealed himself as the 
outstanding figure yesterday. Pie 
raised havoc with the long, lob passes 
the anxious Springfield team insisted 
on throwing. The energetic Provi­
dence guard proved to be "on the ball” 
throughout the game. For artistic 
passing- with either hand Ed Reilly of 
the visitors left little to be desired. 
Ziment, a fleshy sub, did not creep 
into the scoring picture but he had a 
knack of putting providence’s offense 
in shape. Springfield played scrappy 
ball, the keen desire on the part of 
the sophomores to win. caused them 
to be guilty of some loose defensive 
work, however. The young pupils of 
Coach E. J. Hickox at times did not 
have their foes properly spotted.
Inferior foul-shooting by both teams 
marked the game. The conquering 
Providence team turned only seven of 
about 19 gift tosses into points. 
Springfield could garner only three of 
17 possible points from the line of 
least resistance. The referees Robert 
Jackson and Walter Day, had to be 
on the move at all times to keep watch 
over the zealous athletes. The score:—
Providence I Springfield
B. F. P. B. F. P.
Bracken, If 2 3 Rees.rg 1 1 3
Ziment,If 0 0 0|J.Brown,rg 1 0 2
Shapiro,rf 4 0 8|Hunt,lg 4 0 8
Perrin,rf 0 0 O|DiClementi,lg 0 0 0
Bostick, rf 1 0 2'Desoe,c 1 0 2
Kosiowski,c 3 0 6j Savane, c 1 0 2
Kutniewski,c 0 2 2 Collins,rf 4 2 10
Roberge,c 0 0 OIMantel.rf • 0 0 0
Reilly,lg 5 2 12|Ce!la,lf 3 0 Si
B’eit.lg 0 0 0 Ellis,If 0 0 0
Kutniewskl.rg 4 0 8
Ziment, rg 0 0 0 ■' 1
Madden^rg 0 0 0
19 7 45 15 3 33
Referees, Jackson and Day. Time, 20-min­
ute periods.
Game played: March 2,1934
Lowell, Mass., March 2.—(AP)—Dick 
Brachen ran wild against Lowell Textile 
tonight and was the outstanding figure 
in the 4B to 33 victory of Providence Col­
lege.
The flashy Friar forward shot baskets 
with uncanny accuracy to account for 
19 points. Textile started strong and 
was able to lead the Providence five 24 
to 21 at half time. Tn the final stanza 
the Lowell defence collapsed before the 
strong passing attack of the Friars.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (46) LOWELL (33)
G. F. P. G F P
Shapiro, rf ., 4 2 lOBogacz, lg . 0 0 0 
Ziment, rf .. 0 1 1 Bukala, ig 0 0 0 
Morrison, rf.. 0 0 0 Jarek, rg 4 2 10
Brachen, It .. 7 5 19 Baranowski, c 0 3 3
Perrin, If ... 0 0 0 Georg'oulas, e 0 1 1
Bestick, if .. 0 0 0 Muller. If .. 3 i 7
Keloski, c ... 3 0 6 Bassett. If .’ 0 1 1
Roberge, c .. 0 0 0 Athanas, rf.' 5 in
Kutniewski, rg 1 4 6
Reilly,-lg .... 2 0 4
Felt, Ig ......... 0 0 0
Totals .... 17 12 46 Totals ....12 a 33 
Referees—Clarke and Santborski.
Friars Beat Lowell Textile 
as Brachen Stars46 to 33
Star Left Forward Scores 19 
Points.—Bay Staters Lead 
at Halfway Mark.
FRIARSFACE W.F. I.
QUINTET TONIGHT
Undefeated Yearlings Meet Fdew
Bedford Textile in
Opener.
LINEUPS AT HARKINS HALL.
PROVIDENCE WORCESTER
COLLEGE. TECH. I
Shapiro, 1. f.............. ........................1. f., Norton
Brachen, r. f................ ..r. f.» Hendrickson I
Koslowski, c.......................................c., Svenson
Reilly, I, f..................................   .1. g., Warwick
Kutneski, r. f.................................... r. g., Phelps
Time 9 p. m. Referee, Charles Schurman.
Boasting a winning streak of four 
straight games the Providence College 
’Varsity basketball team will make its 
final appearance on its home court to­
night when it faces the Worcester Poly- 
’tech quintet at Harkins Hall. The 
Friars have taken the measure of Har­
vard, the Coast Guard Academy, Spring­
field and Lowell Textile, all in a row, and 
have a record to date of 10 victories and 
five defeats.
The Friar Freshmen, undefeated in 16 
starts, will provide the first part of the 
attractive double-header which has been 
arranged for the local court tonight, 
meeting the fast New Bedford Textile 
five at 7:30. Captain Al Hagstrom will 
lead a team of Ray Belliveau, forward; 
; Ben Smith, centre; Leo Davin and Joe 
Carew, guards, against the Textilers and 
expects his teammates to continue their 
better than a point-a-minute pace.
Worcester Tech comes to Providence 
with a reputation for being a thorn in 
the side of stronger fives and gave Lou 
Bush and his Massachusetts State co­
horts a hard battle Saturday, losing In 
the last half 43-33. In the forward 
berths Tech will have Sonny Norton and ' 
Fritz Hendricksen,-a stellar pair of ball 
handlers. At centre the clever Norm 
Svenson will match wits with Capt. Ed­
die Koslowski, Friar pivot man. In the 
back court the Worcester team has lost. 
Joe Sukaskas, veteran guard, but will 
send Capt. Mike Warwick and Jim. 
Phelps against the Black and White 1 
outfit.
To stem the attack of the Engineers, 
Coach Albert McClellan will start Bill 
Kutneski, who has contributed a large 
share of points to the Friar cause, and 
Eddie Reilly, who will be playing his 
last game before a home audience. Capt. 
Eddie Koslowski will be at centre, with 
Dick Brachen and Sam Shapiro at the 
forwaid posts. The first two mentioned 
will be among those on the squad mak­
ing their last appearances in a college 
game on the Harkins Hall court. In re­
serve the Friars will have Ollie Roberge, 
Jim Bostick, Oc Perrin, John Madden, 
Abe Feit, Jake Ziment and John Mor­
rison.
The Friars made an auspicious start 
of their season and seem headed for a 
similar finish. As a whole the team has 
shown improved teamwork in turning 
back its last four opponents. Dick 
Brachen leads the scorers, whose rec­
ords follow:
Allan Brachen ................135
Samuel Shapiro ................ 102
Capt. Ed Koslowski ........... 92
William Kutneski .............. 80
Edward Reilly ................ 55
John Ziment .................. 25
Frank Felt .................... 15
James Bostick ................ 11
Oliver Roberge ............... 5
Oscar Perrin ................... 4
John Madden ........................  2
Dominicans trip
WORCESTER TECH
QUINTET 58 TO 21
Providence College Freshmen
Swamp New Bedford Tex­
tile 59 to 21,
Both the Providence ’Varsity and 
Freshman basketball teams were victori­
ous last nighthat Harkins Hall, the Var­
sity downing Worcester Polytech. 58-4.1. 
for their fifth straight'victory, and the 
Freshmen swamping New Bedford Tex­
tile 59-21. for their 18th triumph. Ac­
curate shooting and a fast passing game 
enabled the Friars to stay out in front 
; all the way.
Dick Brachen ended his career on the t 
Harkins Hall court in a burst of glory . 
as he caged seven field goals for the eve- I 
nlng’s high total! His twist shots were [■ 
1 of the spectacular Sort and al! of his; 
shots came from under the basket. Capt.' 
Edward Koslowski and Edward Reilly, 
centre and guard, also turned in fine per- , 
formances in 'their farewell appearance 
on the Friar court.
At the half the Friars enjoyed a 31-11 
edge and Coach. McClellan gave his re­
serves more action than they have seen 
all season. The work of Oliver Roberge, 
three sport star; Jake Ziment, Jim Bos­
tick and the entire sub team was out­
standing. Dick Brachen had the first 
few minutes of play almost wholly to 
himself as he sank four goals. Sonny 
Norton caged the first goal of the game 
to give his team a short-lived 2-0 lead. 
Brachen cut this down and fast break­
aways by Bill Kutneski, Sam Shapiro and 
Ollie Roberge sent the Friars far in the 
lead.
The prospects for another strong 
dynasty of basketball players at jvr°Y1- 
Pence College are very bright, and the 
Freshmen who ended their borne coyrt 
season last night hope to take up the 
work where the ’Varsity left off. Six Do­
minican players, Dick Brachen, Capt. 
Koslowskl, Ollie Roberge, Ed Reilly. J°iln 
Morrison, and Oc Perrin bid adieu to.a 
home audience and brought to a cl°se 
the dynasty of men who have made his- 
tory for Providence from their Fresn- 
I man days up through the years.
■ Tle played: March 7,1934
■Joe Carew with 11 points, Al Hagstrom 
with 10 and Ben Smith with 10 points , 
were the big guns which the Textilers : 
could not stop, as the Freshmen started ' 
their second team and alternated with 
the regulars. Ray Belliveau and Carl 
Angelica turned in capable displays for 
their team. On the visitors’ lineup the 
outstanding men were Crowley, Claris: 
and Aulislo. Aulislo went out on fouls 
toward the end of the game.
! The summaries:
PROV. COLLEGE <531 WORCES. TECH (21) 
G. F. F.| G. P. P
Shapiro, If.... 4 -1 9|Norton, II... 5 0 10
Maaden, If.... 2 o 4jBorcien, rf.., 102 
Braehen, rf... 7 0 llifi’arickson, rf 2 0 4
Bostick, rf.... 2 1 .,‘Dabn. c.......... 0 0 0
Kosiowsi, c... 3 0 6.Swanson, c... 0 2 .2
Roberge, c.... 2 1 o.Snmii, lg..... 0 a Oj
Kutoeski/lg.. 3 1 7Stafford, lg.. 000 
Ziment, lg.:.. 2 0 4Bottchcr, lg. 0 0 0
Perrin lg.... 0 0 0 Warwick. rg. 1 1 3
Reilly, rg......... 1 0 2<Pnelps, rg... 0 0 0
P.Morrison, rg 0 0 C;
Peit, rg............. 0 0 0;
J.Morrison, rg. 1 0 2j
Total......... 27 4 S8| Total ......... 9 3 21
Reieree—Schurman. Time—Two 20-minute 
periods.
PROVIDENCE I NEW BEDFORD 
COLLEGE ’37 (59) I TEXTILE (21)
G. F. P. G.F. P.
Belliveau, If.. 3 0 6,Davies, 11... 0 0 .0
Hagstrom, If. 5 0 10 Durfee. II... 0. 0 0
Pairbrotber, rf 0 1 LCrowley. rf. 3 0 0
Carew, rf.... 5 1 ILBarry, rf... 0 0 0
Collins, c......... 1 1 3.Claris, c  3 0 6
Smith c......... 5 0 lOGieveiafid, lg 0 2 2
Bidden, lg... 1 .2 4;Auiis.o, rg. . 3 1 7
Davin, lg.... 2 0 dickering, rg 0 0 0
Angelica, rg.. 4 0 8|
Gallagher, rg. 1 0 2\
Total......... 27 5 591 Total. 9 3 21
Referee—Newell. Time—Four 10-minute pe­
riods.
Close Contest Looms Tomor­
row; Reilly, Friar Guard, 
Sustains Injury.,
The Providence College basketball 
teams will hold their final practice today 
in preparation for their annual classic 
with Brown University on Saturday eve­
ning. It appears that the contest will be 
one of the basketball treats of the year 
since Brown showed marked improve­
ment on Wednesday when it defeated 
the favored Rhode island State Quintet. 
Enthusiasm at Providence .College has 
been given fresh impetus as the pos­
sibility of a close game with Brown looms 
on th e court horizon. . Daily ■ papers . a t 
the local college carried; editorials yes­
terday urging'the entire student .body to 
support the teams in what promise to be 
their most interesting games.
Hopes of the Friar stalwarts were 
somewhat dimmed yesterday when Ed­
ward Reilly, star guard on the regular 
five reported an injury to his hand. In 
the’'game with Worcester Tech on 
Wednesday, Reilly was spilled under the 
basket anti shaken up badly, but con­
tinued after a short rest. His fall proved 
to be more serious than was first indi­
cated ’arid, he went to see the team doc­
tor yesterday afternoon. However, Ollie 
Roberge, stellar Friar utility man, is ' 
ready to step into the breach and is in j 
fino condition after the Tech game. j
I P.G, FIVES BET
"roach Albert McClellan is particularly 
proud of his Freshman five which has 
macle a record which will be hard to 
duplicate. In 18 games the 
nave won each time and have scored.939 
points to their opponents 492. The 
Schedule for the first-year quintet has
’vai:sitAcmXrBwwlsC«- 
men will close a season which has. had 
’thrills and close calls, but which will 
go down tn P: C sport history as an out- 
St“x Dominican™ layers' will close their 
court- careers tomorrow night and will 
1°“* eaps which Coach McClellan hopes ; 
o fill §from his capable Freshman squad. 
rflnt Edlard Koslowski. Bridgeport, 
Conn las picked as centre of the all­
New England five last year and is con­
sidered to be one of the best pivot men 
In Eastern court circles. Allan Dick 
IlBracben Port Chester, N.Y. has been 
Teadin’ scorer for the past two seasons 
land captained the P. C. ’Varsity during 
the 1932-33 campaign. He was named on 
£ second all-American‘basketballrteam 
n vpar ago and has beld a Suald al?d a 
forward berth on the all-New England 
qUEdwardr Reilly, Bridgeport, Conn., has 
been in t.hb regular lineup for three years 
and broke Into the starting team when ’ 
Dick Brachen was moved from a guard 
post to his present forward position. Oli­
ver Roberge, who holds nine ’Varsitylet- 
ters, is the utility man on the Friar 1 
squad, and plays all posts with finesse. 
'Oscar Perrin, Albany, N. Y„ has been a 
reserve for two seasons and has done con­
sistently good work while he lias been 
on the floor. John Morrison. Staten Is­
land. N. Y. is also a reserve who starred 
on the Freshman team a few years back.
Revived Brown Team Looms 
as Threat to Friars ] 
tn Annual Court Battle
Close Game
Foreseen at
Bears’ Gym
I t (
Brown, Heartened by Win
Over State, Out to Upset 
City Rivals
/
Gerald Prior
By GERALD PRIOR 
(News-Tribune Sports VZriter)
Providence College tangles with 
Brown at Brown gym i tomorrow night 
in a basketball game that carries more
Previous to that 
Brown-State game, Providence College 
was a top-heavy -pick to take tne 
lears. But the Bruin’s win over 
dtite’s vaunted “point-a-mmute team State © crht’«? came a horsemakes tomorrow nignr s
qtate Brown proved given a 3
nr two of inspiration, it has w'hat - 
tikes to make trouble for any opposi- 
„ n0 matter how classy.
1 Brown supporters can see the same. 
B®in club causing all sPrts ;
for - ^^“^rvill^mo^ weiring( 
Schedule it has tackled in the brier but, 
brilliant history of basketball at . ,
•orvrninir.an college*
advance color than 
any previous court 
clash between the 
intra-city rivals.
The game — an­
nually attractive 
because of the 
home-town rivalry 
angle—has picked 
up additional in­
terest during the 
past few days be­
cause of Brown’s 
inspired perform­
ance Wednesday 
night in trimming 
Rhodelsland
DOMINICAN RECORD
The Dominicans haven’t carved out 
as fine a record this season as they 
have in some other recent years, but 
they’ve made • a creditable showing. 
They’ve been licked five times. All 
the defeats came a': th? hand? of hefty 
foes, St. John’s, Dartmouth, Army, St. 
Thomas’ and C. C. N. Y. And they 
have 11 well-earned triumphs'to-'over-; 
balance those five setbacks.
Previous to the State game Brown 
appeared headed for a so-so season, 
but with that contest the Bear has 
leaped out of mediocrity to a spot 
close to brilliance. It can make the 
final jump to the heights by finishing 
its campaign with an upset win over 
the Friars tomorrow night.
A win over the Friars would give 
Brown not only the city championship 
but also a fair claim on the Rhode 
Island collegiate championship. State 
licked Brown earlier in the season, 
but Thursday night’s win over the 
Rams more than wiped out that set­
back.
The city championship and the State- 
title also beckon to the Friars. And 
they have an additional reason for 
victory in the fact that this game will 
mark the breaking up of a squad that 
has brought the Dominicans up to the 
heights during the past four seasons.
FRIARS IN WINDUP
Six seniors on the ’team are- sched­
uled to depart over the sheepskin 
trail next June after, having per­
formed for the Dominicans either as 
reserves or regulars during the past 
four seasons.
The lads who will be playing their 
last collegiate game for the Friars to­
morrow night are Capt. Dick Bra­
ehen, mentioned for all-Eastern and 
all-American honors during his career 
at the Dominican institution; Eddie 
Kosiowski, last year’s captain and 
also a recipient of “all” team honors 
in seasons past; Eddie Reilly, clever, 
regular guard; Ollie Roberge, utility 
performer and all-around athlete; and : 
Johnny Morrison and Occ Perrin of 
the reserve staff,. !
In tomorrow night’s starting lineup 
Capt. Brachen will pair with slithery 
Sam'Shapiro in the forward court, 
Koslowsky will be at centre and Reilly 
and Bill Kutniewski will be the: 
guards. ,, ,Brown will depend upon the hook-up| 
that brought it victory over State with: 
Howie Floren and Henry Malkowski, ’ 
hero of the State game, at the for­
wards ; Dick Morse at centre and | 
Capt. Oscar Hammer and Al Simonds, 
guards.
FRESHMEN IN PRELIM
In a preliminary to the ’varsity 
o-ame the Freshman teams of the 
rival colleges will clash. The .unde­
feated Friar frosh will be seeking 
their 19th straight triumph and are 
favored to get it.
Past Providence College-Brown 
’varsity records:____
P.C. Brown. 
1922 .........................*................,♦♦.12 48
inoo   .......... ,,.,...31 191929 ....................................................« |
1922 .  ......................................  51
1933 ........................................... 50 ' 26
’' LINEUPS AT BROWN GYM
PROV. COLLEGE .. BROWN
Shapiro ...............................  Floren
Brachen ......................RF................ Malkowsky
Koslowski ................  . .C............................. Morse
Kutneski ...............■♦ . ,L.G.................... . Hammer
Reilly .......... ........R.G.'.................... Simonds
PROV. COLLEGE ’37 BROWN ’37
Hagstrom ............. ...L.F..................... Morcom
j Carew .................  .R.F. ............ Burbank
Smith ..............................c............................. Biggs
£>avin ........................... L.G................. Cylements
Gallagher ...................R.G................... Morrison
--- ,......  J---------
BRUIN FIVE READY FOR YEAR'S
Bears Heartened by Victory 
Over Rams; Game Carded 
at Brown Gym Tomorrow; 
Cubs Play in Prelim
I By JOE NUTTER
Heartened by the great victory that 
r-he Brows i basketball five turned ill over 
Rhode Island State College, the Bruin 
quintet inade ready today for the sea­
son’s finale against Providence College 
tomorrow night. The belief atop Col­
lege Hill is that the Bruin can defeat the 
Dominicans if he can maintain the fast 
pace that was set against the Kingston 
team Wednesday night.
Coach Arthur D. Kahler will keep his 
Varsity combination intact, with How­
ard Floren and Henry Malkowski, for­
wards; Dick Morse, centre; and Alvan 
Simonds and Capt. Oscar Hammer, 
guards. That group played 37 minutes 
Under the driving pace that Rhode 
Island set up. and Kahler thinks that 
they can duplicate that trick again. 
FRESHMEN QUINTET
to peay preliminary
The Brown freshmen and the Provi­
dence College, freshmen will open the 
double-header tomorrow at 7:30 and the 
two ’Varsity teams will take the floor at 
8:45. The ’Varsity game will be played 
i under Intercollegiate League officiating, 
.insuring fast, continuous action.
« * *
Coach Al McClellan will start 
his regular lineup of Sam Sha- ’’ 
pii-o and Allen Bracken, for­
wards; Capt. Edward Koslowski, 
centre, and William Kutniewski 
and Edward Reilly, guards.
; providence College with U
I victories must be rated a pre­
game favorite, for the Friars 
have compiled a finer record 
than the Bruin. But for that 
matter, Rhode Island had a bet­
ter record than the Bruin, and 
! records meant nothing at all 
once the Bruin swung into ac­
tion in that game.« ♦ ♦
Kahler gave his men a complete rest 
yesterday and they remained away from 
the court today. Kahler figures that 
they have'had all the drill they need.
In meeting Providence College, Brown 
will not be required to face the un- 
weildly wealth of capable reserves that 
Rhode Island had, but the Dominican 
first team will be much larger than any­
thing Brown, can muster. That doesn’t 
bother Kahler for he feels that his team, 
playing as it did against Rhode Island, 
will be able to off-set any advantage in • 
weight or height.
Forwards
Allan R. (Dick) Bracken, ’34, of Port- 
chester, N. Y., who captained the ’Var-j 
sity through its successful campaign of , 
1932-33. Named on the second All- 
American basketball team as a forward, 
and for the past two years has been-on 
the all New England team. Led Friars 
in scoring last winter with an average of 
13 points per game. Stands 6 feet 1 Inch 
and weighs 185. Wears No. 27.
Sam Shapiro, ’35, of Lynn. Mass., who 
teamed with Bracken last winter to give 
the Friars a great front court combi­
nation. Stands 6 feet 1 and weighs 170. 
Very fine passer and a good shot. .Mem­
ber of junior ’Varsity baseball team last 
spring. Prepared for Providence at Lynn 
English high and Samuel Johnson Acad­
emy. Wears Jersey No, 8.
Guards
i William Kutniewski, ’35, of ' Provi- 
! dence, who is one of the finest all-round 
athletes ever developed in Rhode Island. 
It captain of the ’Varsity football team 
for next fall. Stars on the gridiron 'as a 
guard, and last fall was named by. many 
coaches as one of the leading linemen 
in | this section. Very aggressive and a
■ tireless worker. Stands 5-lo and weighs 
193. Is numbered No. 31. Prepared at 
i Commercial high in Providence, where 
I he won honors in football, basketball, 
; baseball and track. ,
' Edward Reilly, ’34, of Bridgeport, 
;■ Conn. Another senior member of the 
'Friars veteran aggregation. Is starting 
his third season as regular back in bas­
ketball. For past two campaigns has 
also starred in baseball as shortstop of 
the ’Varsity nine. Stands 5-9 and weighs 
170. Clever passer and good defence ! 
naan. Prepared at Central high in Bridge- 
port, Conn. Wears No. 21.
SEASON HAS BEEN GOOD
ONE FOR BEAR ’VARSITY
But win, lose or tie, this is still Brown’s i 
' greatest season under Kahler direction,'■ 
I Kahler is completing his third season. 
' His first team won two games, his sec­
ond finished ahead in six, and this year’s 
team has already won seven, and Kahler 
hopes to - make that eight tomorrow 
night.
Here is the Providence College record:«. * *
Providence..........  47IEast Stroudsburg State
„ [Teachers ................... 35
Providence........... 35|Tale......... 32
Providence........... 31 st. John’s (BrookiyAj 43
Providence........... 40 Columbus Club (Bkn) 27
Providence...... 25 Dartmouth . 37
Providence........... 29 Army............. ’ 35
Providence........... 30IEast Stroudsburg
, (Teachers College ... 23
Providence...,,. 20|St. Thomas College.. 43
Providence...........44 Springfield ....... 43
Providence...........31 Pratt Institute ... ............ 35
I Providence..........  17 City College of N. Y. 3S
. Providence........... 25 Harvard ........... . 38
J Providence..........  52 Coast Guard Acad... 30
Providence...... 45 Springfield ............. 33
t Providence...... 46 Lowell Textile...............33
Providence...........58|Worcester Polytech, 21« * *
Thumb-nail sketches of the five Friar 
starters:
Centre
Edward Koslowski. ’34, of Bridgeport. 
Conn. Captain of the ‘Varsity team. 
Picked centre of the all-New England 
team last year. Stands six feet two and 
weighs 195. One of the best pivot men 
in Eastern college ranks. Is also a regu­
lar outfielder on the ’Varsity nine. Pre- 
P^e<tiOr Collese at Warren Hardin” high ^^samuel Johnson Academy 'weats
Bruins and Friars Conclude
. Basketball Season Tonight
LINEUPS AT BROWN GYM
BROWN. PROVIDENCE COLLEGE.
Florcn, I. f..........................................I. f., Brachen
Malkowski, r. f................................... r. f., Perrin
Morse, c........................... c.^ Capt. Koslovrski i
Capt. Hammer, 1. g..,.. .. >....... 1. g.. Roberge i
Simonds, r. g................   .r, g._ Kutneski
Freshman game—7:30 o’clock. ’Varsity! 
; game—8:45 o'clock,
i
 Spurred on by a brilliant victory over 
Rhode Island State earlier in the week, 
the Brown basketball team will oppose 
the highly-touted Providence College 
quintet tonight' at the Brown gym with 
high hopes of upsetting the Friars.
Coach Arthur Kahler of the Bears will 
depend on the same five men that 
played all but two minutes against the 
sBains to carry the Brown attack again 
| tonight. This means that Howie Floren 
I and Henry Malkowski will be at the for­
ward berths with Dick Morse at ceil-: 
. tre and Capt. Oscar Hammer arid Al I 
'Simonds, guards.
j Simonds is .the only one in the group 
I who is not a veteran. He is a Sophomore 
j but has come along fast and is now rated 
as one of the outstanding players on 
’the entire Brown squad. The Bruins 
have been resting for the last two days. 
Kahler states that his men are at top 
form, and they need no more practice.
» • »
This game closes the season for both 
clubs. In order for the Bears to win they 
must press the attack every second. This 
is the style of play they used against 
Rhode Island State. In that game the 
Bears jumped into the lead soon after 
the opening 'whistle and never ceased 
their continual bombardment of the 
State basket.
i Tire Friars will have the advantage of 
i height in the game, but the Bears figure 
{that they can offset this by a fast offen- 
; slve.
i Coach Albert McClellan of the Friars 
may have to make one change in his reg- 
'ular lineup. Edward Reilly, star guard, 
(suffered an injury to his right leg in the 
game with Worcester Tech on Wednes­
day and it is doubtful if he will be able 
to play tonight.
McClellan has a fine group of reserves 
available. Oliver Roberge looms as the 
most logical candidate to take Reilly’s 
guard berth. If it is at all possible. Coach 
: McClellan will start Reilly. An examina- 
; tion of the injury will be made by the 
I team physician today.
Four seniors will be in the Friar start­
ing lineup if Roherge plays. They are 
Allan Brachen; Oscar Perrin, Capt. Kos- ( 
lowskl. and Roberge. There, is a slight' 
chance that McClellan may start another 
Senior in place of Bill Kutneski regular 
| right guard, who is a Junior. ‘
Brown to Start Same Five Men 
Who Opened Against Rhode 
Isiand State.
In Final Home Game
er* «/
* ‘ w-
Dick Bracken, Providence College veteran, who will face Worcester 
Tech quintet at Harkins Hall tonight.
♦ ♦ *
In a preliminary game the undefeated 
Friar F.reshmen. will play the Bruin year- 
| lings. The P. Cl Freshmen have won 181 
I straight games! " When the Prcshmari 
captains meet ip the centre of the floor’ 
to discuss the home court rules there' 
will be no need for Introductions. Capt.' 
Alfred "Gus’! JSagstrom of the Friar ■ 
Freshmen and Captain Biggs of the' 
Bruin Freshmen were team mates on the 
' Gloucester high five .and both later went [ 
i to Cushing .Academy.
' The ’Yarj^ty,.sefie.s has resulted as fol- ■
■i lows: ,
' 1921-22—P.rovldehce College 12. Brown 48 I 
: 1927-28—Providence.College 31, Brown 19, 
1 1928-29—Providence College 49. Brown 23 : 
■ 1929-30—PtOT’idertce college 30, Brown 20 
i 1930-31—Providence College 47, Brown 28 
11931-32—Prowdence College-51. Brown 34 
1932-33—Providence College 50. Brown 26
In the three contests played between 
i the yearling teams the outcomes have 
been:
1930-31—Providence, ’37. 50, Brown, '37, 13 
•1931-32—Providence. '37. 31. Brown, ’37, 22 
1932-33—providence, ’37,^30, Brown, ’37, 25
. COach McClellan will be completing 
his seventh year as basketball coach at 
Providence College tonight and has' 
turned out two teams this season which I 
rank with his best offerings to the court 
game. In particular he feels“that the 
present Friar Freshman outfit will rank 
with the best yearling teams in New 
I England. The flrst-year quintet has met 
representative basketball fives including 
the Springfield jayvees, business colleges 
! of near-’Varsity calibre and outstanding 
prep teams.
The athletic council of Providence col­
lege has ruled that the Freshman basket­
ball season will end with the game with 
the Brown Freshmen. This means that 
the five will not be entered in the State 
amateur tournament as was reported 
recently. Because of the long schedule 
which they have played, and since many 
of the basketball players will be can­
didates for the baseball team, which 
; will be called, out shortly under Coach 
' Jack Flynn, veteran big leaguer and 
Friar mentor for nine years, the au­
thorities have decided to terminate the : 
' season 'today.
FRIARS OVERWHELM 
BEARS IN FINAL 
HOOP GAME 41-24 
Friars Rally to Trip Bears 
41-24 in Final Hoop Game
Hammer, Brown Captain, Is 
Forced Out of Tilt by 
Fouls.
With their highly-geared scoring of­
fence completely stopped in the first 
half, the Providence College Friars were 
forced to stage a brilliant rally in the 
second half to beat the Brown basket­
ball forces, 41 to 24, last; night at the 
Brown gym in the final' game of the 
season for both teams before a crowd 
of 1200.
The Bears staged a dazzling defensive 
o-ame to force the Friars to fight uphill 
most of the first half. The Smith Hill 
five led at halftime, 14 to 12, but only 
after the Bears had been in the lead 
four times during the period.
Coming back strong after the rest 
period, the Friars, making frequent sub­
stitutions, wore down the tired Bruins 
and coasted to victory. The Bears made 
their last strenuous bid for victory five 
minutes after the second half had got 
underway to tie the count at 16 to 16. 
After that the Providence College quin­
tet went on a scoring spree never to 
be threatened again.
The game, played with Intercollegiate 
league officials in charge, was a rough 
one5 Thirty-five personal fovls were 
called by the two officials.
Oscar Hammer, captain of the Bears 
and playing his last co.lege game, w 
forced out of the contest rafter 14 min­
utes of Play because of making four per- "onll fouS His absence weakened the 
Bears considerably.
substitute, performed brilliantly until 
he, too, went out of the game on fouls | 
in the second half.
During the first half the Bears more 
than held their own against the rangy 
Providence College team. They played 
the same fast passing game as they did 
against Rhode Island State earlier in the 
week to throw the Friar stands into fear 
that their team was to meet .the same 
fate as the. Rams..~____. .£*!»•>
uame played: March 10,19J4
. ' ; ' * *
Henry ’ Malkbwskl, the little forward 
on the Brown team from Central Falls, 
once more turned in a sparkling per-! 
formance. He was the . high scorer of 
the game withd'l points/; Allan Brachen 
ancl Sam Shapiro, .Friar forwards, tied 
for the runner^ap honors, each register­
ing 10.pdimts..
Dick Morse, Howie Floren and Mal- 
kowski did all the scoring for the Bears. 
Outweighed and much smaller in height 
than their Providence College oppo­
nents, the Bears nevertheless forced the 
issue all the way. Al Simonds, the Bruin 
guard, also was outstanding for the 
Bears. He caused the P. C. forwards all 
kinds, of trouble.
As the first period opened, Malkbwski 
dropped in a one-hand, toss, from the 
corner to give thfe Bears a 2 to 0 lead. 
Then Kutneski caged two foul shots to 
: tie the score. Brachen followed by sink-. 
ling a setup shot and making good on a\ 
foul. Then the' Bears started to work 
and soon were out in front, 6 th 5. The 
Friars tied the count at 6 to 6, but 
the Bears were ahead at the. 10-minute 
mark, 8 to 6, when Morse crashed 
through the Friars’ defence on a quick 
dribble.
* * *
Again the Friars tied the score, this 
time at 8. to 8, when Brachen came 
through with a field goal from the side, 
but the Bears took the lead again on 
Malkowski’s basket from the foul line.
. Here the first Friar substitutions were 
made in an effort to bolster the attack. 
A minute later Hammer and Ziment col­
lided and a double foul was called. It ;• 
was the fourth foul for the Bruin cap- j 
tain, forcing him out of the game.
Another one-hand shot, this time by 
Floren, increased the Bears’ lead to 12 
to 8. Again the Friars came from behind 
to tie the score, when Shapiro and Ziment 
registered. Bill Kutneski was cut over 
the eye in a scrimmage under the Friar 
basket, and: left the game to have repairs 
made. Two foul shots, one by Brachen 
and the other by Koslowski, gave the 
Friars their two-point margin at the 
half.
« « • . i
After the Bears had tied the score at 
16 to 16 in the second half .the Friars 
lumped into a 32 to 16 lead. Once out 
in front by a comfortable margin, the 
Friars applied the pressure to sew up the 
victory. Ziment went out of the game 
on fouls after nine minutes in the sec­
ond half. With eight minutes left to 
play the Smith Hill quintet was out 
front, 32 to 21.
In the last few minutes the Brum re­
serves took up the fray. Morse and Mal- 
kowski, however, played the entire game 
without substitution.
In the preliminary, the Providence Col- 
Tege Freshmen also staged a second mm.1 
rally to dowmtjie Brown Freshmen, 50 to 
13. At halftime the Friar yearlings were 
leading, 24 to, 12. It was the 19th vic­
tory for the yearlings and enabled them 
to close thelr season with an undefeated 
record. '
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE | BROWN (241
COLLEGE 1411 I G. F. P.
G. F. P. Floren. If... i 3.5
Brachen. If... 3 4 lOReed, If......... 0 0 "g
Perrin, If......... 1 0 2’M’lkowskl, rf 5 1 11
p.Morrison, If. o o OjMorse, c.... 4 o 8
Shapiro, rf. .. 4 2 lOH’mer(C), lg o 0 0 
Madden, rf. ... 0 0 0.Johnson, lg. . 0 0 0 
Koslowski(C),c 0 1 TSlmonds, rg. 0 0 0
Roberge, c.... 1 0 2.Wood, rg... 0 0 0
Reilly ,lg......... 1 0 2'Morin, rg... 0 0 0
Feit, lg................0 0 ONoonan, rg.. 0 0 0
Kutneski. rg.. 3 4 101
Ziment, rg.... 2 0 41
. Bosticb, rg... 0 0 0]
J.Morrison, rg 0 0 0!
Total .... 15 11 41i Total .... 10 4 24
Referee—McNulty; Umpire—Young. Time 
—20-mir.ute periods.
PROVIDENCE |
COLLEGE ’37 (50) I BROWN ’37 (18)
G. F. P.i G. F: P.
Hagsttom, If.. 0 0 OMorcom. If.. 1 1 3
Belleveau, If. . 2 1 5 Navas, If. . . . 0 0 0
Carey rf ... 4 1 9:Burbank, rf. 5 0 10
Fairbrother, rf. 0 0 CGerhauser. rf. 0 o o
Smith, c......... 3 0 elBiggs, c......... 2.0 4
Collins, c.........'3 1 7(Henry, c.. 2 0 4
Gallagher lg..2 0 4Morrison.■ lg. 0 0 0
Bleiden. lg.... 0 0 OiStanhope, lg. 0 0 0
Davin rg....... 4 2 lOlClements, rg. 0 0 0
Angelica, rg.. 4 1 9!Widnall. rg.. 0 1 1
■Orsenego, rg. 0 0 0
Kenyon, rg.. 0 0 0
Total........ 22 6 50| Total....... 8 2 18
Referee—Schurman. .Time—Four . 10-min- 
Ute periods.
He’s Captain Bill
For Two Teams Now
Bill Kutneski, above, elected last fall as 
captain of the 1934 Providence College 
football eleven, today was accorded a 
second honor when he was made leader 
of next year’s basketball ijuiiitet.
KIM IS NAMED
DOMINICAN OfflN
1934 Football Leader Also Will
Head Basketball Forces
Next Season.
The election of William Kutneski, ’35, 
of Olneyville to the basketball captaincy 
of Providence College .marks the first, 
time in the athletic history of the local 
Institution that a Rhode Islander has 
been given that honor; In the 12 years 
that the Friars have competed on the- 
basketball court it is also, the first time 
that the football captain-elect has been 
made basketball captain-elect.
Kutneski. a graduate -of the old Com­
mercial high school with the class of 
1930, is, without question, one of the 
most versatile athletes developed in this 
State in the past few years. At Com­
mercial he played in four sports but has 
confined himself to football and basket­
ball at Providence College. In his 
schoolboy days he was the Brown and 
White’s leading court player and grad­
uated with the distinction of being one 
of the best all-around athletes ever 
turned out by his school.
Of the eleven men who formed the 
Providence College basketball squad 
which just finished a successful' season, 
Bill Kutneski is the only resident of this 
city. However, his stellar work this year 
with the courtmen won him the post 
of captain for 1934-35. Although rec­
ords were not broken this year by the 
Friars, they turned in a season which 
was highly pleasing to their followers. 
When Bill takes charge next year he 
will have Sam Shapiro, John Madden, 
James Bostick, Abe Feit, Jack Ziment 
and Pat Morrison from this year’s team, 
and 11 promising men from the un­
defeated Freshman squad.
Kutneski showed much promise 
during his Freshman year and has come 
'. forward rapidly during the past two sea­
sons to take his place among the cream 
of Providence College athletes. In ie-1 
I training from play with the baseball 
1 team during the spring months, Bill 
allows himself a chance to rest up after 
six months of strict training rules. 
Along with his brilliant athletic record 
Bill has achieved marked success in his 
academic work. After three years work 
at guard in football and two years of 
plav at the same post in basketball the I 
new captain-elect has risen to the peak | 
as leader of both squads.
The election of the Providence player 
caused favorable comment on the Provi­
dence campus yesterday ■ and is con­
sidered to be one of the most popular 
choices ever made by Dominican letter- 
men In football the captain-elect has 
been rated by coaches as one of the out­
standing linesmen in New England and ■ 
has drawn the attention of court mentors ' 
by his capable play, both defensively and 
offensively.
Prior to the election yesterday after­
noon 13 ’Varsity letters were awarded 
and 11 sets of Freshman numerals were 
distributed to the yearling squad. On 
the Freshman squad John Fairbrother 
of Pascoag was the only. Rhode Island 
youth to win numerals. The list of 
!awards announced yesterday includes.
’Varsity—Capt. Edward Koslowski, 
Bridgeport; Capt.-elect William Kutnes­
ki Providence; Allen R. Brachen, Fort 
Chester, N. Y.; Edward Reilly, Bridge­
port; Oliver Roberge. Bristol, Conn., 
Samuel Shapiro, Lynn. Mas^; James BoS4 
tickand John Ziment, Hoboken, N. J., 
Abraham Feit, Patterson, N. J.; John Mor­
rison Staten Island, N. Y.; Oscar Peirim 
AlbaAv N Y.; John Madden, Pittsburgh, ! tnd Manager Frank J, Reavey, of Provl-;
^Fmshmen-Capt. ‘ Albert , Hagstrom ’ 
Charles Gallagher. Fred Collms,_ John, 
Smith, Raymond Belliveau, Joseph 
Carew, Leo Davin, John Fairbrother, Mil­
ton Bleiden. Carlo Angelica and Manager 
Francis J. Holden. __
COLLEGE BASKETBALL SHOWS
GAIK IK ATTENDANCE IN N. E.
Majority of Teams Use the
Man-to-Man Defence; Five
Colleges Favor League 
Officiating
; By JOE NUTTER
i That basketball is definitely on the 
upward swing in the colleges ofNew 
England as proven by ®en®ral 
figures and interest on the part of the 
players, students and the public is 
proven bv the answers to a questionnaire 
K Coak Arthur D. Kahler of Brown 
mailed to all New England coaches for 
data that will be used in his report. at 
the National Coaches Meeting at Atlanta 
this week-end.
The malority of teams use the man-to- 
man defence, while a few use a combina­
tion of the man-to-man and the zone: 
the malority of New England coaches 
favor New England officiating as opposed 
to league officiating; there is general 
agitation for the formation of a league, 
the malority want greater standardiza­
tion k officiating, the majority want two 
officials for all games, and all see a fine 
future for a game that is constantly in­
creasing its tempo in the East.
1 Kahler is the New England member 
of the National Rules Committee, and his 
£ S'mTU?Sfr £ »4S; 
SK t"”*““ w * ■""" 
Questionnaire. . ■
15 COLLEGES USE 
MAN-TO-MAN defence
Fifteen of the 21 teams answering the 
fence, that gr°uP Wes]eVan Williams, M. I. T. Norwich, Wesleyan^w 
Yale, Springfield No th^t^ Rh 
Providence College, . state and
Island, Trinity, Massachusetts
• Harvard. „ . Mne defence,Clark University used a zoncut> p
and New Hampshire, Tufts used a
I., Boston University and Tuns 
combination of the two.
SeVen colleges JP^Vome 
I the atte”da£reater this season 
fbTnlasTlix found a falling off 
hi attendance and six found1the 
attendance figures of 1933-34 
Identical to those of the previ­
ous year. Those noting an in­
crease were W. P. I, Tufts. Mass. 
State Trinity, Northeastern. 
Norwich and Vermont, partially, 
at least, proving the old adage 
that the crowds follow7 the win- 
i nets.
Norwich and Vermont did not have 
great teams, but Tufts, Massachusetts 
State and Trinity and.,Northeastern all 
have fine combinations. Harvard, Spring­
field, Rhode Island, Clark, New Hamp­
shire, and. Connecticut found their at­
tendance about the same. And almost] 
to a man the New England college^ 
coaches feel that basketball interest is' 
on the upswing in New England.
FIVE COLLEGES FAVOR 
LEAGUE OFFICIATING
And Yale, Brown, Harvard, Dartmouth 
and Williams favor Eastern League offi­
ciating as opposed to the New England 
variety, rt must be noted, in this dis­
cussion that this is the view of the 
coaches only, and that a vote of the spec- ' 
tators and players would be very likely ' 
to bring an overwhelming majority vote 
for the league officiating. Al McClellan 
of Providence College pointed out in his 
answer that his view of the work of 
league or New England officiating de­
pended entirely on the officials, and that' 
answer leads us off In another direction, f* * *
Not a few of the coaches want 
standardization of officiating in 
some definite direction, some 
decrying the tendency to permit 
the game to "get away” a bit 
so that it will be rough, others 
decrying the tendency to keep 
the damper on too hard. Most 
of the coaches felt that there 
should be some definite medium 
that would govern all officiat­
ing. so that all of the teams 
would know exactly what was 
expected of them before they 
ever took the floor. And most of 
the coaches would have two offi­
cials work a game. Most of the 
lot are satisfied with the present 
rules.
• s »
One coach, whose name must remain 
raonymous, thinks that the "New Eng- 
and officials think that the people I 
'come to see them officiate, instead of 
the game, and that they blow the whis­
tle too much.” Another thinks, “that 
the New England officials appear too 
technical, some of the Eastern League 
officials go to the other extreme.”
Maine, Bowdoin, Bates, and Holy Cross 
do not boast ’Varsity basketball teams, 
Holy Cross being the only member of 
the quartet that boasts an intercol­
legiate team, and that is a Freshmen 
five.
And there was’ ample agitation in 
i favor of a league. Charley Caldwell of j 
i Williams would have Eastern New Eng- 
I land and western New England leagues, 
with a play-off at the close of the sea­
son. Several others would have a gen­
eral New England League, some citing 
that as the salvation of basketball in 
this section.
The season’s records of the reporting 
teams follow:
I Wort. Lost.
Massachusetts State ................  12 0
Trinity ........................................ 11 1
Rhode Island ..,................ ...13 3
Tufts ...........................  11 3
Dartmouth .....................   13 7
Providence College .......................12 5
Northeastern.......... .......... 9 4
I Springfield ..................................  11 5
Yale .............................................. 14 9
Williams ...................................... 7 «
Wesleyan ’....................  6 6
Boston University ....................... 5 6
Brown ...................   7 9
w. p. i................. ....... e 8
Connecticut ........ ............ 5 10
New Hampshire .............. 5 8
Norwich       .4 8
Clark ................. 3 12
M. I. T.........................   2 8
Vermont ...................................... 4 10
Harvard ......................................  3 10
Al McClellan
success of his quintets. Tills year he 
came very close to the actual outcome 
when, early in the season, he predicted 
the record his 1934 team would make.
Statistics show that Coach McClellan’s 
varsity finished in sixth place among 
New England court teams this year. Vic­
tories ever Yale, Springfield, Blown and. 
Harvard were some of th hlghspots of 
the recent Friar campaign. With a big 
shakeup in his squad due to the gradua­
tion of six regulars, Coach McClellan is 
nevertheless looking forward to a good 
season. He has eleven men coming up 
from the Freshman squad who could 
combine with the veterans to give Prpv- 
idence College another strong c^urt 
quintet. . !
McClellan Named Leader
Of N. E. Basketball Coaches
Friar Mentor Has Completed 
Eighth Successful Court
v
Season.
Albert J, McClellan, coach of basket- 
bal at' Providence College, was named 
president of the New England Associa­
tion of College Basketball Coaches at a 
meeting held recently In the Harvard 
’Varsity Club, Cambridge. The Friar 
court mentor, who has headed basketball 
at the Dominican college, for, eight sea­
sons, Just completed another successful 
year during which his ’Varsity won 12 
games and lost five and his Freshmen 
went undefeated in 19 contests.
At the association meeting a New Eng­
land Conference of court fives was sug­
gested and several changes in rules were 
discussed. The changes were taken under 
consideration but the plan for a league 
of New England college teams was tabled 
for later action.
The new president of the coaches’ as­
sociation is one ot the few commuting 
mentors in New England,'travelling over 
a hundred miles daily during the season 
I to direct the Friar court squads. His , 
teams have won 124 games and dropped e 
48 and have made a reputation which " 
I places them high in the basketball world. ‘
Under McClellan the Providence Col- ? 
| lege ’Varsity teams have won 87 games - 
i and lost 34 while the Freshmen quintets 
ihave earned 3S victories and lost to 10 v 
I opponents. t
I Coach McClellan’s best year was 1923 t 
when he had a five of championship cali- I 
bre and placed Johnny, Krieger on the t 
All-American team. His wide experi- s 
ence in basketball was gained through t 
competition with Salem high and St. n 
[John’s prep teams and in later years s 
through coaching at these same schools, fi 
His ability to judge the strength of his o 
own teams and the opposition has been i< 
one of the factprs contributing to the l.
Leader of Friar Freshmen
Alfred Hagstrom, captain and left forward, of the Providence College 
Freshman basketball team.
... Front row, left to right—Raymond 
Belliveau, forward; Milton Bielden, guard; Captain Alfred Hagstrom, 
left forward; Charles Gallagher, right guard; Carlo Angelica, guard. 
Baek row—Joseph Dtvenlsli, assistant manager; John Lefebvre, for­
ward; Fred Collins, centre; John Smith, centre; Leo Davin, left guard; 
Joseph Carew, right forward; John Fanbrother, forward; Frank Holden, 
manager. ...... HsS
Undefeated Providence College Freshman
•W-.;- ' .......................
fsiMesWen
FACE 21 GAMES
Basketball Schedule Provides 
Contest, with 14 Teams 
Around hiew England.
A Freshmati schedule of 21 games was 
j announced last night for the yearling 
basketball; squad .of 'Providence College : 
’ by Graduate Manager of Athletics John 
E. Farrell/ The schedule provides games 
I Wii§. 14 teams, soine of which will be 
played on a home and home basis and 
will test'the ability of the Friar fresh - 
man team which is regarded as an ex­
ceptionally strong aggregation.
In comparison with the nine-game 
schedule of last season this year's list 
; of contests is a long step towards the' 
adoption of regular sport activities for 
first year men.
On the schedule there are 11 games on 
local courts with nine of them slated ; 
for the Harkins Hall floor. Eight new 
opponents will appear against the Friar 
yearlings, including Oxford Sc'hpol of 
Cambridge, Mass.; Providence Division of 
Northeastern University; Springfield J.
Durfee' Textile; Boston Boys’ Club 
and the American International College 
of Springfield, Mags. Home and home 
games will be played with Bryant and 
Stratton; Holy Cross ’37; New' Bedford 
Textile; Assumption College, Worcester; 
Dean Academy; St; John’s Prep; and i 
Becker College. The St. John’s Prep and ; 
Becker games have been fixtures for the ’ 
past two years. As usual Bryant and 
Miration's fast quintet will open the; 
Friar Freshman schedule and the annual 
Find-up game with the Brown Freshmen !
1 Will again end the season.
; In scrimmages to date several men 
J nave shown that they have the ability ' 
j to win a place on the starting fiye 
which will open against the Bryant and 
Stratton Indians and Coach McClellan 
"will watch them closely during this aft­
ernoon’s and tomorrow’s drills. A ten­
tative line-up which would give the 
Bryant and Stratton quintet a stiff bat­
tle woyld include Jack “Ben" Smith at •' 
centre, Al Hagstrom and Bay Belliveau I 
St-the forward posts and Joe Carew I 
ana Harry Andrews gt guard positions 
According to athletic officials at the Do- I 
minlcan college, Alfred Hagstrom of 1 
Gloucester Is one of ttie best set shots 
ance the days when Jack Krieger was 
netting pace for the Eastern high 
scorers at few years ago. Hagstrom made 
an impression on the coach by his ac­
curate tosses from the first day tie ap­
peared on the Dominican practice floor. 
He is expected to team up Mth P„ay Bel­
liveau, Fitchburg’s finest boy athlete in 
ecent years. ......................
•’Ben” Smith at centre is well over six ; 
feet tall and handles the .ball well with 
his pair of massive hands. In the back ; 
court the Freshmen have Joe Carew,’, 
leading scorer in prep school ranks in 
Maine two years ago. and a trib of men 
who are eligible for the call at the other, 
guard post, Harry Andrews, star of Rog­
ers High’s tournament team a year ago;. 
Carlo Angelica, Enfield High athlete, 
who is a fast man on the court, and 
Charles Gallagher from Our Lady High,. 
Newton, Mass.
Seniors predominate on the present 
Friar varsity outfit and Coach McClel- ; 
Ian has sanctioned this long schedule 
for his yearlings in order to prepare them 
for the big jump into regular varsity 
competition next season.
The schedule follows:
Dec. 8. Bryant and Statton; 9. Oxford 
School: 12 Holy Cross ’37: 16, Providence 
*•¥’’ Educ. ’Dept, at Y. M. C. A.
Jan. 13, New Bedford Textile at New Bed­
ford: 17, Assumption College at Worcester; 
20. Dean at Franklin: 27. Springfield J. V.
Feb. 7. Assumption College: 10, Durfee Tex-
- tile at Fall River: 12, Hob' Cross ’37 at Wor­
cester; 14, St. John’s Prep; 15. Boston Bor's’ 
Club at Roxbury; 20. Becker College; 22, St. 
John’s at Danvers: 24. Dean; 28, Becker Col­
lege at Worcester,
March 2, Bryant and Stratton; 3, Amer. In­
ter. College at Springfield: 7. New Bedford 
Textile; 10, Brown Freshmen at Brown Gym. ;
FBIAB BASKETBALL i
COACH TO HOLD “CLINIC”
New Rules to Be Demonstrated and In­
terpreted Saturday Nlglit
A basketball “clinic” will be held by 
Coach Albert McClellan at Providence 
College on Saturday night at which the 
new rules for the 1933 season will be 
demonstrated and interpreted. The 
Friar ’varsity squad will floor two teams 
for the demonstration. Coach McClel­
lan will describe the new rulings and 
answer questions during and following 
the scrimmage. Several " prominent New 
England coaches will be in attendance 
*nd will witness the game between the 
Friar Freshman quintet and the Oxford 
School five scheduled for that evening.
• ; ....
"Game played: December 8,193b
' U Hir;
Friar Freshmen Beat Bryant. 
and Stratton 42-29.
In the Providence Freshmen-Bryant i 
& Straton game, Jack Smith with. 15; 
;points and Al Hagstrom with 13 were' 
;the outstanding performers. Smith was: 
the steadiest player on the court. The 
Friar firstvyear team found it hard to 
get started, but after the half staged a, 
scaring spree which sent them far ahead 
of the Indians. On the Bryant & Strat- : 
ton five Elmer Duckworth was high : 
scorer with 12 points, and the good work ' 
of Wright, Capt. Haslehurst and Ken­
nedy kept the Indians in the running. 
Joe Carew was another standout -on the 
Black and White yearling quintet. After 
the Freshman game Coach' Albert Mc­
Clellan appointed Alfred Hagstrom of 
Gloucester, Mass., captain of the Domin­
ican Freshman five. ..
PROVIDENCE I BRYANT-STRAT- 
COLLEGE’37 (421 ' TON (29)
G, F. Pts. G, F. Pt s
Hagstrom, if . 6 1 13 Duckworth, It 5. 2 12
Lefebvre, II .. 0 0 0 Ditson, If ... 0 0 0
Carew, rl .... 3 0 6 Swanson, rl. 1 1 3
Seiliveau, rf... 1 o 2|Kennedv. c .204 
Bleiden, r.I .0 0 0 Wright, lg .. 3 0 6
Smith, c .... 7 1 15 Haslehurst,l’g, 2 0 4
Collins, c .... o 0 0 Bray, rg .... 0 0 0
Angelica, lg .. 1 0 2|
Soar, lg........... o. 0 0
Davin, rg1 '..... 1 0 2|
Andrews, rg . . 0 0 01
Gallagher, rg . 0 2 2|
Garbecki, rg . 0 0 0
Total ...’ 19 4,421 Total.... 13 3 29
Referee—Ken Rowley. Time—Four 10-min- 
i ute periods.
Game played: December 9,1933
friarfreshmen
TO PLAY TONIGHT—-------
I' 6 Brovitlence College Freshman bas- 
hn + B team, which opened Its season 
I1?11*; by defeating the Bryant and 
cl, ten Indians, will oppose the Oxford 
°1 01 Business Administration five 
p.0®.Cambridge, Mass., tonight bn the . 
arklns Hall door. Admission will be tree.
,„,Alfired Hagstrom of Gloucester, Mass., 
p,l°,Was appointed captain of the Friar 
■wiiri an flve after last night’s game, 1 lead his team against the business* 
*benL Bagstrom was a regular end . on 
le Freshman football team which won 
® out °f six games during their sea- 
Jer completing his high school 
pd n ■ Gloucester,' Hagstrom attend- 
aririllShins Academy. His work on the 
and h°U arew comment from all sides 
itba Yas'instrumental in several of, 
the A?arllngs victories. On the court I 
and 9 °ucester youth is a fine set shot ' 
ruiim^ lstl'ated hls ability last night 
i3 P<m'fte .to..take second kn scoring honors. : '
island cluintet met tbe Rhode«ay ano To01 of flve on Tues-
Pharmpp?\°Pped a 47-l5 decision to the 
that the^viiit1* 91U be the fir3t time 
Friar tsLVsltors have appeared on ‘a 
Coach Aitiman c°urt 'schedule and 
Combinatio^CCIeUai1 wiU field his best 
pRovidfnSE lineups °f both teams: 
o oxford
! £a,'ey. r. f 37 SCHOOL OF B. A-
T’f.............................. •. v ■:I- P Dean
5«Selica, j"-.......................................   .c:. Prince
“•vm. r. a 8.................................--I. r.. Bedel!
, Following.' th'a ’J........ r- g" Richardsoni ^bessaLr en0°unter with the 
-°Pen P ch McClellan will hold
which ever, J ? basketball “clinic” in 
ten’s in J J e of the court game will 
'tetbau coarh CUSS!on' Hig11 school bas- 
deilce ana\nPS and scluads from Provi- 
Jht'ited to J?1 “finding towns have been 
1 thlesTn?bthe demonstration: The
ptetefl aririf?£9hls year wUI be inter- 
ymwer an Ulen Coach McClellan will / 
anJri^eSt!°»s 011 the Mar of- i 
9.smPt to mfvnS1T,e f°rmatlons. He will 
i?99styie 0?9ue clear any part of tlle 
' Thterested P1Sy 1U Whlcb bls auctIence 
^oslowsk^1”71?”^^ .Uneup of Capt. Ed 
n In Sham™ ^re: Dick Bracken and 
a, Ski M’d Ed R^WdfS' a“d Bil1 Kut" 
gWt M OllT^ wyxgWardS’ Wiu face a 
ybieat and w1 pobei-ge. centre: Jake Peri'in aj^r^fc Felt- Shards, and Oc 
d John Madden; forwards
/M FRESHMEN i
TRIUMPHS 69-25
. Defeat Oxford Schoo! Quintet 
Players Demonstrate
Rule Changes.
■.........———' " *•
The Providence College Freshman bas­
ketball team scored its second vicvo. 
of the season last nlSbt When it fte 6 
the Oxford school quintet of Cambi g.., 
«a Gfi Coach McClellan of the FUai y Jltags used his entire squad during 
The “ame, starting his second team 
t , *4.'tbp visitors The visitors flashed 
X Of Sod playtag and scored several 
1 baskets after well completed plays-
Providence wag never threatened after 
the first few plays and although the 
Oxford men staged a spirited rally In 
+1 _ third ueriod they were not ecjual co 
the Friar manpower. Charles Gallagher, 
friar vearlihg left forward, was high 
scorer with 17 pointe with Walter Gar- 
bccki next high man with lO^poi “ 
The three combinations used by the 
■ Friar first year squad worked well w- 
: gether with the regular first team show- 
Sg a steadier attack and better defence 
cm the visiting Ave Prince with eight 
notats and Marshall with five points points , capt. Pearce was
7TJ3out o? the°game on personal fouls 
after he had played a good game at right 
gUThe game was witnessed by several 
roaches of local schools, who together 
with their squads were, guests of the 
Dominican athletic authorities. After 
Sm game James Parker, Eastern lnter- 
coUeliate basketball official, explained 
the rule changes for this year and two 
War ’Varsity fives demonstrated them. 
A game followed which was interrupted 
in order that questions submitted by the 
spectators might be answered. Coach 
Albert McClellan and Graduate Manager 
John E. Farrell were a committee to 
arrange the demonstration.
The summary: __
PROVIDENCE I OXFORD
COL. FRESHMEN | SCHOOL p'_
„ mrtur If " 3 11Frin.ce, If...- 4 0 8SaJ?rmVc> If 3 0 BiDeming. rg.. 1 1 3
’-00 OIMsil-shall. c... 2 1 5 
nSfn.caU1 if 3 0 cstewart. Ig. . . 2 ■ 0 : 4
SfiSrf 3 0 6'Peirce (C), rg 1 . 1 3
o oD6Wl, i. « « 
Smith, c. 1 2 g
Bleiden. lg. ■ • • 3 0 b
Des Roches, lg. 0 0 0
Sarbecki. ig-. 5 0 10
Davin, lg.--- J A 4 
Andrews, rg-•• 3 g 
Fairbrother, rg 2 0 _
Angelica, rg.... 1 2
Lefevbre, rg • • —
, 5 69! Total.........H
R°e?eree--C.' Schurman. Tiffle*-IW
minute periods,________ __
FRIAR FRESHMEN
CARD T QUINTET-
McClellan’s Charges Will Be 
Seeking Third Straight Vic­
tory Tomorrow Night
The Providence College Freshman five , 
will meet the “Y” Collegians at 8:30 
o’clock tomorrow evening on the ”'Y”, 
court. The Friar yearlings have defeat- i 
ed Bryant & Stratton and Oxford School I 
by decisive scores and will be seeking to 
' maintain the “point-a-minute" pace ‘ 
which has characterized their two vic- ’ 
tories.
Coach McClellan has not announced a 
starting lineup for the game, but the 
I first string five of Al Hagstrom, recently 
.appointed captain, at left forward: Joe 
Carew at right forward, Jack Smith at: 
centre and Car Angelica and Leo Davin 
at the guards'is sure to see duty. In1 
scoring, Capt. Al Hagstrom leads the 
squad with 19 points. Rangy Jack Smith ■ 
and Charlie Gallagher, adept reserve, are 
tied for second with 17 points. followed 
by Joe Carew with 12 points and Walter 
Garbecki with 10.
Gallagher showed a good eye for the 
basket in the game with Oxford School, 
making his entire total of points in that
■ game. Another- standout in the same 
contest was Walter Garbecki at left
i vuard. who played a fine defensive game 
and accounted for 10 points in the team 
total. The Friar yearling second team, 
i which is just a step below the regulars, 
includes Charlie Gallagher, left forward; 
Ray Belliveau. right forward; Tom Col­
lins. centre; Walter Garbecki, left guard, 
and Ha-ry Andrews, right guard. An­
drews. former Rogers high star has been 
ordered to rest over the week-end be- 
' cause of a knee injury, while Ray Belii-
■ veau may be kept out of the ga“e to­
morrow night to allow his biuised hip 
t o It 0 1i Several of the Freshmen players prac­
ticed on the Harkins Hall court yestei- 
j day. although many were excused in or­
der that they might attend the Varsity i Xe in New Haven. An ■ intensive drill 
followed the ’Varsity workout on Wed- 
inesday. and with another short prac­
tice today the Friar basketball mentor 
I will select his starting lineup for the en- 
: counter with the Collegians.
Mar FRESHMAN
! FIVE WINS 81 TO 21
--------- -----
j Swamp “Y” Collegians in Bas- 
j ketball Game.—Carew
Is High Scorer.
—-
1 Scoring at will the Providence Col- 
: lege Freshman basketball team swamped 
(the “Y” Collegians 81-21 last night on 
the Providence Y. M. C. A. court. At 
the halfway mark the Friar yearlings 
had marked up 45 points to the home"- 
jSters seven. The Friars played a steady 
/game during the first half blit were ■ 
inclined to be wild during the second 
half, throwing away several scoring 
./chances. The'visitors made.31 points 
[before Arnold, Collegian centre, sank 
' two foul shots to chalk up the first score 
for his team.
> High scoring honors on the Provi- 
| dence Freshman team went to four men. 
; High scorer was Joe Carew, right for- 
■ ward, with 13 points, followed by Cap- 
; tain Al Hagstrom, Jack Smith and 
Charlie Gallagher, each with 12 points. 
On the home five Strickland, right for- 
! yard, was high man with eight points.
Arnold, Collegian centre, netted six 
points for his team.
During the first half the smooth work­
ing Providence Freshman attack had 
the Collegians bewildered. Coach Mc­
Clellan started his first team'-.with 
DJiai-he Gallagher at left guard in place 
?LCn'\iAasellc^ The reSUIars caught 
the Collegians flat-footed using a fast 
pass to a free man under the- basket 
tor several scores. The majority of the 
+niaLSuOieS.came by this method with 
tne ball being worked dpwh to the foul 
line and a short pass to a free player.
♦ G $
As the first half drew towards its close 
the Collegians, inspired by Arnold’s two 
successful foul shots; scored five points ■ 
to advance their total. 1 A basket bv 
McElroy together with Stiles’s foul shot 
and Alien’s successful toss accounted for 
the points. In the second half of the 
game the Collegians caught the Friars 
napping and broke away down the floor 
I with'Newton and.Strickland chalkinn- u„ 
[eight points. The Freshmen "point-a- 
minute” pace was momentarily checked' 
and during the remainder of the. game 
their attack was slower. Later in tbs' 
second frame baskets by Arnold and 
Strickland brought the Collegians’ total 
to 21 where it remained till the final 
whistle.
Coach McClellan used his squad of 13 
men during the game making frequent, 
substitutions. Ray Belllveau and Harry 
Andrews 'were cut of the lineup, the 
Fitchburg youth watching the game' 
from the. sidelines. Among the reserves 
who turned in a. capable game were Wal­
ter Garbecki. Milt Bleiden, Fred Collins 
and Carl Angelica. The home quintet 
had several chances to score In the first 
half on breakaway plays but failed to 
cage the ball. Their play during the 
second half was steadier and they 
showed a stronger attack.
arfle played: December 16,1935
The summary:
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE ’37
1 “Y” COLLEGIANS
I \
p.G. F. P.l G.
jpelchat. If.... 0 0 OIMcElro.v. If . 1 0 2
! Hagstrom, If.. 6 0 12|Stiles. If.. , . . 0 1 1
F’airbrotber, If 0 0 O'Strickland, rf 4 0 3
Carew, rf......... 5 3 lSIEdson. rf.. .. 0 0 0
Angelica, if.. 3 0 6lArnold, c.. 2 2 6
Smith, c........... (5 0 12|Senzuk, c. . . . 0 0 0
Collins, c......... 2 0 4|Newton. lg. .. 1 0 2
Gallagher, lg.. 5 2 12!Allen, rg.. . 1 0 2
Bleiden, lg..... 4 0 S'Galiano, rg - . 0 0 0
Joyce, Ig.t......... 0 0 OlSleiglit, rg". 
6j
. 0 o' 0
Davin, rg......... 3 0
Garbecki. rg... 4 0 8
— — — —.
Total ........... 38 5 81! Total......... 9 3 21 i
Referee—Phelan. Time—Four 10-minute
periods.
FRIAS YEARUNK
IN MON TONIGHT
Providence College First Year 
Quintet Meets Holy Cross 
Freshmen Here.
Providence College’s itst Fi’eshman 
basketball team will swing into action ■; 
tonight at Harkins Hall against the Holy 
Cross yearlings in the first of three, con- 
ests which have, been scheduled for the , 
Friar first-year team this week. Coach 
Albert McClellan, who Instructs both 
’Varsity and Freshman court squads at 
the local college, will have his hands; 
full this week with five games on the
Scoring honors among the Friar Fresh­
men have been quite liberally sprinkled 
over the whole squad with forwards and. 
guards coming in for recognition. 
Against Durfee Textile, Joseph Carew 
forged to the front, scoring 18 points. 
Leo Davin tops the high scorers with 
106 points which is one point more than 
Dick Brachen, luminary of the varsity 
hoopsters. has caged to date. Capt. f“~' 
fred Hagstrom is also right up with the 
leaders.''Since his return to competition. 
Charles Gallagher’has been heard from 
favorably in the way of point making
Stronger opposition is looked foi wnen 
the yearling Crusaders make their sec­
ond appearance on the Harkins Hall 
floor. Coach McClellan will start his first 
team of Hagstrom, Carew, forwards; Col­
lins or Smith, centre; Davin and Gal­
lagher. guards. Holy Cross will send 
Kuzlora, Gavin, forwards; Monciewz, 
centre; O'Neil, Spaeth, guards, into the 
fray in an attempt to even the series. 
The contest was originally slated for the 
Crusaders home floor but was. shifted 
to Providence when no court was avail-
■ able in Worcester. So, although the game 
will be played in Harkins Hall, t v ill 
officially be Holy Cross’s home game.
I Glenn O’Brien of Medford will referee. 
The game will start at 8 o’clock accord - 
' ing to the usual custom, at the Domini- 
i can college when one game is scheduled 
; A light drill has been ordeied iol the 
I -Varsity tomorrow afternoon in ywn- 
1 tion for the Harvard encounter. The 
players were excused from practice today 
after their long trip to. .Gotham where
■ they broke even in two games. With the 
basketball season fast nearing its end,
I baseball will soon be the topic of campus I conversation and only cold weather and 
a snow-covered diamond are holding the 
candidates Indoors. A capable squad is 
looked for when Coach Jack Flynn calls 
I out the men.
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TRIUMPH 39 TO 20
OVER HOLY CROSS
Ray Belliveau Leads Local Out­
fit to Victory Scoring 
14 Points.
A smooth-working providence polleg 
Freshman basketball Wntet, 
the Holy Cross yearlings 39-30 W 
on the Harkins Hall court. Tl?e cru­
saders held the lead.for two plays when 
they led the Friar Freshmen 3-2 in tne 
opening moments ot the contest but the 
Friars rallied to go ahead 8-3 and were 
out in front during the remainder o 
the gafne. Flooring two teams of equal 
calibre. Coach McClellan made rapid 
substitutions during the game, keeping 
fresh men on the court during most Ox 
the contest. J
Ray Belliveau was the outstanding; 
man on the court for the Friar yearlings i 
and caged their first basket. His fast 
dribbling and positional play aided him 
to win the scoring honors for . the eve-, 
ning with a total of 14 points. It was ■ 
his first1 appearance in two weeks and ; 
he thrilled the crowd with his spectacu- | 
lar'shots. Captain Al Hagstrom and Ben j 
Smith netted five points each for sec-: 
ond honors.
The Black and White players present­
ed 'a fast passing attack which had the 
visitors bewildered. At the half the Friar 
yearlings had piled up a 3-1 lead with 25 
points to the Crusaders' 8. > Coach Mc­
Clellan sent in his second stringers as the 
half’ closed 'and when play was resumeo 
the second team took the floor. Midway 
in the last half the first team again went 
| In and drew ahead of the visitors rapidly 
with erratic shooting preventing a higher 
I. score.
■^ame played:- January 12,19>
At the start of the second half the 
- Crusaders dropped' in a field goal and 
four foul shots and seemed headed to 
overtake their opponents, but the re­
turn of Ben Smith and the’ Friar'firs’ 
team nipped the rally. Captain Mon- 
ciewz and" Kuzlora. Holy Cross left for­
ward. were best for the visitors with four 
points each.
The loss of Charles Gallagher and Joe 
Carew as starters forced Coach McClel­
lan to make two changes in his starting 
lineup. He. sent Ray Belliveau in for 
Carew, and Carlo Angelica for Gallagher. 
Carew played a few minutes although 
his injured ankle prevented him from 
playing his best game.
In a preliminary game Guzman Hall 
defeated the Collegians 28-16. H*er 
with eight points and Brennan with five 
were outstanding for their teams.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE I
COLLEGE C371 I HOLY CROSS <371
Ct. F. P.' G. F. P.
stagst’m <C). If 2 1 5"<uzi0ra. If .. 1 2 4
sairbrother. If 1 1 3Godwin. If.. .0 0 0
Carew. If .... O' 0 O'Savin, rf .. 1 1 3
Belliveau. rf. 7 0 14'Torfette. rf.. 0 1 1
Bie'den. rf .. 0 2 ZlWnnc’w <C1 c 2 0 4
Collins c ... 1 0 2i*)’Gradv. c.. 0 2 2
Smith.c ........... 2 1 5!TN»il, Ig. . . 1 1 3
Jovee. g .... 0 0 O'Burke. Ig . . 0 0 0
uefebvre. g... 1 0 2' foaeth. re.. 1 0 2
Sarbecki e.. 0 0 0! Lafferty. rg. . 0 0 0
Angelica. Ig.. 1 0 2Maguire. g. . 0 1 1 
Pelchat, g .. 0 0 01
Davin, rg .... 2 0 4!
Des Roches, rg 0 0 O'
Total .... 17 5 39' Total ....~6 11 20 
Referee—Mullervy. Time—Four 10-minute 
periods.
Game played: January 13,193*
Siffl FRESHMEN
i FIVEWIB 56-27
Overwhelms New Bedford Tex= 
tile School in Hoop Battle. 
Davin Leads Scorers.
(Special to the Providence Journal.) ■ 
New Bedford, Jan. 13.—The Providence 
i College Freshmen continued their l^vy 
scoring by 'overwhelming New 3ed.f05d 
Textile'School 56 to 27 here tonight.
Davin, although’he Pla7®d only sllg^ ’ 
ly more than one-half of the Sa™-e’ . 
easily the star of the contest. The for­
mer 'Hillhouse high sensation scored 22 
points. Bob Smith, former Brocton 
.high star,.and Ray Belliveau, ex-Fitch- 
burg captain, also played well for the 
visitors Aullsio and Crowley were the 
best for Textile. i , x ,Both teams were somfe-what handi­
capped. Clark, New Bedford centre, did 
not play and Providence was minus 
Carew and Gallagher.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE I . „ NEW
COLLEGE I BEDFORD
FROSH (56) I ’ TEXTILE (27);
G. F. P. AuiisiO, If.. 4.1 8
Hagstrom, If.. 4 0 8|Mello, If.... 0 1 .1
Pelchot, If... 1 0 ' 2 Crowley, rf.. 4 0 8
Belliveau, rf. 0 1 liSzulik, c.... 0 1
DesRoche, rf.. 0 0 01 AuiisiO c... 0 0 0
Smith, c......... 3 1 7 Mello, Ig.... 1 0 2
Fairbr’ther, c 2 0 4 Flynn, rg.... 3 0 6..
Collins, c.... 3 0 6
Angelica, Ig... 0 0 01
Collins, lg.... 0 0 0
Davin, rg....10 2 22
Bleiden, rg.. 3 0 6 , .. _
Totals ■... .26 *4 56| Totals ... ?12' .3 27' 
Referee—Donaghy.
played: January 17,1934-
FRIAR FRESHMEN
FIVE WINS 51-20
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Worcester, Jan. 17.—Starting slowly 
but generating speed as they went along, 
the Providence College Freshmen wal­
loped the Assumption College five here 
tonight 51 to 20, limning particularly 
wild during the third period.
Providence led 4 to 3 at the end of the 
first quarter and 23 to 13 at the half. A 
reserve team went into action in the 
third quarter and swept to a 44-18 bulge 
by the time the third quarter ended.
PEOVIDEHC7? (61) I ASSUMPTION 120) 
G. F. P-1 G. F. P.
Hagstrom. If.. 3 1 VjDCvr. if .... 2 o 4
Lefebor'e, If... 1 0 2!Gaudreau. If. 1 3 5
Beelivian. rf.. 3 2 a'RAub’chon. rf 1 0 2
Caren. rf.........1 1 3;PAubuchon. c 0 3 3
Belchot, rf ... 0 0 0 BAubuchon c 1 0 2
Collins, c .... 3 1 7'ACvr. Ig . .0 1 1
Dovin, e.......7 0 14!Oesl’uriers, ntl 1 3
Bidden. Ig ... 3. 0 61 
Angelica, lg... 2 0 4!
Fsirbrotber, rg 0 0 01
■’otal.s......... 23 5 51| Totals .... 6 8 20
Referee—Sullivan.
— Game played: January 20,1934--
I FRIAR FRESHMEN
’ BEAT DEAN 45-22
(Special to the
■ph-anklin Mass*, Jan* 20;; me rruv 
dence College Freshmen basketball team 
swamped Dean Academy 45 to 22 here to- 
nightP'The Collegians passed their op 
ponents dizzy and were able to score al­
most at will.
XS fresh.] dean acadEmyp
jrallagner, ri.. « wnr«;fall rg-« 0 0 0
“XsOc’ 1 0 2Cuppello. rg.. 1 g 2
S?ffirV4.1 0 rX“9'0 °0 °o 
Angelica rg... 2 0 4 Meena . . r x 3
?airbrother, rg. 1 0 g^oohs. ’ If... 0 0 0
Davin, lg...........Q / sjDedieff’b’k, If. 1 1 3
Carew, ^g. ••• w McCarthy, If. 0 0 0
Annino, rf.. . 4 2 lu
Smetson, |rf.. 0 0 0
m 4-nie 7q 7 45| Totals .... 8 6 22 j
Time~£°ur 10 5'
Game played: January 27,195'4-
J A preliminary game between the Friar 
I Freshmen and the Springfield Jayvees 
was won by the Freshmen 5S-28. After 
I the yearlings had settled down they were 
: no match for the Maroon Junior ’varsity 
and Springfield could not stem the scor- 
j ing work of Leo Davin and his team­
mates. Davin was high scorer with 18 
points.
J PROVIDENCE | SPRINGFIELD 
COLLEGE ’37 (56) I J. V. (28)
< G. F. P.| G. F P
i H'agstrom, If.. 3 0 6|Halght, If.... 1 0 2 
i Belliveau, If... 1 I 3 Malms, If.... I 0 2
Carew, rf......... 2 3 7 Dickerman. rf 1 3 5
I Bidden, rf.... 2 0 4 Whitman, c.. 3 2 8 
Collins, c......... 2 2 6 Roberts, c... 1 0 2
Davin, lg......... 8 2 18 Mason. Ig... 2 o 4
i Angelica, lg... 2 2 6| Brown, lg.... 1 0 2 
j S-allagher, rg. 3 0 6;Guerry, rg.. 1 1 3
Total......... 23 10 56? Total......... 11 ~6 28
Referee—Schurman. Time—Four 10-min- 
1 Ute periods.
JjTRED COLLINS, New Milford’s great athlete, is performing in 
splendid fashion at center for the Providence college freshman 
five. In. a recent game against Assumption college, Collins netted 
four field goals to abet his team in its 54 to 43 triumph. At the start 
of the season, Collins was relegated to a substitute’s role. Midway 
i in the season, however, the regular center suffered a badly sprained 
ankle, and Collins got the call as regular pivot man. The elong­
ated lad took advantage of his opportunity to the full, rising to the 
occasion, and playing in splendid fashion, cinching the position for 
imseif. The Friar frosh, incidentally, are enjoying a highly suc- 
no defeaSteaSOn7With 10 Stra5ght ViCt°r5eS t0 th6ir credit- r
i resentX aSSUrance rhat the varsity will be well rep­
resented during the next few seasons. P
............ ----------------------------------------------
Game played: February ?,1954
Locals Maintain “Point-a-Min- 
ute” Pace in Scoring 
54-43 Victory.
Maintaining their “point-a~minute 
pace the Providence College Freshmen 
overcame a stubborn Assumption Col­
lege court team on the Harkins Hall floor 
54-43 last night. Assumption gave(the 
Friar yearlings a harder battle in P1 
dence than on their home court earlier , 
in the season. The Worcester team took 
the lead from the start on a, foul toss(by 
Goodreau and baskets by Goodreau and 
Deslauriers. At the end of the first pe­
riod the capable work of Leo Davm, 
Charles Gallagher and Fred Collins put 
the Providenae cubs ahead 11-
Milt Bleiden sank a perfect set-shot to 
open the scoring In the second P(’notL 
In this frame the work of Roger Aubou- 
’ chon, Assumption right forward, was 
outstanding. He netted three baskets ■ 
in succession to keep the Flying French- ■ 
men in the • game and his brother Paul 
tossed in two baskets. Al Hagstrom di- 
nVnutlve Friar captain, caged a long 
Xshot and a beautiful flip shot and 
the half ended with the score 27-18 in 
the home team’s favor.
Whirlwind basketball with spectacu­
lar dribbling by Goodreau and the 
Aubouchons was the order during the 
third period. Charles Gallagher sank 
three baskets to contribute the jnajor 
portion of the Friar scoring m this 
frame and was aided by the fine pas­
sing of Joe Carew and Leo Davin. The 
work of the visitors was outstanding' 
in this period with Goodreau thrilling 
the crowd with smart basketball under , 
the basket and on the foul line. .Io, 
set-shots swished through the netting 
time and again.
I The play during the last period was 
I fast as Assumption battled to take the 
Head and the Friars endeavored to stay! 
out in front. With the tiny Goodreau 
slipping beneath the guards of the 
rangy Friars to find the basket, As­
sumption threatened strongly only to 
be turned back as the Friarettes settled 
down tto play safe, defensive basketball, 
Leo Davin topped off a capable per­
formance by netting three baskets in­
cluding the final goal.
Assumption fielded their strongest .' 
quintet and battled the Friars all the | 
way. The five men who started left the 
floor only after the final whistle, and 
yet were as fresh as when they started. 
Providence used a host of subs and had 
men coming in and going out at almost 
every break in play. Leo Davin again 
was high man in the point scoring with 
"it, but his capable work was outdone 
by the tiny flash from Worcester who 
held down the left forward berth. 
Goodreau was the hardest man to stop 
and ran up the high total for the eve­
ning, almost half of his team’s points.
In a preliminary game the Guzman 
Hall five turned back the Collegians 
27-18. Both teams showed improved 
play but the Guzman boys again proved 
too strong for the Collegians. The work 
of Captain Joe Hester and Milt Lacy 
was the outstanding feature of the 
game.
, The summary:
PROVIDENCE I ASSUMPTION
COLLEGE ’37 (54) I COLLEGE (43)
G. F. P.l G. F. P.
Hagstr’m(C).,lf 2 1 5'Goodreau. If. 8 4 20:
Pelchat, If.... 0 0 OjR.A'buch'n. rf 5 1 11
Carew rl......... 4 0 3!P.A’bouch'n,c 4 0 8
Belliveau, rf... 1 0 2'Cyr, Ig. 1.... 0 2 2
Collins, c..............  4 0 8'Desla-urnhs, rg 1 0 2
Fairbrotlier, c. 0 0 0
Gallagher, lg. • 5 0 10
Bidden, lg.........T 2 4
Davin, rg...........8 1 17
Angelica, rg.. . 0 0 0
Total.............. 25 4 54 Total........... 13 7 43
Referee—C. Schurman. Time—Four 10- 
, mihilte periods.
—■ '   j
frlmkik
KAT ASMTION
Durfee Textile Quintet Defeated
By Providence College Freshmen.
Talbotmen No Match for 
Rhode Islanders Who 
Score Uth Straight Win. 
Carew Outstanding.
A smart, speedy offense enabled 
the Providence College F^ .
^/DurfeTSle^^ketbalfersa  ^
+h! 'Rovs' club on Saturday night. 
It waBs tyhe 11th consecutive triumph 
for the Friar yearlings.
The winners had the better 
x-sPhSa.
Eh---—5”
S ««I 
for the winners, accounting foi 18 
• +c TT? was the main cog m the clever^assing game which pen­
etrated the Textile backcourt con- Hnuafy. Hagstrom made 10
P Frank Skammels of Textile
dropped in six field goals from dif­
ficult angles. His teammates, how­
ever, were unable to work their 
wav through the strong defense of 
tTey winners. Textile’s long shots 
failed to And the basket 
Guards Kept Busy
fhe'game ^Sode |
Islanders held a 16-8 advantage at • 
hMy“re’Freedman, ’ ineligible or' 
?MVei;fneupekSHltUand Kozak were 
line. Freedman made wo 
goals and Kozak scoiea si The Providence teambwh.s 
best seen at tne isuy 
son. The ®ul5”jlege' Freshmen— Providence Coll 8 BeUeveau,
B"° r‘-
53SS.TSW i s;
’ Thne-lo-minute quarters.
Game plyyed: February 10,1954
I_ Fall River HERALD
FRIAR YEARLINGS
BEAT DURFEE 55 31
"I • ■* Pi /1.!t'iic«' College Pi V Pimen 
*-■•’ ■■'■>! '.:'.< j 10( >; .kt i a ’.ght basketball vic- 
’ : ■' bv deicanng the Durtie Textile 
s'b. ?| the 55 to 31 nt the Dall Ki ver 
Box s (.Tib 1 a>t 11! g h t
lhoxidem■<’ bad n 1(1-8 I atl at half- 
time and u ma ahead all the unx Leading 
the scoring spree was (arou wl’h IR 
jvhd* Dm’n xxtlb 12 and Hag'drom with 
1C P'.* five Dp: fee ivguhus p’nxrd the 
**•■’■.re game Sksnnnch totalled 12 
jvrrn
C' e Snr-edxt e! S defeated the IT:: tec 
•rv.e Seconds 27-14. tn the prrhm- 
h'»r. (.unr
fkp\i: ?\cf (> [. pihftf :?xpiF.
1 b.,F y KSBMt 5 1.1b
OFF G F P
1 ’ 3 ‘' .■ '? (• ’. i ( • a r d r » . f J ] 5
' '• H INMr: .K rt 2 0 4r-—<■'■•». r 1 0 .‘SUrnr? C * 0 12
' <■ « 0 4 K(v u .g i 0 e
__ <i c 0 0 0 Fre^dn ar. :g 2 U 4 
»C - ,K ,i j
: k- e: r X K 1 0 2
s ' ’ ’ * s 2 12
■' 25 5 55 T?;» % 15 1 31
T’.nir Ft. ir )C-m:iVjSrF- - -
IrnnWH.1.8 <211 IHRFKK TKXrn.K 
<’• F !’ 8ECV>NI>S ■ 1«■
\ FfMrn 11 . 0 s O FF
£•'•' r! .19 IV.n'.on 1 '! | 0
’ 'rr* ‘ I >1 < »r> }'. 0 0 0
' <!r" . - I MX'.llr.i rJ . .1 2 H
. ' : s H 0 0 ■ r r i ! 0 0 C
’S 0 0 0 H» rr1.0’1. rill’
H'.r.Chr. c 0 0 0
Cvllrn Is 0 0 0
tohnacn rg 0 1 1
!Vr.m. tj 0 0 0
P’*' I" 1 To’.«: . 4 n
F- F T.m* Four 10-
■’.» rsriodi
HIM MUIS
TRIUMPH 47 TO 28
Defeat Holy Cross Freshmen in
Registering 12th Straight
Basketball Victory.
Game played: February 12,1934
. Passing their opponents off their feet 
the strong Providence College Freshman 
court team won its 12th straight victory 
last night at Harkins Hall by downing 
the Holy Cross yearlings 47-28. Ray Bel­
liveau. Friar speed demon, led his team­
mates-in the scoring with 12 points while 
the Crusaders’ best man was Gavin, left 
forward, who netted 14 points. The game 
produced some rugged action from start 
to finish and found the Crusaders time 
and again making a valiant rally in an 
eff ort to turn back the Black and White.
For three and ope-half minutes of 
play, with the second team on the floor 
for the Worcester outfit, the visitors were 
not able to register a single point. A ■ 
slight rally was staged when the first- 
stringers moved into action with Gavin i 
and Jarlette accounting for the Purple . 
scoring. After Joe Carew sank the ball 
on a down the floor play from the open­
ing tip-off, Bay Belliveau took some ex­
cellent spot passes to sink three baskets ■ 
in a row. “Lefty” Fred Collins thrilled 
the crowd with his sensational southpaw 
heaves and Capt. Al Hagstrom contrib­
uted a perfect set shot as the first period 
ended.
Angelica, substituting for Carew, 
opened the second period scoring with 
a flip shot from in front of the netting. 
Gavin countered with three successful
- tosses as the whistle blew fo.r half time. 
. Charles Gallagher and Ray Belliveau 
were the sparkplugs in the third period 
as they caged the sphere on fast sweeps . 
up the court. Ben Smith, regular cen­
tre, who Injured his ankle a short time 
ago, was allowed, to play for a few min­
utes last night after his ankle had been 
pronounced mended. His deceptive 
passes kept the audience in an uproar, 
and, although he made no effort to 
sink the ball, he worked well in scoring 
plays With his speedy passing.
Joe Carew started at guard, a new 
post for him, hut was in the thick of 
the fray all the way. Hay Belliveau was 
hard to stop once he got his eye on the 
basket. Rough play was prevalent dur­
ing the closing minutes of the game, but 
the rapid substituting by both sides 
prevented any flare-ups from going be­
yond bounds.
Holy Cross showed a spurt of fine pass 
work as the game drew to a close and 
with the Friar seconds on the floor 
threatened only to lose the ball on a 
pass out of bounds. The Crusaders field­
ed a much smoother five last night than 
that which faced the Frlarettes a few 
weeks ago, but the superior Friar floor­
work was too much for the visitors. 
Coach McClellan again used almost his 
entire squad of men and for this rea­
son the scoring was more evenly dis­
tributed among the players than it has 
been for some time.
In a preliminary game which inaugu- I 
rated the 1934 Providence College Inter- i 
Class League the Seniors outplayed the 
Juniors 22-12. This evening the Sopho­
mores will meet the Freshmen in what 
holds promise of turning another an- ; 
other rugged encounter. No Varsity 
players are eligible for this league.
Tire summary:
PROVIDENCE EtOLY CROSS, ’37 (38) 
COLLEGE, ’37 (47) | G. F. P.
G. F. P.pavin, If ... 6 214 
Hagstrom If '2 0 4|Jarlette, If .. 2 1 5
Pairbrother, If 0 0 OlHailoran, rf 1 2 4 
Belliveau, rf 5 2 12lKuzlora, rf .. 1 0 2
Smith, rf .... 0 0 OiMQnciewz, c. 1 0 2
Collins, c. ... 3 0 ep’Neil. rg ... 0 1 1
Gallagher, c... 1 3 5i3paeth, lg .. 0 0 0
Carew, lg .... 1 1 3
Bleiden, lg ,. 1 0 2 
Davin, rg ... 3 0 6 
Angelica, rg 3 1 7 
Lefebvre, rg 1 0 2
Total .....20 7 47 Total ....11 6 23 
Referee—O’Brien. Time—Four 10-minute 
periods.
Davin and Hagstrom Set Pace 
for Collegians; Juniors 
Win Prelim.
The Providence College Freshmen 
basketball team defeated St. John’s 
Prep S5-29 last night on the Harkins 
Hal! court. St. John's jumped into an 
early lead when Voyer caught the Friar- 
ettes napping and caged two baskets. For 
four minutes the Black and White 
Freshmen were’ held scoreless by the fast 
passing Saints, but Leo Davin finally 
broke through the St. John’s defence 
and scored a short shot. A pass from 
Smith, to Davin, which travelled the 
length of the court, evened the count 
when Davin again scored.
At the end of the first quarter Provi­
dence' held a two point lead 9-7. Both 
teams resorted to passing in an effort to 
keep possession of.the sphere, and after 
two minutes Left Collins took a pass 
from Hagstrom and caged the ball. Three 
baskets by Hagstrom, two by Davin and 
two by Angelica ran the Friar total up 
to 27 at the half. Voyer, Palombo and 
Doyle . accounted for St. John’s scores 
and the half ended 27-12.
Leo Davin snared a long arching shot 
to open the third period scoring, and 
the visitors broke away for baskets by 
Voyer and.Doyle. Tobin was sent in for 
Doyle and netted, four points on two. 
“sleeper" "passes under the basket. The 
homesters staged a whirlwind finish with 
Davin, Hagstrom, Carew and Collins 
coming in for the lion's share of the 
point making.
*-] j, i
Played: February 14,1934
The closing minutes of play witnessed j 
some rugged action on the part of both j 
teams With several fouls being called in : 
rapid succession. The entire Friar squad 
was used again and frequent, substltu-i 
tlons made. On the visiting five the 
work of Vover and Doyle was outstand- 
i mg The Friars’ best men on offence 
were Davin and Carew, with Collins 
pressing hard for honors, and on de­
fence. Carl Angelica broke up plays right 
and left to turn in one of his best games '■ 
of the year.
The third game between class ^.ams 
in the Providence College Inter-Claso 
League brought the 
Freshmen together. A mp and on
tie was' won by the anrtbaskets by Fairbrother, ’n?Mlvh 
Monahan. The Freshmen secret Jh-lr 
points through Brooks, Banahan andDe 
Feo with foul tosses by Hazel and 
Abrams. Healey counted for the Juniors 
from the foul line.
Tire summary. toHN’S
PROVIDENCE ppppiM)COLLEGE W (55) | PREP W j, p
collins, IL... 2 1 ® If..;. 4 
^warf“::j4 i 9wS: h.... * | ?
Hagstrom, rf.. 6 0 12 ransey, c... 0 1 1Smith c ..00 OPalombo. lg .. 2 1 »
grr-s? -
Lefebvre, Ig... 1 0 2
Angelica, rg... 2 0 4
Gallagher, rg. ■ 1 __ _ __ ______
Total ........... 26 3 55 Total.. ...13 3 29
Referee—c. Echurman. Time—Four 10- ■ 
minute periods. . ...................... I
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TRIM ST. JOHN’S
I QUINTET55T029
o b t o n
BASKETBALL NOTES
----- .----- ——. By RALPH WHEELER...... ...... - ,__
The Boys’ Club of Boston, Roxbury 
district, is faced with its second set­
back on its home floor tomorrow night 
when it entertains the crack Providence 
College freshman five . . . The Rox­
bury boys have defeated Oxford College, 
Gordon College, Newton Y. M. C. A., 
Mass. School- of Optometry and Wan- 
skuck Boys’ 'Club of Providence, but it 
will be facing one of the greatest col­
lege freshman, teams ever assembled, 
tomorrow ... Al Hagstrom of Glouces­
ter, Joe Carew of Medford, Ben Smith 
of Brockton, Leo Davin of New Haven, 
and Charlie Gallagher of Brighton 
comprise the starting line-up for 
Providence College freshmen . . .. . 
Roxbury Boys’ Club has one of the fin­
est players in the local amateur ranks 
in Phil Gaudet, of Cambridge.
The game between Providence Col- i 
lege Freshmen and the Boys’ Club of | 
Boston, Roxbury district, at Roxbury, 
and the Greater Boston league contest 
between St. Charles of Waltham and 
the Presentation Club at Brighton, are 
the outstanding contests on the inde­
pendent basketball card for tonight.... 
Joe Carew, who led the Greater Boston 
league in scoring last year, is one of 
the many stars on the Providence Col­
lege freshman team, which has. won 12 
straight games.
The Roxbury Boys’ Club has lost only 
one game at home this year, but it will 
do well to hold Providence to a 10 
point margin tonight... .In the game 
at the Presentation Club in Brighton, 
the teams that finished one, two in the 
first half of the Greater Boston league, 
will oppose each other. St.1 Charles 
nosed out Presentation by one game 
for the first half title.
2ame played: February 16,1-9^4
; FRIAR FRESHMEN
WIN 13TH STRAIGHT
\ -----------------
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Boston, Feb. 16.—After trailing the ■ 
Boys’ Club of Boston, Roxbury district, 
6-5, at the end of the first period, the , 
all-star Providence College Freshman 
quintet opened the throttle and 
swamped the Roxbury team 61-30 at the i 
Boys’ Club's gym tonight.
It was. the 13th straight win for the 
Freshmen ahd the second defeat of the 
Season at home for Roxbury.
' The summary:
j PROVIDENCE COLL. | BOYS’ CLUB !
i FRESHMEN <611 I (30) I
G. F. P. G. F. P,
Billivue, rf... 2 1 5 P.McIsaac. If 2 0 4
Cureiv, rf.... 4 0 8 Corbin, Ig... o 0 0
Hagstrom, It. 4 1 9 Gurell, rg... 1 0 2
Bleideou; If.. 1 0 2 Coleman, rg. 0 0 0
Smith, c...... 6 1 13<Gaudet, c... 5 2 12
Collins, c.... 2 1 5jPurdum, If.. 0 3 3
Gravin, rg... 8 2 ISICotter, If.. 2 1 5
Gallagher, Ig. 0 0 O J.McIsaac. if 2 0 4
. Angelica!!, Ig. 0 1 l’Stoddard, rf. 0 0 0
j Totals .... 27 7 61i Totals ... 12 6 30
FRIAR FRESHMAN
GAME POSTPONED
Inclement weather forced the post­
ponement of the Providence College 
Freshman-Becker College , basketball 
game, last night and the contest will be 
rescheduled for a later date. Coach Al­
bert McClellan was snowed in at his 
home in Swampscott, Mass., one of the 
few occasions when he has missed a 
practice, and did not come to Provi­
dence yesterday. However, a regular 
drill will be held today, weather, per- 
j mitting, and the Freshmen will top off! 
for their meeting with Becker in Wor­
cester tomorrow night. The 'Varsity is 
pointing for its game with Springfield 
in the Massachusetts city on Thursday, 
Washington's Birthday. The contest will 
start at 3 o’clock.
Saturday will bring the Dean Academy 
quintet to Harkins Hall for a return en­
counter with the Friar Freshmen. Grad­
uate Manager Farrell is seeking to make . 
this contest an afternoon affair. The 
’Varsity will rest on Saturday in prep­
aration for the last few games which will 
wind up its season., Lowell Textile, Wor­
cester Tech and Brown will be met in 
that order.
G-auie played.: February 24,2934
FtW FEMEN
TEIPDHNM
Academy Five Loses Out In
Overtime After Holding 
Early Lead.
Outplayed for three periods, the Provi­
dence College Freshman basketball team 
came back In the last quarter to tie 
the score at 39-39, and then put on a 
superb display of ball handling in an 
overtime ■ period to defeat Dean. Acad­
emy 52-40 on the Harkins Hall court yes­
terday afternoon. With one minute and 
a half to play and the score 39-37 tn 
favor of'the visitors, Leo Davin caged a 
field goal to knot the count.
Dean held the upper hand from the 
' start, and with the aid of six foul bas­
kets led at 'the end of the first period 
14-2. The lone Friar score was made by 
Capt. Al Hagstrom. The home club 
fought hard to catch up with the speedy 
Academy players in the second period. 
Dean was held to four field goals in this 
frame while the Friar yearlings made 
four and sank four fouls. When the 
whistle blew for halftime the visitors 
were ahead 22-14.
Ray Belliveau’s entrance into the game 
after the resumption, of play gave the 
Friars more confidence. Hagstrom opened 
the scoring with a set-shot from mid­
court. Sataiin and Giovanl were the 
Dean big guns in the third period, with 
Sataiin’s accurate foul baskets counting 
heavily in the visitor’s favor. _
The last quarter produced some of the 
fastest play ever witnessed on. the Friar 
court. Dean’s points in this period came 
from six-foul tosses and a field goal.
For the homesters Belliveau sank a 
short basket as the period began, and 
Davin, Hagstrom and Carew counted, to i 
bring the score to 37-33 to Dean’s ad­
vantage. Then the Priarettes opened a 
whirlwind attack and Carew.and Davin 
found the nets, making the count 37-37. 
Carew's tying goal was a beautiful flip
On two foul tosses Dean went ahead 
39.37, only to have Providence come back 
on a basket by Davin.and tie the score 
again. The final whistle blew as the 
ball was about to be tossed for the start 
of play. A short rest was given the 
players and a five-minute overtime pe­
riod agreed upon. In the overtime, the 
Friar Freshmen succeeded in working ‘ 
plays for the first time in the game, scor- 
ins 13 points to the visitors’ lone tal_y. 
Ray Belliveau scored twice and Davin 
continued his good work with-a pair.of 
baskets. The Dean quintet showed the 
results of the fast game they had been 
playing and were not able to repulse the 
Friars’ offence.
The summary:.
PROVIDENCE COL- IDEAN AC'ADEMT (40) 
LEGE '37 152/ I G' 7
G. F. P.'Giovani. If..- 3 17
Hagstrom (C), If 6 0 12 Sataiin. rf... 4 7 15 
Belliveau. If.. 3 0 6.Hickson, c.o 1 7
Carew, rf.........5 1 lllHorsfalh c.. 0 0.... O’­
Smith. c...........0 1 l|McOarthy. lg 2 4 b
Collins, c........ 0 1 1'Annino. Tg... 1 13
Gallagher, lg.. 1 1 3’Dieffenb’h, rg 0 ® 0
Angelica, lg.. 0 1 li
Davin, rg.........8 1 171
Totals.........23 6 52] Totals ... .13 14 40
Referee—Pearce. Time—Four ~
periods. —
Worcester GAZETTE
Undefeated Providence; 
Team, Here Tonight, 
Has Won 14 Games
One of the speediest quintets in 
New England invades this city to­
night when the Providence college 
frosh oppose the Becker college 
hoopsters at the Commerce High 
gym at 8 o’clock.
The Providence team boasts an 
untarnished record for the Season, 
having rung up 14 consecutive tri­
umphs. To date, no team has seri 
ousiy extended the Friars in th'eir 
long winning streak. It is a team 
of six-footers, with each man above 
the average in both shooting and 
floor work.
The Businessmen hope to push 
the visitors to the limit and make 
a ball game all the way.
Donald Allsin, regular guard, re­
turned to the school yesterday and 
will don a suit for tonight’s clash, 
but it is doubtful if he will see 
much action, as he is still very 
weak from an' extended illness. 
However, Coach Golembeski has 
capable reserves, but none with the 
experience of Allan. He will start 
Zarr and Burke in the front court, 
Hollows at center and Captain 
Kieronski and Hale at the guards. 
Collins and Mooney, forwards, and 
Seney and Tiihonena, guards, are 
the understudies for this combina- ! 
tion.
The Front-Streeters’ chance for 
victory rests largely upon “Snitch” 
Hollows, Fitchburg lad, who has 
played brilliant ball all year, and 
has averaged better than 10 points 
per game for the second consecu­
tive season. If Hollows is able to 
locate the hoop tonight, the invad­
ers may be pressed to earn their 
victory. The Becker college girls 
will meet the strong Ware High 
sextet in the preliminary game at 
7.30 p. m.
Game Scheduled in Com­
merce Gym at 8 o’clock 
—Invaders Strong
An unbeaten Providence college ! 
Freshmen basketball team visit the : 
Commerce gym tonight for a game 
with the Becker college basketeers 
with play to start at 8 o’clock.
The visitors come here with a 
great record and their recent vic­
tim was St. John’s Prep whom, the 
freshmen walloped 56-20, while the 
Preppers defeated the Becker team 
by a 49-37. score. Among other vic­
tims of the McClellan-coached lads 
are Holy Cross Freshmen, Dean 
Academy and Assumption. Beck­
er has but one bright spot on their 
record, a1 hard earned 44-42 tri­
umph over a strong Fitchburg 
State Teachers College quintet.
Coach Archie Golembeski of 
Becker will start “Red” Burke and 
Jimmy Zarr at the forwards; 
“Snitch” Hollows at center; and 
Capt. Wally Kieronski and Roland 
'Hale at the guards.
The starting lineup for the vis­
itors will include Hagstrom and 
Carew at the forwards; either Col­
lins or Smith at center; and Da­
vis and Gallagher, guards. Ray 
Belleveau, high scoring reserve 
will see action at a forward post.
In the preliminary contest, the 
Becker college girls will seek their 
fourth win of the season against 
the Ware High girls.
BECKERS FACE
FRIARS’ FROSH
Game played: February 28,1934-
FRIAR YEARLINGS
BEAT BECKER FIVE
—
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 28.—The Provi­
dence College Freshman basketball team 
remained undefeated when it beat out 
the Becker College, quintet of this city 
40 to 28 at the Commerce high gym here 
tonight.
The Friars received a score in the 
first half of the contest, when they barely 
managed to gain a 20 to 16 lead at 
halftime but, with the outset of the 
third period they managed to draw away 
from Becker to register their triumph. 
PROVIDENCE BECKER
COLLEGE COLLEGE <281
FRESHMEN (40)
G. F. P. G. F. P.
Hagstrom, if. 1 0 2Zarr. If .... 4 3 11
Angelica. If... 3 1 7 Burke, rf.......... 2 0 4
Bflllveau. rf.. 3 2 S'Hollows, c... 4 1 9
Bllven, rf....... 1 0 2'Ha)e. Ig.......... 10 2
Smith, c........ 0 0 O'lollins, )g. . . . 0 1 1
Collins, c.........1 1 3 Kierowski, rg 0 1 1
Carew. Ig.... 3 3 9
Gallagher, Ig. 2 , 1 5
Davin, rg. . . . 0 0 0
Falrbr’her, rg 2 0 4
Total ... 16 8 40 Total .... 11 6 23
RefeTee—Hardy. Time—Four 10-mlnute 
periods.
FRIARfflESHB
TRIP INDIANS 36-22 Game played: warch 2,1934
Providence College 'Yearlings 
Stage Brilliant Rally in Last 
Quarter to Win.
. Piling up a total of 18 points to their 
opponents’ five in a fine last-period 
surge, the Providence College Freshman 
basketball team.gained its 17th straight 
victory by defeating the Bryant-Stratton 
College quintet 36 to 22 in an'exciting 
game at the City high school gymnasium 
. last night.
Bryant-Stratton was first to score, 
when Charlie Swanson sank a field goal 
from under the basket soon after the 
opening whistle. But this lead was 
short-lived, the Frlarettes going ahead 
7-4 at the end of the first period on field 
baskets by Capt. Gus Hagstrom and » 
I trio of foul goals by Carew and Gal- 
; lagher. The Freshmen maintained their 
three-point advantage at the half, lead­
ing 12-9.
Up to this point, both clubs were play­
ing careful basketba.ll, but the opening 
of the second half saw the teams battling 
tooth-and-nail for the advantage.
Bryant-Stratton managed to pull up to 
a 15-all tie midway through the second 
half but, again, Joe Carew and Carl 
Angelica sank foul baskets to give the 
I Frlarettes an 18-17 advantage at the 
J conclusion of the period.
’™X wmM a capacity crowd- 
fI=SS-S£^ 
y&"®«ss?r® 
ing to™'a^s{,v Cliriie Swanson, Elmer 
work offered by Kennedy of Bryant- Duckworth and Ken Ken 1 Wgh
Stratton. Hagstrom ga points,
scoring honors wit a _totad °f 1 
while Swanson trailed hjm W 
.point with 10. _ ttl6 olney.
In the preliminary t, ■ , b
! vine Boys’ Club Womenba. 
ketball team, with ^ Blomquist in 
inor Williams and •Rrvant-Strat*
the limelight, handed the k.
ton College women a 24 to. W ?
Miss Evelyn Vigeant platen w , 
Bryant-Stratton.
The summaries: n„VAN-r.
PROVIDENCE BRATTON '22)COLLEGE ’37 (36)p STRATIO1^ R 
Hagstrom, If..| J “ g&M 0 2 
Lefebvre If... a Swanson. rf. 5 0 10
Calew. rf..... 2 Kennedy, c.. 0 4 4Belliveau, rf.. 1 0 n wSt ig... 9 3 3
Cc......... 0 0 0 I-Iaslehurst. rg C 0 0
Gafeer.'ig. 0 2 2 Bray, rg, c., 0. 0 0
Angelica, lg - • • 0 h A 
Davin, rg.........1 - ? '
Fairbrother, rg 1 1 ° _____ ....
Referee's—E ‘ VpamU^Brown) and C. A. 
Shurman (New Hampshire). Time—Wr 10- 
minute periods.
lr.-_ W.;). - !.>_• _ ‘, ■ --
Game played: riarch 3,1954
' FRIAR YEARLINGS
VICTORIOUS 38-29
(Special to the Providence journal)
Springfield. March 3.—The undefeated 
Providence College Freshman basketball 
team rallied in the second half to turn 
back the American International College 
quintet here tonight 38-29. 'The Spring­
field team led at half time but paced by 
Davin the Providence team spurted 
ahead handily.
Davin led the attack with 14 points.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE I A. I. C.
COLLEGE FRESHMEN |
G. F. P'.f G. F- P.
Hagestron, If.. 3 0 6;3later, rg.... 3 0 6
Belliveaii, rf.. 3' 0 6'Boyazy, rg... 2 0 4
Smith, c........ 2 0 4Darew, lg.... 3 0 6
Angelico, lg... 4 0 SiBaird, lg.... 2 0 4
Davin, rg.......7 0'14'Croft. c.............2 0 4
Paloini, rf. . . 2 0 4
Hanchette, rf 0 0 0
Jones, rf.... 0 0 0
Haiichette, If. 0 1 1
Totals........19 0 381 Totals... .14 129
Referee--McCarthy. Umpire—Shea. Time . 
of periods—20 minutes.
£&/7&gte /7re&fon£zn I eezm
Undefeated In 18 straight games, and, out to keep their record clear in 
the final tilt of the year against the Brown Freshman team at the Elm­
grove avenue gym tomorrow night, in preliminary game to Brown- 
Providence College ’Varsity contest. Front row, left to right—Raymond 
Belliveau. forward; Milton Bidden, guard; Captain Alfred Hagstrom, 
left forward: Cha'rles Gallagher, right guard;‘Carlo Angelica, guard. 
Baek row—Joseph Devenisli, assistant manager; John Lefebvre, for­
ward: Fred Collins, centre; John Smith, centre: Leo Davin, left guard; 
Joseph Carew, right forward; John Fairbrother, forward; Frank Holden, 
manager.
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